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This thesis describes the development of part-of-speech tagging resources for the 
Georgian language, consisting of i.) a new morphosyntactic language model for part-
of-speech (POS) tagging purposes; ii.) tagging guidelines for tagging and post-editing; 
iii.) the KATAG tagset and iv.) the trained parameter files the probabilistic TreeTagger 
program needs to work on Georgian texts.  
A new morphosyntactic model of Georgian for part-of-speech tagging purposes is 
described in the thesis. The thesis also describes a tagset (KATAG) defined in 
accordance with a new morphosyntactic model of the language and a set of design 
principles and tagging guidelines.    
A stochastic methodology is used here to perform tagging in Georgian. Namely, the 
Treetagger - a probabilistic part-of-speech tagging program has been trained on 
Georgian texts. The justification for this choice is discussed.  
I use two tokenisation approaches in part-of-speech tagging. An accuracy of 92.41% 
using an enclitic tokenisation approach and accuracy of 87.13% was achieved using a 
non-enclitic tokenisation approach, corroborating my hypothesis that treating enclitic 
elements separately from the host words results in better tagging performance. 
To make the tagger program easily adaptable for a range of inputs (type, variety or 
genre of text), the performance of the probabilistic TreeTagger program was evaluated 
according to the obtained test set consisting of five different genres such as academic, 
informal, legal, fiction and news. 
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Chapter 1  
                                        Introduction 
 
1.1 Motivation 
This PhD thesis describes part-of-speech tagging in Georgian. Part-of-speech tagging 
is an established procedure in corpus linguistics. There are a wide range of applications 
of part-of-speech tagging software and tagged texts and corpora. These include 
information retrieval, machine translation, sentiment analysis, and the development of 
corpus-based grammars and dictionaries. It also supports additional layers of 
(automated) analysis, such as semantic annotation and discourse tagging (Leech, 1997; 
Leech and Smith, 1999; Hardie, 2004).  
Thus, part-of-speech tagging is central to the field of corpus linguistics. Therefore, it 
is always a worthwhile task to develop part-of-speech tagging resources and extend 
part-of-speech tagging practices especially for under- or less-resourced languages such 
as Georgian.  
It is worthwhile to mention that there have been a number of attempts of corpus 
annotation in Georgian. There are a handful of tagged Georgian corpora available. For 
example, the Georgian analyser is used to tag the Georgian Dialect Corpus 
(Lortkipanidze et al., 2013). The Morphological Generator and Analyzer is used to tag 
a corpus of Georgian literary language (Lobzhanidze, 2013), and a parser for Georgian 
using the Constraint Grammar (CG) framework (Meurer, 2015), which is used to tag 
the Georgian National Corpus (including Old, Middle and Modern Georgian) and the 
Georgian Reference corpus.  
2 
 
However, there are no tagsets or tagging guidelines available for these tagged corpora. 
Also, no tagger programs are available (with the exception of the Georgian parser). 
Furthermore, there is no information about the performance and/or accuracy of these 
tagging systems. Considering the state-of-the-art of corpus annotation in Georgian, 
developing part-of-speech tagging resources for the language and achieving a 
functional automated tagging is an undoubtedly novel task.  
There are additional reasons why devising a part-of-speech tagging resources for 
Georgian can be even more interesting. First, Georgian is a member of the Kartvelian 
language family, for which no part-of-speech tagging has been done. As such, it may 
be hoped that the POS-tagging experience in Georgian may be of benefit to extend and 
develop part-of-speech tagging resources for other Kartvelian languages such as 
Megrelian, Laz and Svan. Secondly, Georgian is a morphologically complex language, 
meaning that it presents a number of interesting and possibly unique problems. For 
example, how to treat suffixaufnahme (double casing) case? How to tag argument 
agreement in verbs? How to treat numerous enclitic particles and postpositions? This 
gives an opportunity to solve such problems and makes the part-of-speech tagging 
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1.2 Aims and objectives 
The main aim of this thesis is to develop tagging resources and achieve functional 
automated part-of-speech tagging in Georgian. The other important aims of the thesis 
are as follows: 
1. to devise a new morphosyntactic model of Georgian for POS-tagging purposes  
2. to design a tagset for Georgian 
3. to develop a set of tagging guidelines 
4. to produce a set of parameter files for functional automated part-of-speech 
tagging in Georgian using the probabilistic TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) 
program. 
Additional aims of the thesis are as follows: 1) dealing with the complex Georgian 
morphology in POS tagging; 2) the part-of-speech tagging experience for Georgian 
may prove of benefit to later attempts to do the same for other Kartvelian languages. 
Thus, the thesis describes the development of part-of-speech tagging resources for 
Georgian including a process of manual annotation of the training data, which is an 
essential prerequisite to achieve automated tagging. 
1.3 Research questions 
Apart from developing the part-of-speech tagging resources stated above and 
achieving functional automated part-of-speech tagging in Georgian, I will address the 
five research questions in the thesis, as follows: 
1. Is it possible to design a practically manageable hierarchical 
decomposable tagset for an agglutinative language, such as Georgian? 
4 
 
By answering the first question, I will evaluate the practicality and manageability of 
the employed annotation schema. Georgian is an agglutinative language with complex 
morphology, meaning that it is hard to describe using the hierarchical-decomposable 
approach, for instance used by Hardie (2004), Khoja et al. (2001). This is because 
agglutinative languages have no finite paradigms and it is difficult to enumerate all 
conceivable combinations. However, the most problematic aspect of Georgian is the 
way in which it does not behave like an agglutinative language. For example, the 
verbal agreement paradigms are fusional (synthetic) with a high degree of syncretism. 
In order to address this question, I will define possible hierarchies by going through 
category by category (see Chapter 4). Then I will put the proposed hierarchical 
decomposable tagset into practice by means of manual tagging (see Chapter 5) and 
finally I will evaluate the performance of the tagger based on the proposed 
hierarchical-decomposable KATAG tagset. 
2. Is a stochastic method an appropriate one in part-of-speech tagging of 
morphologically rich and complex languages such as Georgian?  
Selection of part-of-speech tagging methodology depends on many factors, such as the 
nature of the tagset, language typology etc. For example, Tapanainen and Voutilainen 
(1994) suggest that Markov model taggers operate better with small tagsets, whereas 
rule-based approaches perform better with large tagsets. It should be noted that this 
claim has been challenged and proved to be untrue. All taggers will perform better 
with fewer tags, as there are no fine-grained sub-categories in such tagsets (Eklund, 
1993). Furthermore, Smith (1997, p.140) describes the comparison of the CLAWS 
system’s performance with two English tagsets: C5, which was intended to be simple 
                                                                                                                                  5 
 
(61 tags) and the larger C7 tagset (146 tags). Smith reports that larger tagset (C7) 
improves performance of the tagger (using Markov model).  
The other important factors in selecting a tagging methodology include the typological 
features of a language. Morphologically rich languages have potentially freer word 
order and greater contextual ambiguity (Sánchez-León and Nieto-Serrano, 1997). 
These factors may suggest that a probabilistic model is unsuitable for Georgian. 
However, Hardie (2004, p. 296) points out that the free word order problems apply not 
only to Markov model taggers, but to rule-based approaches as well. Therefore, the 
probabilistic approach cannot be ruled out based on these factors. 
Thus, I will evaluate the performance of the probabilistic TreeTagger program on 
Georgian texts. I will compare how different parameters, such as the size of lexicon, 
or context and affix lengths have effects on the tagger’s performance.  
3. What are the challenges of the probabilistic TreeTagger program (with 
Markov model) when it is applied to Georgian? 
By answering this question, I will evaluate the overall performance of the employed 
probabilistic tagger for Georgian. I will identify the main challenges of the tagger 
program with regard to Georgian morphosyntax and provide solutions and suggestions 
for problematic areas (see chapter 6). 
4. What is the best approach in tokenisation when dealing with enclitics in 
Georgian? 
One of the preliminary tasks in part-of-speech tagging is tokenisation - dividing a text 
into tokens.  It might seem that tokenisation is not a difficult task in Georgian, as there 
are clear word breaks by means of spaces. However, it is worthwhile to discuss the 
6 
 
clitic/affix distinction as it applies in POS tagging. In part-of-speech tagging an affix 
does not receive its own tag but may affect the grammatical features marked on the 
word; whereas a clitic receives its own tag. As Georgian is an agglutinative language 
it has numerous agglutinative postpositions and particles. There are two ways to treat 
such “enclitic” elements: 1) to tokenise into a unit of its own, or 2) to treat as a part of 
the word they are attached to.  
It should be noted that there is no right or wrong choice regarding the “enclitics” in 
POS-tagging. Both enclitic and non-enclitic approaches are equally valid and have 
their advantages and disadvantages depending on the research question, end users etc. 
The main motivation for this question is to find out which approach is the best one for 
probabilistic part-of-speech tagging in Georgian. In order to do so, I will evaluate and 
compare the results of both approaches (see chapter 6). 
5. Which genres are most difficult in part-of-speech tagging in Georgian? 
 The performance of the probabilistic TreeTagger program is evaluated on the obtained 
test set (see chapter 6) consisting of five different genres: academic, informal, fiction, 
news and legal. The main reason for this is to find out if the application of the tagger 
is limited because of the used resources (e.g. training set, lexicon) that have been 
trained for a particular variety or genre of text. In order to make the tagger program 
easily adaptable for a range of input (type, variety or genre of text), I will identify the 
genres, where the TreeTagger has a low performance level and provide possible 
solutions to improve the performance in these genres. 
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1.4 Thesis outline  
There are several conventions used in this thesis. Georgian examples within the text 
are presented in bold type Georgian alphabet together with the Roman transliteration 
in brackets.  The numbered Georgian examples in the thesis are glossed using the 
Leipzig1 glossing rules. Italics are used for Georgian and English linguistic terms.  
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 gives an overview of the topic and the 
motivations for the present research and outlines aims and objectives. Chapter 2 
provides more detailed introductory discussions of Georgian, a language of which I 
am a native speaker. In it I discuss Georgian morphosyntax and claim that Georgian 
presents its unique and particular challenges for part-of-speech tagging. This chapter 
also discusses existing tagged corpora for Georgian.  
Chapter 3 describes the necessary preliminaries of the design principles of the KATAG 
tagset. It also provides a brief overview of previous work in the field of tagset creation 
(for English). I will argue that the tagging standards, such as EAGLES 
recommendations for the morphosyntactic annotation of corpora2 are not extensible 
and appropriate for a language like Georgian, which is a non-Indo-European language 
with complex morphology. 
 In chapter 4, I propose a new morphosyntactic model for Georgian for the purposes 
of part-of-speech tagging and accomplish the first main aim of the thesis by defining 
the KATAG tagset, by means of going through the proposed guidelines category by 
category.  
                                                 
1  Revised version of February 2008 from https://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/pdf/Glossing-
Rules.pdf  
2 http://home.uni-leipzig.de/burr/Verb/htm/LinkedDocuments/annotate.pdf  
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Chapter 5 describes the process of manual tagging using the KATAG tagset. This 
allows me to assess whether or not the tagset is adequate to describe all the categories 
of Georgian. As a result of this, certain changes to the tagset are outlined and justified. 
Chapter 5 also describes the field of part-of-speech tagging methodology. I look at a 
number of different tagging methodologies, including rule-based method and 
probabilistic tagging using Markov models. I do this in order to be able to justify my 
choice of tagging approaches. This choice is made in the light of a number of factors, 
which are also discussed in this chapter.   
Chapter 6 evaluates the performance of the trained parameter files of the probabilistic 
(TreeTagger) tagger program using the KATAG tagset with two different tokenisation 
approaches.  
Chapter 7 is my conclusion and looks back across the preceding six chapters, 
considering the results of the study and possible future research.  
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Chapter 2  
Background issues to the tagging of Georgian 
In this chapter, I will discuss some background issues before I move on to describing 
the process of designing the part-of-speech tagging system.  Firstly, section 2.1 
describes the structure of Georgian. This was felt necessary because the language is 
not widely studied internationally and there are very few grammar books3 on the 
language. 
Secondly, as this PhD is about part-of-speech tagging in Georgian, I will briefly 
describe existing tagged Georgian corpora (sections from 2.3.1 to 2.3.4).  
 
2.1 The Georgian Language 
Georgian (ქართული - [kartuli]) belongs to the Kartvelian language family, which 
consists of four Kartvelian languages: Georgian, Laz, Megrelian and Svan.  
Georgian is spoken by about 4 million people4 , mainly in Georgia as an official 
language. It is also spoken in Turkey, Iran, Azerbaijan and Russia. The history of the 
Georgian language has traditionally been divided into three main periods (Shanidze, 
1976): Old Georgian (5th-11th c), Middle Georgian (11th-17/18th c) and Modern 
Georgian (from 18th c). 
Modern Georgian is presented as the standard (literary) Georgian language and a wide 
range and variety of about 17 Georgian dialects, such as Imeretian (in Northwest 
                                                 
3 It should be noted that Georgian has a very rich literary tradition. There are some remarkable 
works on Georgian grammar (e.g. Shanidze, 1953) written in Georgian.  
4 The information about the Georgian population is taken from the National Statistics Office 




Georgia), Gurian (in Southwest Georgia), Mtiuletian (in Northeast Georgia), Ingiloan 
(in Azerbaijan), Fereydanian (in Iran) etc.  
Georgia has an ancient and rich literary tradition. The oldest literary text in Georgian 
(The Passion of Saint Shushanik by Iakob Tsurtaveli) dates back to the 5th century AD. 
The Georgian language has three unique alphabets - Asomtavruli (5th c.), Nuskhuri (9th 
c.), and Mkhedruli (from 10th c.) that are listed on the UNESCO’s Representative List 
of Intangible Cultural Heritage5.  
Mkhedruli is the modern Georgian script. Thus, my PhD research utilizes this script: 
the Georgian web-corpus, tagset, manually tagged lexicon, training set and the test set 
are in Mkhedruli script.   
The Mkhedruli alphabet originally consisted of 38 letters. Contemporary Georgian has 
33 letters, as five letters became obsolete. The number of Georgian letters used in other 
Kartvelian languages varies. For instance, Megrelian uses 36 letters. Georgian has a 
high grapheme-to-phoneme and phoneme-to-grapheme correspondence. The 
Mkhedruli alphabet does not make a distinction between upper and lower cases. 
However, some Georgian fonts include “capitals”, which are just larger versions of the 
letters. In June 2018, the obsolete Asomtavruli letters were added in Unicode version 
11.0 to represent the capital letters in Georgian. They are capital letters with similar 




                                                 
5 https://ich.unesco.org/en/RL/living-culture-of-three-writing-systems-of-the-georgian-
alphabet-01205  
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2.1.1 A brief overview of the structure of Georgian 
In this section, I will sketch Georgian morphosyntax. It should be noted that here I will 
not describe commonly known and generally accepted linguistic facts. I will focus on 
the morphosyntactic features that are to some degree unique and particular to 
Georgian.  My main sources where not otherwise specified, are Shanidze (1980), 
Gogolashvili (2011) and Melikishvili (2001, 2008, 2014).  
2.1.1.1 Phonology 
The following brief account of Georgian phonology is drawn from Shanidze’s 
grammar (1980, pp. 7-23).  Georgian has 5 vowels and 28 consonants. I have provided 
IPA notations alongside the Georgian symbols.  
 Front Back 
Close ი     i    უ     u    
Mid ე     ɛ    ო     ɔ    
Open ა     ɑ    
Table 2. 1: Vowel phonemes (after Shanidze, 1980, p. 10). 
 




Velar Uvular Glottal 
Nasal მ   m    ნ   n        
 
Stop 
aspirated ფ   pʰ    თ   tʰ     ქ   kʰ      
voiced ბ   b   
  
დ   d    გ   ɡ      
ejective პ   pʼ    ტ   tʼ    კ   
kʼ    
ყ   χʼ     
 
Affricate 
aspirated  ც   t͡ sʰ    ჩ   t͡ ʃʰ       
voiced  ძ   d͡z    ჯ   d͡ʒ       
ejective  წ   t͡ sʼ    ჭ   t͡ ʃʼ       
 
Fricative 
voiceless  ს  s    შ   ʃ    ხ   
x     
 ჰ   h    
voiced ვ   v    ზ   z    ჟ   ʒ     ღ    ɣ   
Tap/Flap   რ   r         
Lateral   ლ   l        




It should be noted that these vowels and consonants given Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 
represent a standard literary Georgian language as having 33 letters and sounds. 
However, this is not true for Georgian dialects and their varieties. For example, unlike 
standard literary Georgian, Gurian dialect has additional two following approximants: 
[ჲ] [ĭ] and [უ̂][ŭ] (Gamkrelidze et al., 2006, p.14). 
Standard literary Georgian has a wide range of ejective consonants in five places of 
articulation (labial, dental-alveolar, post-alveolar, velar and uvular).  Some consonants 
show a strong affinity with certain other consonants. Shanidze (1980, p.23) describes 
these consonants as “harmonic groups /pairs”. There are three so-called “harmonic 
groups” as follows:  
1) [χʼ] uvular ejective usually follows either of these ejectives: [p’], [t’], 
[t͡ sʼ] and [t͡ ʃʼ] as in ტყდომა [t’χʼdoma] “breaking, cracking”; 
2) [x] velar voiceless fricative follows these aspirated consonants: [pʰ], [tʰ], [ t͡ sʰ] 
and [ t͡ ʃʰ], as in თხილი [tʰxili] “hazel nut”; 
3) [ɣ] velar voiced fricative follows these voiced stops and affricates as follows: 
[b], [d], [d͡z] and [d͡ʒ], as in დღე [dɣe] “day”. 
One of the main characteristics of Georgian vowels is that there is no distinction in 
phonemic vowel length.  However, it may exhibit sequences of identical vowel 
phonemes (vowel hiatus) that yield phonetically long vowels, such as გააანალიზებ 
[gaaanalizeb] “You will analyse it”. Georgian does not use stress or pitch to give 
meaning to words. 
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2.1.1.2 Development of Georgian grammars 
Prior to providing a short overview of the structure of the language, it is important to 
touch upon some background issues about the development of the Georgian grammars. 
There are relatively few grammars for the Georgian language.  
It is worthwhile to mention that in the XVII-XVIII centuries Roman Catholic 
missionaries were well presented in Georgia. They founded schools in various regions 
of Georgia and started teaching Latin and Greek languages using Latin and Greek 
grammars and dictionaries (Tamarashvili, 1902, p.156).  
Thus, early Georgian grammars from this period were influenced by Greek and Latin 
linguistic traditions. The first Georgian grammar was written by the Italian missionary 
Francisco-Maria Maggio in 1643. Earliest grammars of Georgian in the XVIII century 
were written by Zurab Shanshovani (1737) and Anton I Catholicos Patriarch of 
Georgia (1753, 1767)6. Gaioz Rektor’s Georgian grammar written in 1789 (published 
in 1796)7 was mainly based on Anton’s grammar. These early works on Georgian 
grammar were influenced by Greek and Latin grammars (such as the “The Art of 
Grammar” [Tékhnē grammatikē] attributed to Dionysius Thrax8 in 170-90 BC) and 
imported a Greek concept of grammar along with Greek terminology, which was 
inappropriate for the Georgian language. For example, they imposed a four-gender 
system (masculine, feminine, neuter and common) on Georgian declension despite the 
complete absence of grammatical gender in Georgian (or in any other Kartvelian 
                                                 
6 For more information about Shanoshovani’s and Anton’s grammars See Potskhishvili 
(1981, pp. 22-52) and Babunashvili and Uturgaidze (1991). 
7 Gaioz Rektori’s grammar were edited and published by Nikolaishvili (1970). 
8 For more detailed discussion see Karosanidze (2017). 
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languages). Moreover, Anton I Catholicos described Georgian as having prepositions 
despite the fact that Georgian is a postpositional language.  
In the first half of the XIX century, there were a number of Georgian grammars written. 
These grammars include Eristavi (1802), Kartvelishvili (1809, 1815), Piralovi (1820), 
Bagrationi (1829), Dodaevi (1830), Brosset (1834, 1837) and Ioseliani (1840, 1851). 
It is worthwhile to mention that these grammars were influenced by Russian linguistic 
tradition (for more detailed discussion on this see Iluridze, 2006). 
Akaki Shanidze was the first Georgian linguist to describe the language systematically 
in his Fundamentals of the Georgian Language published in 1953 (later reprinted in 
1980 by his daughter Mzekala Shanidze). Since Shanidze’s (1953) grammar, there 
have been few grammars written for Georgian. They are closely based on Shanidze’s 
grammar (1953) with little novelty. 
However, it should be mentioned that there is a great deal of work on each individual 
aspects of Georgian grammar (e.g. such as in morphology, syntax etc.) by Georgian 
and/or foreign linguists working on the Georgian language. Here I will not provide a 
detailed description of such works but will mention those authors that are relevant to 
this study. These includes Marr (1908, 1925), Chikobava (1928, 1968), Zorell (1930), 
Deeters (1930), Imnaishvili (1956, 1957), Topuria (1965), Gachechiladze (1979), 
Harris (1981), Sarjveladze (1984), Uturgaidze (1986), Hewitt (1995), Melikishvili 
(2001, 2008, 2014), Peikrishvili (2010), Gogolashvili (2011) and Sharashenidze 
(2014).  
Thus, the works of the above mentioned authors have been used to some extent in this 
thesis. As for the systematic description of the Georgian language, Shanidze’s (1953, 
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1980) work is most widely used and recognized as the traditional grammar until the 
present day.  
One of the major problems in Shanidze’s classification is that he uses semantic 
concepts and criteria to describe morphological categories. This causes a contradiction 
between form and meaning (Melikishvili, 2014) in Georgian morphosyntax. For 
example, the use of both semantic and formal criteria for grammatical functions - 
“subjects” and “objects” are in conflict. Furthermore, Harris (1981) argues that notions 
of “subject” and “direct object” are not appropriate for Georgian as there is no 
agreement between the three most obvious criteria for defining this concept: case, verb 
agreement, and semantic notion of subject.  
Arnold Chikobava (1928, 1968) was one of the first Georgian linguists who identified 
and described the above problem of using semantic criteria to describe morphological 
categories. Later Melikishvili (2014) attempted to revise Shanidze’s classification 
system by devising a new diatheses-based conjugation system of Georgian verbs. It is 
worthwhile to mention that grammar books at school and university levels are mainly 
based on Shanidze’s traditional classification (Shanidze, 1953, 1980).  
The main problem regarding this point that the language model (as in Shanidze, 1980) 
using semantic criterion to define morphological categories is not suitable for POS-
tagging purposes. In designing the tagset, I have devised a new system of 
morphological categorisation, which focuses on purely morphological categories in 
Georgian. It should be highlighted that the proposed morphosyntactic model does not 
represent a new grammar of the language, but a simplified and practical approach for 




2.1.1.3 Morphology and Syntax 
Georgian is a morphologically complex language, an agglutinative language with split 
ergativity. However, it is not purely agglutinative, as there are many examples of 
inflectional fusion as well. Georgian has no distinction of grammatical gender. While, 
there are some gender-specific words, such as დედა [deda] “mother” and მამა 
[mama] “father” etc. The kinship terms such as “niece” and “nephew” are gender 
neutral. However, parent of a “niece” or a “nephew” is gender specific.  For example, 
ძმისშვილი [dzmišvili] can be translated as “niece” or “nephew” meaning “brother’s 
child, either male or female”, or დისშვილი [disšvili] “sister’s child, either male or 
female”.  
There are no articles in Modern Georgian. However, Old Georgian used demonstrative 
pronouns as articles (Shanidze, 1980, pp. 618-620). 
The agglutinative inflectional system is quite regular both for nominal declension and 
verb conjugation in Georgian. In the traditional case system (Shanidze, 1980), there 
are seven cases: Nominative, Ergative, Dative, Genitive, Instrumental, Adverbial and 
Vocative. Nominal modifiers may come either before or after the modified element. 
This affects the case and number agreement between the modifier and the head. For 
example, when the modifier appears before the noun it modifies, it does not agree in 
number, but in some cases, it agrees in case: it takes full case markers for nominative, 
ergative, and vocative. Optionally it takes “reduced” (as opposed to full marker) 
markers in genitive and instrumental - or takes no marker at all. However, this is only 
true when the modifier has a consonant-final root. When the modifier has a vowel final 
root and appears before the head, it does not agree in case and number. However, when 
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vowel-final modifiers appear after the head noun, they fully agree in case and number 
(see chapter 4). 
Georgian has postpositions rather than prepositions. Few postpositions are 
independent words, for example, შესახებ [šesaxeb] “about”; most postpositions are 
always attached to a host, cliticised to the noun phrase. Each postposition governs a 
particular case and occurs after the case marker. Quite frequently, the case marker is 
deleted before the postposition due to the phonological rules in Georgian, such as the 
co-occurrence of two fricatives ([-s] and [-š]), as shown in the example below (from 
the KaWaC corpus.                     
(1) saxl-i                                           saxl-(s)-ši 
house-NOM                                house-(DAT)-POST 
“A house/home”.                         “In the house / at home”. 
In this example above, სახლ [saxl] “house / home” is a root form. In nominative, it 
adds the [-i] nominative case marker. Whereas in dative it adds the dative case marker 
- [-s]. When a postposition, such as the [-ši] “in” is added, the [-s] dative marker is 
deleted. 
Another interesting phenomenon in the Georgian case system is Suffixaufnahme 
(suffix resumption), which is also known as case stacking. It is a genitive-based 
construction, where a genitive noun agrees with its head noun. It was first recognized 
in Old Georgian (Bopp, 1842) and is still actively used in Modern Georgian. This 
complex case system in Georgian is also characterized by two morphophonological 
phenomena: syncopation and apocopation. Syncope in phonology is the loss of one or 
more sounds in the middle of a word. Whereas an apocope is the deletion of one or 
more sounds from the end of a word. Syncopation usually occurs only in three cases, 
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Genitive, Instrumental, and Adverbial, where three vowels ([a], [e] and [o]) are 
deleted. Apocope takes place in two cases, Genitive and Instrumental, and only two 
vowels are apocopated ([a] and [e]). Some words can be syncopated and apocopated 
at the same time. 
(2) karkhana                               karkhn-is 
factory.NOM                        factory-GEN 
“A factory”.                         “of a factory”. 
In this example, ქარხანა [karkhana] ‘factory’ undergoes both syncope and apocope 
at the same time. The middle vowel [-a-] and last vowel [-a] is deleted as a result of 
syncopation and apocopation in genitive and instrumental cases accordingly.   
The morphology of the Georgian verb is very complex. Georgian traditional grammars 
describe the verb according to grammatical (argument agreement, number) and 
derivational (voice, aspect) categories. The Georgian verb can take up to three 
arguments, but only two arguments can be morphologically marked at the same time:  
1) Subject (agent) and 2) either Direct Object (patient) or Indirect (oblique) Object.  
(3)     g-c'er-s 
    2O.SG-write.3S.SG.PRS 
               “S/he writes it to you”. 
It is a transitive verb, marked applicative. It has three arguments but agrees with only 
two of them: the interpretation of the third argument is recovered from the valency 
marking.  
There are three types of case marking possible for the subject of the sentences 
according to a combination of morphological and case alignment criteria: Ergative, 
Nominative and Dative.  However, this is conditioned by the Series (Tense, Aspect 
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and Mood) of the verb, as well as the voice category and transitivity. For example, the 
subject of the verb in the present tense has a nominative marking and in the past tense 
(aorist) an ergative marking.  
In Georgian linguistics, the term screeve is used to express a system covering tense, 
aspect and mood (TAM).  There are three TAM Series consisting of eleven screeves 
as follows: 























Perfect – I Resultative (first 
evidential) 
Pluperfect – II Resultative 
(Second evidential) 
III subjunctive - (third 
evidential)  
Table 2. 3: Series and screeves in Georgian. 
Tense expresses time reference in Georgian, as in other languages. However, there is 
no single marker for each tense in Georgian; rather, various individual root forms mark 
the tense. Georgian verbs have so called “thematic suffixes” (from Greek thema), root 
forming suffixes, such as [-ob], [-av], [-am], [-ev], [-en], [-i] and [-op]. Thematic 
suffixes are present and future stem formants. Thus, they appear in Series I (e.g. in 
present and future tenses) and also in Series III (e.g. in I resultative) since Series III 
verbs use stem formats from Series I (Shanidze, 1980, pp.387-388). Thematic suffixes 




(4) a)    v-xat’-av                                     b)    v-xat-e 
       1S.SG-paint-THS.PRS                       1S.SG-paint-SM.AOR 
       “I paint”.                                             “I painted”. 
(5)   b)  v-tamaš-ob                                 b)    v-i-tamaš-e 
       1S.SG-play-THS.PRS                        1S.SG-BEN.APPL-play.SM.AOR 
       “I play”.                                              “I played”. 
 
Georgian verbs can encode a very complex information such as follows:  




“S/he will paint it” 




“We paint it”.  
Thus, a single Georgian verb may contain the following information: person and 
number features of subject, direct and indirect object, tense, aspect, voice, mood etc. 
Another important characteristic of the Georgian verb is that some verb forms can have 
two or more readings. For example, the Present Tense root form can also express future 
tense, depending on the context.  
(8)  bržan-eb-s     
 order-THS-3S.SG.PRS/FUT 
“S/he orders; s/he will order”. 
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(9)  asc'avlis 
 teach.3S.SG.PRS/FUT 
 “S/he teaches him/her it; s/he will teach him/her it”.     
Furthermore, verbs in Georgian can also be described as having morphological 
syncretism in the agreement paradigm. For example, the verb form below can have 
two readings, as follows: 
(10) gzrdit      
            raise.3S.SG.2O.PL.PRS 
      raise.1S.PL.2O.SG.PRS 
                        “S/he raises you (PL)”; “We raise you (SG)”.  
The category of aspect is derivational in modern Georgian. Prefixal morphemes (so 
called preverbs) that are cliticised to verbs and verbal nouns, mark perfective aspect. 
(11) a)   tex-av-s                                       b) ga-tex-av-s 
                 break-THS-3S.SG.IMPERF               PRV-break-THS-3S.SG.PERF 
                “S/he is breaking it”.                         “S/he will break it” 
                 Imperfective aspect                           Perfective aspect 
There are about 22 preverbs (prefixal morphemes) in Modern Georgian. Together with 
marking aspect category, they also have other functions as follows:   
1) Indicate location, direction and orientation of action and state in space. For 
instance, the [še-] preverb indicates the direction from outside to inside, for 
example, in the verb root ვიდ [vid], შევიდა [ševida] “S/he entered” and [ga-
] preverb expresses the direction from inside to outside, e.g.: გავიდა [gavida] 
“S/he went out”; 
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2) Changes lexical meaning, for example in the verb root გებ [geb], გაგება 
[gageba] “to understand”, მოგება [mogeba] “to win”, and წაგება [cageba] 
“to lose”; 
3) As mentioned above, they mark aspect and tense of the verb, for example, 
აკეთებს [aketebs] “S/he does, makes”, Present tense, Imperfective aspect, 
გააკეთებს [gaaketebs] “S/he will do, make”, Future Tense, Perfective aspect.  
As demonstrated above, a single Georgian verb may encode a large number of 
morphosyntactic features. Thus, it is the most complex part-of-speech in Georgian, 
especially in terms of POS-tagging.  
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2.2 Previous work on corpus annotation in Georgian 
In this section, I will discuss existing tagged corpora in Georgian. There are very few 
tagged corpora for Georgian, such as the KaWac corpus, Georgian Dialect corpus and 
the Georgian National corpus.  
2.2.1 The KaWaC Corpus 
The KaWaC9 is a large web corpus of Georgian, which was created at the University 
of Leeds within my previous PhD project (Daraselia and Sharoff, 2014; Daraselia and 
Sharoff, 2015; Daraselia, 2015).  
The KaWaC corpus was designed to be a large and diverse Georgian web-corpus 
representing a variety of internet genres on the web, such as press, news, fiction, 
personal blogs etc. The process started with identification of the more popular 
resources and crawling them from the internet using wget, with further processing by 
webpage cleaning and deduplication based on BootCat tools. The corpus texts were 
collected from 618,468 web pages from 697 websites. It contains over 180 million 
words. 
The KaWaC corpus covers a wide range of text types, topics and regions. The text 
types are described using Functional Genre Dimensions, such as Argumentative, 
Instructional, Legalistic, etc. (Daraselia and Sharoff, 2014).  
The KaWaC corpus was annotated using the MULTEXT-East Morphosyntactic 
Specifications Version 410 (Erjavec, 2012). The MULTEXT-East (MTE) language 
resources are a freely available large multilingual dataset for language engineering 
research and development. It focuses on harmonization of morphosyntactic 
                                                 




specifications for sixteen languages, mainly from Central and Eastern Europe 
(Erjavec, 2012). 
The MULTEXT-East Morphosyntactic Specifications define the main 
morphosyntactic categories and their attribute value pairs and describes 
morphosyntactic properties of words (called Morphosyntactic Descriptions - MSDs). 
For instance:  
Verb, Type= indicative, Person = first, Number = singular, Tense = present 
The specifications of the feature structure above correspond to a single MSD tag 
Vi1sp, which can be used in automatic morphological analysis and disambiguation 
(Santini et al., 2010). 
The annotation scheme of the corpus uses a simplified approach based on the 
grammars of Shanidze (1980) and Gogolashvili (2011). 
The tagset is designed according to MULTEXT-East Morphosyntactic Specifications. 
The MTE specifications of several corpora were directly taken from the MULTEXT-
East resources. The new MSDs were created for specific Georgian cases.  
The tagset contains 15 main categories: noun, verb, adjective, pronoun, adverb, 
adposition, conjunction, numeral, particle, interjection, masdar, participle, compound 
verb, abbreviation and residual. For each category the attributes and values 
appropriate for the category are given. These values are expressed as one-letter codes 
(Erjavec et al., 2003). There are in total 331 attribute-value pairs for Georgian 
appropriate to the main categories described above.   
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The probabilistic method was used to tag the KaWaC corpus. The performance of the 
probabilistic tagger program is below 70%, since it has been trained on a very small 
data (5,000 words) and without considering appropriate biases. Thus, the employed 
annotation schema has revealed a number of part-of-speech tagging errors, such as 
lexical gaps, disambiguation problems (Daraselia and Sharoff, 2014). I will critically 
engage with MULTEXT-EAST in next Chapter in section 3.3. 
2.2.1.1 MULTEXT-East for another Georgian corpus 
It should be noted that another Georgian corpus is tagged using the language model 
and the morphological lexicon developed according to the MULTEXT-East 
Morphosyntactic Specifications (Daraselia and Sharoff, 2014). The Georgian corpus 
of about 250 million words on the Aranea Corpora Portal (Benko, 2016) was tagged 
using the probabilistic TnT tagging software (Brants, 2000). The Arena portal consists 
of a Family of Comparable Gigaword Web Corpora11  prepared by Benko (2018) 
within the framework of a joint Project of Department of Plurilingual and Intercultural 
Communication (Comenius University in Bratislava) and Ľ. Štúr Institute of 
Linguistics (Slovak Academy of Sciences). According to Benko (2018) the corpus 
coverage is low (75 % of all corpus tokens).  
 
2.2.2 A parser for Georgian  
Meurer (2007) describes a Georgian parser based on the Lexical Functional Grammar 
(LFG) framework (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982).  It uses the standard tool for 
morphological analysis with the XLE platform in the Xerox Finite State Tool (fst).  
                                                 
11 http://unesco.uniba.sk/guest/  
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Meurer uses the lexicon input to the Georgian morphological tranducer mainly from a 
digitized version of Georgian-German dictionary (Tschkeneli, 1964). The base form 
lexicon of the transducer comprises more than 74,000 nouns and adjectives and 3,800 
verb roots (Meurer 2007). LFG analyses focus on two levels of syntactic structures. 
Constituent structure (c-structure) represents word order and phrasal groupings, and 
functional structure (f-structure) represents grammatical functions like subject and 
object. This annotation scheme is used to tag the Georgian National corpus12 (GNC) 
including old, middle and modern Georgian texts and the Georgian reference corpus. 
The list of grammatical features and codes (“tags”) used in the CG parser for Georgian 
are available on the GNC website13. The “grammatical features” used in the CG parser 
are not POS-tags per se, as it accounts for syntactic and semantic information. For 
example, the <AuxTrans> is a grammatical feature, which is used in V (verbs), 
meaning that it is transitive auxiliary with non-human subject. 
 
Figure 2. 1: Grammatical features used in the Georgian parser 
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The GNC corpus (including Old, middle and modern Georgian texts) and the Georgian 
reference corpus allows a number of filtered search options according to different 
metadata, such as author, genre, document, translator of the text etc. However, there is 
no search option according to specific part-of-speech tag or any of the given 
grammatical features. There are no guidelines available for the given set of 
grammatical features. Moreover, there is no information on the performance and 
accuracy of the parser.   
The corpora developed within the GNC project was funded by the Volkswagen 
Foundation14. A number of significant corpus linguistic resources have been developed 
within this project including the Georgian corpora (as well as small sized corpora for 
Laz and Svan) and the Georgian parser with the CG framework. The parser is freely 
available on the GNC website, which indeed is a very useful tool to analyse Georgian 
texts.  
2.2.3 Georgian morphological analyser  
A group of Georgian linguists from the Georgian Technical University and Linguistics 
Institute are currently developing Georgian corpora and a morphological analyser 
(Lortkipanidze et al., 2013). The morphological analyser is mainly based on the 
Georgian monolingual dictionary (1950-1964). The analyser was first applied to the 
Georgian Dialect Corpus (GDC)15. The corpus includes the data (both spoken and 
written) of about 17 Georgian dialects.  
                                                 
14 https://www.volkswagenstiftung.de/ 
15 http://corpora.co/#/  
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The Georgian dialect corpus has grammatical markers, i.e. POS tags indicated. For 
example: სახლში [saxlši] “at home” receives the following tag: N:Dat,Sg,Shi. This 
can be interpreted as Noun, Dative, Singular, Postposition [ši] “in”. 
The same morphological analyser is also used to tag two specialized Georgian corpora: 
The Corpus of Otar Tchiladze 16 , a Georgian writer and the Corpus of Akaki 
Shanidze17, a Georgian linguist (Lortkipanidze et al., 2013). There are no tagset or the 
tagging guidelines available for this tagging scheme. The website of the Shanidze’s 
specialized corpus notifies the users that the tagging process is not complete and thus, 
there might be some part-of-speech tagging errors occurring in the corpus.  
 
2.2.4 Morphological Analyzer and Generator for Georgian 
Lobazhanidze (2013) describes the Georgian Morphological Analyzer developed at 
Ilia State University in Tbilisi. The Morphological analyzer of Modern Georgian is 
developed using the Xerox Finite State Tools (Beesley and Karttunen, 2002). The 
system includes 13 “blocks” of the existing parts of speech of Modern Georgian 
including nouns, adjectives, numerals, pronouns, conjunctions, particles, adverbs, 
postpositions, verbs, verbal nouns and participles, as well as separate “blocks” for 
punctuation and abbreviations. The verbal paradigm is subdivided into additional 66 
groups as described by D. Melikishvili (2001) and an additional group for irregular 
verbs (Lobzhanidze, 2013). 
This morphological analyser is used to tag the Georgian corpora developed at the Ilya 
State university in Tbilisi. This includes the Georgian corpus (of literary texts) from 
                                                 
16 http://geocorpora.gtu.ge  
17 http://textcorpora.tsu.ge  
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old, middle and modern Georgian 18  and bilingual corpora (Doborjginidze and 
Lobzhanidze, 2016), such as the bilingual corpus of the Knight in the panther’s skin. 
The query interface of the corpora enables simple search, as well as advanced search 
according to grammatical features. All morphological and semantic features associated 
with a given word appears as set of abbreviations of the linguistic terms. For example, 
კინო [kino] “movie/film” appears to be tagged as follows:  
კინო+N+Com+Inanim+Sg+Nom  
This reads as Noun+common+inanimate+Singular+Nominative case. The interesting 
thing is the appearance of the POS-tag combining not only morphological but semantic 
features (e.g. animacy). Like other annotation schemata in Georgian, there are no 
tagging guidelines available for this morphological analyser. Furthermore, there is no 
information about the performance and accuracy of this tagger. 
 
2.3 Concluding Remarks 
In this initial chapter, I have covered the preliminary issues around Georgian 
morphosyntax and described existing tagged Georgian corpora and tagging systems. 
As discussed above, all existing tagging systems in Georgian have three things in 
common: 1) there are no tagset documents and tagging guidelines; 2) there is no 
information about the performance and accuracy; 3) the application of tagger programs 
are limited to only these corpora and they are not available for other users. 





Thus, developing part-of-speech tagging resources and achieving a functional 
automated part-of-speech tagging in Georgian is a novel task. The necessary first 
component to this part-of-speech tagging system is the tagset, which is the topic of the 
next chapter.  
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Chapter 3  
Design principles of the Georgian Tagset 
 
3.1 What is part-of-speech tagging? 
Part-of-speech tagging is a type of corpus annotation. Leech (1997, p.2) defines corpus 
annotation as “the practice of adding interpretative, linguistic information to an 
electronic corpus of spoken and/or written data”. There are different types of corpus 
annotation, such as POS-tagging, semantic annotation, parsing etc. 
The most common form of corpus annotation is part-of-speech tagging. Hardie (2004, 
p.40) defines part-of-speech tagging as “the process of assigning to each word in a 
running text a label which indicates the status of that word within some system of 
categorising the words of that language according to their morphological and/or 
syntactic properties”. Tags are descriptive symbols and are called part-of-speech tags, 
since they indicate the parts of speech recognised by grammarians in the Latin/Greek 
tradition (Voutilainen, 1999, pp.3-4).  
Corpora are now available for the majority of languages of the world and various forms 
of annotation are developed for languages other than English (Hardie, 2004, p.41). 
However, there are very few tagged corpora available for Georgian. Therefore, the use 










3.2 Previous work on English part-of-speech tagsets 
A tagset is a list of tags used for POS-tagging, representing a set of word categories 
(Garside et al., 1997). I will briefly describe the most important and influential works 
on the English tagsets. 
The earliest work on the English tagsets started in the 1960s and early 1970s in the 
US. The most important tagsets of this earliest period are those of Klein and 
Simmons19 (1963) and Greene and Rubin20 (1971). The other tagging system at this 
time was developed at the University of Pennsylvania (Joshi and Hopely, 199721). It 
is worthwhile to mention that these early works tended to stress the importance of part-
of-speech tagging in parsing (Hardie 2004:47). For example, Klein and Simmons” 
(1963) tagging program was designed as a component of a parser. Likewise, the 
tagging software developed at the University of Pennsylvania was a finite-state parser.  
Over the course of the 1980s and 1990s, a number of English tagsets have been devised 
at Lancaster University for use with the CLAWS (The Constituent Likelihood 
Automatic Word-tagging System) tagging software (Garside, 1987). There are a 
number of variations of the CLAWS tagset: 
• The CLAWS1 tagset, also known as the LOB tagset, was used in the tagging 
of the LOB corpus. It contained 132 tags. This tagset is similar to Brown corpus 
                                                 
19 Klein and Simmons’ CGC (“computational grammar coder”) contains 30 tags. The authors 
reported (Klein and Simmons 1963:344) that they tagged several pages of children’s 
encyclopedia with 90% accuracy.  
20 Green and Rubin’s (1971) TAGGIT program was used for the linguistic annotation of the 
Brown University Corpus (Francis and Kučera 1967) containing 1.1 million words of 
American English representing 15 text genres. The Brown corpus tagset contains 77 tags. 
The later, refined Brown Corpus tagset contained 87 tags (Francis and Kučera 1982). 
21 It should be noted that they are reporting on a parser developed from the late 1950s. 
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tagset since these corpora were designed to be parallel in structure and the tags 
were also parallel.  
• The CLAWS2 tagset is finer-grained than the CLAWS1 tagset. It was the basis 
for the SUSANNE Wordtag Set (Sampson, 1995) and contains 166 tags.  
The major subsequent development in the CLAWS tagset were the C5 and C7 tagsets. 
These tagsets were developed for the tagging of the BNC and the BNC sampler (Leech 
et al., 1994; Leech, 1997; Smith, 1997). The C7 tagset (146 tags) is more fine-grained 
than the C5 tagset and was used for the 2-million-word Sampler. The C5 tagset is a 
simplified version and it has 61 tags.  
There are many other English tagsets. I will not discuss all of them in depth but will 
mention several influential tagsets in the field of corpus linguistics, such as TOSCA 
tagset, ICE tagset, Penn tagset, Lund tagset and EngCG tagset.  
The TOSCA22  tagset (Halteren and Oostdijk, 1993) makes many more distinctions of 
the syntactic function of the word than the CLAWS tagsets. It is made up of only 32-
word class tags.  
The ICE23 tagset is an important development from the TOSCA tagset (Greenbaum 
and Yibin, 1996). It distinguishes 19-word classes but, like the TOSCA tagset, gives 
most words a feature list as well as a major word class tag.  
                                                 
22 Tools for Syntactic Corpus Analysis. 
23 International Corpus of English. 
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The Penn tagset used in the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) is based on the 
Brown Corpus tagset. The Penn tagset was modified in the direction of simplification. 
Thus, there are significantly fewer tags (36 tags). 
The Lund tagset was designed for the annotation of the London-Lund Corpus of 
Spoken English (Svartvik, 1990). This tagset is significantly different from the Brown 
Corpus and CLAWS tagset tradition. It is more fine-grained and consists of over 200 
tags. The Lund tagset was designed for spoken texts. Thus, it includes some discourse 
tags, such as swearing for example.   
The tagset used by the EngCG tagger (Karlsson et al. 1995) is different from all tagsets 
reviewed above. It is described by (Heikkilä, 1995) as a “feature system” of “139 
morphological or morphosyntactic features” rather than as a tagset per se.  
Thus, this short account of the tagsets on the English language show that tagsets can 
vary in size and have different level of granularity. Some tagsets are large, fine-grained 
(e.g. C7), some tagsets are designed in the direction of simplification, having fewer 
tags (e.g. C5). The size and granularity of a tagset depend on many factors, such as 
size of the corpus, the kind of language data (e.g. spoken vs written) or the language 
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3.3 Design principles for a Georgian tagset 
In this section, I will describe the annotation scheme for the proposed Georgian tagset. 
I will discuss the nature of the tagset, what information to include, the tagset 
appearance, tokenisation and disambiguation issues in Georgian.  
According to Hardie “when POS tagging came to be applied to languages other than 
English, the need for the creation of standards became clear” (2004, p.55). The most 
recent standard on part-of-speech tagsets is the EAGLES24 guidelines25 (Leech and 
Wilson, 1999). The main disadvantage of the EAGLES guidelines is that it is a project 
of the European Union and it covers only English, Dutch, German, Danish, French, 
Spanish, Portuguese, Italian and Greek. Hence, it is not primarily designed for non-
Indo-European languages such as Georgian in this case, which displays a complex 
agglutinative and inflectional nature different from the Indo-European languages. For 
example, there is no grammatical category of gender in Georgian, argument marking 
in verbs etc.  It is worthwhile to mention that there are number of projects that use the 
EAGLES morphosyntactic framework for other languages than those mentioned 
above. For example, the MULTEXT project extends the tagset work to six languages 
of Central and Eastern Europe, including some non-Indo-European languages.  
In general, there are advantages of compliance with standards (Hardie, 2004, p.68), 
such as the comparability of annotations in the same language or across languages. 
There are two main reasons why I will not comply with the EAGLES standards. First, 
Georgian is a member of the Kartvelian language family. The complex agglutinative 
and inflectional nature of the Georgian language makes it very distinct from the Indo-
European languages (the main focus in the EAGLES guidelines). For example, there 
                                                 
24 The Expert Advisory Group on Language Engineering Standards. 
25 EAGLES Recommendations for the Morphosyntactic Annotation of Corpora (1996).  
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is no grammatical category of gender in Georgian, which is one of the recommended 
subcategories in the EAGLES guidelines; the Georgian verb marks both subject and 
object agreement at the same time (a feature which is not covered in the EAGLES 
guidelines) etc.  Secondly, there has been a previous attempt at compliance with the 
MULTEXT-east specifications (Daraselia and Sharoff, 2014) which is based on the 
EAGLES morphosyntactic framework. The previous attempt of adhering the standards 
did not prove to be appropriate in the construction of a Georgian tagset due to its 
distinct and complex morphosyntactic structure.  
Thus, the main focus of annotation scheme of the proposed tagset is the Georgian 
language by retaining practicality and applicability of its complex morphosyntactic 
features. 
 
3.3.1 Information to include 
In this section, I will discuss what information a Georgian tagset should include and 
what information is excluded from the tagset.  
Part-of-speech tags are categories as traditionally described in Latin/Greek grammars 
(Voutilainen, 1999). Under influence by the Latin/Greek tradition, 10 parts-of-speech 
have been proposed for Georgian. These will be considered as major word classes in 
the Georgian tagset. They are: noun, pronoun, adjective, numeral, verb, adverb, 
postposition, conjunction, particle and interjection. I will also include copula (see 
Section 3.3.12), punctuation (see Section 3.3.13) and “residual” (see Section 3.3.14) 
as three additional “categories”. Thus, the proposed Georgian tagset will have 13 major 
classes.  
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Apart from the major word-classes, a Georgian tagset needs to include sub-categories 
and morphological features that are relevant to Georgian morphosyntax. Thus, a 
Georgian tagset will include three classes: major word class, sub-category and 
morphological features. Each of these will be given a single tag.   
The Georgian tagset will not include derivational and etymological information, as this 
is marginal to morphosyntax (Hardie, 2004, p.73). It will not also consider syntactic 
information, such as syntactic roles, transitivity and applicative (benefactive, 
causative). Some tagsets, such as Brown corpus tagset26 and C727 include semantic 
information in their morphosyntactic annotation. However, semantics is a separate 
field to morphosyntax, separate from part-of-speech tagging. Therefore, no semantic 
information will be included in the tagset. 
 
3.3.2  Hierarchy and decomposability 
Following Hardie (2004, p. 74), tagsets have become increasingly “hierarchical” and 
“decomposable” over the years and “these seem intuitively to be useful features for a 
tagset”. Hardie (2004, p. 74) points out that it is easier for the user to memorise a small 
number of decomposable elements than a large number of tags. The other major 
advantage of decomposable tags is that it allows specific searches at “varying level of 
granularity” (Leech, 1997, p. 26).  
A hierarchical tagset (aka feature hierarchy; Hardie, 2004) is a tree-like structure 
consisting of a number of categories. Cloeren (1999, pp. 39-40) suggests that major 
                                                 
26 For example, JJS is a semantically superlative adjective in the Brown corpus tagset.   




word classes should be highest in the hierarchy, followed by subclassifications, and 
lastly morphological features. This is a common approach in hierarchical tagsets. For 
example, major word class (e.g. pronoun, verb) is the first category in the hierarchy, 
followed by a sub-category or sub-categories (e.g. personal / negative pronouns) and 
finally sub-sub-categories (morphological feature(s), such as number, case etc.).  
A tag is considered “decomposable” if each tag consists of a string of concatenated 
elements and each of these elements represents a single feature in the definition of the 
category.  It should be mentioned that language typology plays an important role when 
choosing a hierarchical-decomposable approach. Agglutinative languages are hard to 
describe using the hierarchical-decomposable approach, since they have no finite 
paradigms (Daraselia and Hardie, 2018). Thus, it is difficult to enumerate all 
conceivable combinations. The other approaches used for morphologically complex 
languages are for example, a feature-matrix (Sawalha and Atwell, 2013) for Arabic. 
Another possible solution is switching the task from part-of-speech tagging (per-word 
analysis) to morphological (per-morpheme) analysis (Hardie, 2017).  
One of the main reasons of choosing a hierarchical-decomposable approach for 
Georgian is to ensure that it is reusable for as wide a range of end users as possible. 
For example, other annotators can expand it, design a more fine-grained tagset, or 
simplify the system of categories in the tagset considerably. The hierarchical-
decomposable feature allows users to do so. Secondly, hierarchical-decomposable 
tagsets also allows the user to search for different sections of the paradigm via wildcard 
(*), for example, in the Georgian tagset: 
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• V:*P:*  will look up for any plural verb 
• V:*:F     any future tense verb 
• V:1*      any verb, first-person of subject  
• NS*      any singular noun 
• N*E     any ergative noun 
It is a widely accepted approach, easily understood and manageable, which is one of 
the main goals for annotators (Leech, 1997, pp. 6-7). Thus, the Georgian tagset will be 
fully decomposable and hierarchical. 
 
3.3.3 Tokenisation  
Dividing a text into tokens is not a difficult task in Georgian. The text makes clear 
word breaks by means of spaces. It is worthwhile to discuss the clitic/affix distinction 
as it applies in POS tagging. In part-of-speech tagging (as opposed to morphological 
annotation, for instance) an affix does not receive its own tag but may affect the 
grammatical features marked on the word of which it is part; whereas a clitic receives 
its own tag, for example the possessive “-'s” in English. In order to achieve this, it must 
be tokenised into a unit of its own, separate from the host word to which it is 
phonetically and/or orthographically attached, even if this involves splitting up what 
might be considered “one word”.  
There are two possible ways to treat encliticised words: 1) tag them as a one word or 
2) split them from the host word and tag separately. It might seem more suitable for 
an agglutinative language to tag enclitic elements separately. However, I will consider 
both approaches in tokenisation and will introduce two terms accordingly: 1) enclitic 
approach, where enclitic elements are split from the host word and 2) non-enclitic 
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approach, where enclitic elements are treated as a single unit with the host word. In 
Chapter 5, I will demonstrate that splitting enclitics separately is the best approach in 
tokenisation for Georgian.  I will evaluate (in chapter 6) the performance of both 
approaches and show that the enclitic approach improves the performance of the 
tagger.  
There are two additional reasons to favour of the enclitic approach for Georgian. First, 
in the enclitic approach, the KATAG tagset has a finite size. Whereas in the non-
enclitic approach the number of tags is infinite in the tagset, as it is impossible to 
conceive all possible combinations. Secondly, such an “infinite” tagset is difficult to 
manage and therefore, is very impractical for use in part-of-speech tagging. 
 
3.3.4 Disambiguation  
Van Halteren and Voutilainen (1999, p. 109) describe three main sub-tasks that an 
automatic tagging system involves: 
• Tokenisation – segmentation of text into tokens 
• Analysis: assignment of potential tags to tokens 
• Disambiguation- figuring out the correct tags. 
This section focuses on the third sub-task – disambiguation, which is the most 
problematic one in part-of-speech tagging. Cloeren (1999, p. 47) distinguishes several 
different senses of ambiguity, such as grammatical homonymy, where one wordform 
isolated from its context, belongs to more than one grammatical class. For example, 
the Georgian word დაწერა [dac'era] has two readings: 
• Verbal noun (“to write”) 
• Verb (“S/he wrote it”) 
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Another type of ambiguity is when a human annotator cannot decide on a single tag 
(Cloeren, 1999, p. 48). This is because the categories do not have clear boundaries, 
such as adjectives and adverbs in Georgian. The other thing is that linguists have 
different theoretical backgrounds and may have different opinions on the same data 
(Cloeren, 1999, p. 48).  
Finally, Cloeren (1999, p. 48) describes genuine textual ambiguities, where text does 
not provide enough information for disambiguation. He discusses the exclamatory 
word “fire” as an example of this. It is unclear whether it is a verb or a noun.  
The Georgian language has an additional level of ambiguity of morphological 
syncretism, when one wordform belongs to the same morphosyntactic category, but it 
is difficult to identify appropriate morphosyntactic features, such as tense and 
argument agreement in verbs. For example, the Georgian verb გაძლევთ [gažlevt] can 
have at least two readings: 
• Verb, 3rd person of Subject singular and 2nd person of object Plural (“S/he gives 
you (PL) this) 
• Verb, 1st person of Subject plural and 2nd person of object singular (“We give 
you this) 
In the Georgian tagset, an ambiguous word will have two or more tags and it will be 
disambiguated at the POS tagging stage. For example, the word და [da] gets two tags 
as follows: CC – when it is a coordinating conjunction “and”; and NSN – when it is a 
singular noun, nominative, meaning “sister”.  
As for the words with no clear boundaries between the categories (nouns, adjectives, 
participles and verbal nouns, adverbs), there will be a lexicon for these categories. For 
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example, if a word appears in the adjective lexicon, but in the text, it functions as a 
noun, it still will be tagged as an adjective. This will be a consistent approach 
throughout the POS-tagging process.  
For the fourth type of ambiguity of morphological syncretism, there will be appropriate 
tags provided in the lexicon for them and they will be manually disambiguated in the 
training corpus. 
Thus, a Georgian tagset will include information on major word classes, 
subclassifications, and morphology. It will not include any derivational, etymological, 
syntactic or semantic information. The Georgian tagset will be fully decomposable and 
hierarchical. The tagset will tag by form rather than by function. Every word token 
will receive exactly one tag, with clitics tagged separately from the word they are 
attached to. 
 
3.3.5 The tagset’s appearance 
The strings of the tags could be entirely arbitrary, but it is “preferable for the shape of 
the tag to reflect its meaning” (Hardie, 2004, p. 86). As Cloeren (1999) points out: 
“For reasons of readability there is a preference for mnemonic tags… Full-length 
names may be clearer individually but make the annotated text virtually unreadable.” 
For this reason, almost all tagsets have tags that are effectively abbreviations of the 
linguistic terms that describe their category. For instance, in CLAWS7 tagset, AT is a 
tag for articles; NN is the tag for common nouns, VV0 is the tag for base form for 
lexical verbs. This is a practice that I shall follow. In order to retain some degree of 
comparability with the existing English tagsets and corpora, I will use the most 
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commonly encountered abbreviations (e.g. in CLAWS system’s tagset) for the major 
word classes. For example, N is the tag for nouns, V for verbs, J for adjectives, R for 
adverbs and so on.  
Some tagsets consists of upper-case letters only (e.g.  CLAWS tagsets, Penn tagset), 
some tagsets consist of uppercase characters followed by lowercase characters (as in 
the MULTEXT tagset). The Georgian tagset will use uppercase letters only, as this is 
useful for the distinction between the tags and the actual words of the text (Erjavec, 
2012). 
To sum up, the forms of the tags in the Georgian tagset will follow these rules28: 
• All tags will have mnemonic value as far as possible; 
• Uppercase letters and the numeric symbols from 1 to 3 will be used, with the 
exception of: (colon) delimiter in verbs and enclitic elements (where enclitics 
are treated as a single word); 
• The sequence of characters from left to right will represent a hierarchy of 
features ordered from the major word class to the morphosyntactic features.  
                                                 
28 Cf. Hardie, 2004, pp. 88-89. 
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Chapter 4  
Specification of the Tagset for Georgian 
To create the categories of the tagset, it is necessary to have a model of the language 
to categorise. There are very few grammars for Georgian (see chapter 1, section 1.2). 
Shanidze’s (1980) traditional grammar is most commonly used for Georgian.  
However, the language model as described by Shanidze proves inadequate for part-of-
speech tagging purposes as it will be demonstrated in this chapter. Therefore, I will 
propose a new morphosyntactic categorisation to derive a language model for part-of-
speech tagging.  
Thus, the primary purpose of this chapter to devise a new morphosyntactic model and 
define a part-of-speech tagset for use in the tagging of Georgian, in compliance with 
the design principles described in chapter 3. 
It should be noted that I will use the corpus evidence to develop a morphosyntactic 
scheme for part-of-speech tagging purposes. This will be a consistent approach 
throughout the tagset design process. All the examples used in my PhD thesis are from 
the KaWac corpus if not otherwise stated.  
4.1 Noun (arsebiti saxeli) 
The traditional categorisation of nouns (Shanidze, 1980) puts them into the following 
groups:  
1) Animate and inanimate (sulieri/usulo) 
2) Human and non-human (vin/ra jgupis) 
3) Concrete and Abstract (k'onk'ret'uli /abst'rak't'uli) 
4) Proper and common (sak'utari/sazogado) 
5) Mass (nivtierebata) 
6) Collective (k'rebiti) 
7) Action (mokmedebis) 
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None of these categories is relevant for the morphosyntactic annotation scheme as they 
are not marked in the nominal morphology29. For example, the animate and inanimate 
binary has no place in a morphosyntactic tagset, as it is not marked in the morphology. 
This is true for all the other noun sub-categories listed above including concrete and 
abstract, mass and collective, human and non-human nouns.  
I also will not categorise proper and common nouns separately in the tagset, as the 
distinction is not marked in Georgian orthography. There is no distinction between 
upper and lower cases and no articles are used in Georgian, one or other or both of 
those being the key formal characteristics of proper names in most of the languages of 
Europe. This lack of clear formal difference means there is both less need for, and 
lower feasibility of automatically accomplishing a morphosyntactic distinction 
between proper and common nouns. Thus, there will be no distinction between proper 
and common nouns in the tagset.  
Unlike some other highly inflected languages including both Indo-European and Afro-
asiatic languages, the category of Gender is not relevant for Georgian nominals. 
The sub-categories for nouns that I will include in the tagset are 1) Number and 2) 
Case. These sub-categories of number and case are described below. 
4.1.1 Number  
In Georgian, nominals including nouns, adjectives, pronouns and numerals use three 
different suffixes to form their plural forms. Most plurals are formed by the pluralising 
suffix -ებ [-eb], which is very productive in Modern Georgian. However, the usual 
formation for the plural in Old Georgian was the -ნ [-n] affix in Nominative and 
                                                 
29 However, they might be relevant to syntactic structure. 
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Vocative cases; and -თ(ა) [-t(a)] in Ergative, Dative and Genitive cases. The [-t(a)] is 
a fusional suffix indicating both case and number.  Old pluralizing suffixes are still 
used in Modern Georgian, but they are less productive than the [-eb] suffix. 
Thus, nouns and nominals in general, have three plural forming suffixes: [-n], [-eb] 
and bifunctional [-t(a)], for example: 
(1)          k'ac-i  
         man-NOM.SG 
        “A man” 
 
         k'ac-eb-i 
         man-PL-NOM 
         “Men” 
                k'ac-n-i 
                man-PL-NOM 
                “Men”. 
As mentioned above, [-t(a)] is fusional suffix indicating both case and number and it 
is used in Ergative, Dative and Genitive Cases. For example, [k'acta] can be either of 
these three cases depending on the context. Thus, it will be difficult to automatically 
identify which cases [-t(a)] represents. In the tagset design, [-t(a)] will get three tags 
for Ergative, Dative and Genitive respectively and will be disambiguated at the POS-
tagging stage.  
For the purposes of POS-tagging, I will not make a distinction between old and regular 
plural forming suffixes. I will use just a single tag for both in the tagset as the main 
aim of a tagset is to abstract away from morphologically conditioned allomorphy 
and/or free variation for style.  
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4.1.2 Case System in Modern Georgian 
The Georgian traditional case system is described in ways that are non-coherent in 
many grammars. Various ways of case descriptions exist, depending on vowel- or 
consonant-final roots, or syncopated or non-syncopated roots. Moreover, Shanidze 
(1980, pp. 73-77) discusses postpositional forms as case inflections30. There are many 
other problems in existing published descriptions of the Georgian case system, but 
they are beyond the scope of the present discussion. 
In this section, I aim to simplify the model of the case system for the purposes of 
morphosyntactic annotation. In the traditional case system (Shanidze, 1980, pp. 44-
108), it is considered that there are seven cases, as follows: 
1. Nominative (saxelobiti) 
2. Ergative (motxrobiti) 
3. Dative (micemiti) 
4. Genitive (natesaobiti) 
5. Instrumental (mokmedebiti) 
6. Adverbial (vitarebiti) 
7. Vocative (c'odebiti) 
Tallerman (2011, pp. 177-189) discusses ways of dividing and distinguishing three 
core arguments (S, A and O) by describing nominative-accusative, ergative-absolutive 
and split systems. This suggests that usually Nominative case is not expected in a 
language that displays ergative characteristics. Such languages are referred as having 
ergative-absolutive system. In ergative-absolutive languages, ergative case marks the 
                                                 
30  Shanidze (1980, pp.73-77) names such cases as “local cases’, since they indicate 
direction/orientation to/from a particular location.    
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subject of a transitive verb and absolutive case marks the subject of intransitive verbs 
and the direct object of transitive verbs. Whereas in nominative-accusative languages, 
nominative case marks the subject and accusative case marks the direct object of a 
transitive verb.  
However, in Georgian the ergative case markers [-m, -ma] mark both subject of 
transitive, as well as subject of intransitive (unergatives) verbs. This is because 
Georgian displays characteristics of split ergativity, based on tense. Namely, the 
present tense (nonpast) has a nominative-accusative system, and in the past tense 
(aorist), an ergative-absolutive system.  
Melikishvili (2008) describes Georgian as an active/ergative split Language. However, 
Amiridze (2006, p. 27) argues that Georgian is neither ergative nor split ergative 
language. According to Amiridze (2006, p. 29), Georgian shows split patterns between 
the nominative and active alignment as follows: the nominative alignment in TAM 
Series I and the active alignment in the TAM Series II and the TAM Series III. I will 
not go into further discussion of the alignment patterns of the case system in Georgian 
as this is beyond the scope of my PhD project.   
To comply with the general concepts of ergative-absolutive and nominative-accusative 
and split language systems (Tallerman, 2011, pp. 177-189), it might seem reasonable 
to introduce the following terminology for the two cases as follows: Nominative-
absolutive instead of Nominative and Dative-accusative, instead of Dative. Thus, 
hereafter I will consistently use the proposed terminology for these two cases in this 
thesis.  
It should be mentioned that case markers and postpositions share certain properties. 
For example, both case markers and postpositions are suffixes which are cliticised to 
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nominals. I would like to discuss the criteria by which I decided that the above given 
cases are actually cases and not postpositions. There are several morphological 
phenomena that call for a distinction between case markers and postpositions. Firstly, 
postpositions govern a particular case, for instance, [-ze] “on” and [-ši] “in” govern 
the Dative-Accusative case, meaning that they can only be cliticised to a nominal in 
that case. Secondly, multiple postpositions and case markers cannot appear with 
nominals, with the specific exception of double case marking in a genitive 
construction.  
(2)             kal-is-tvis 
           woman-GEN-POST 
           “For a woman”. 
There are two additional cases, which fall outside the traditional case system. They 
are: 1) Zero (or null) and 2) Suffixaufnahme cases. I will briefly discuss these cases to 
justify my decision to include them in the tagset. 
Zero (null) case was used in old Georgian in the V-XI cc. Marr (1908, 1925) was 
amongst one of the first Kartvelologists who classified the unmarked grammatical 
category as a zero case. This is debatable topic amongst Kartvelologists. Some 
grammarians including Shanidze (1934, p. 304; 1976, p. 31), Imnaishvili (1956, p. 59; 
1957, p. 21), Zorell (1930) etc. recognize the unmarked form as a zero case. Some 
grammarians have different opinions on this matter. For example, Deeters (1930), 
Chikobava (1940, p. 13), Topuria (1965, p. 506), Sarjveladze (1984, p. 357), 
Uturgaidze (1986, p. 17) and Gogolashvili et al. (2011, p. 77) consider the zero case 
as a variation of a nominative case. However, they still differentiate a zero case from 
a nominative case and refer it as გაუფორმებელი ფუძე [gauformebeli fuže] 
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“unmarked root” (Chikobava, 1940), უნიშნო სახელობითი [unišno saxelobiti] 
“nominative without a marker” (Sarjveladze, 1984) or არამარკირებული 
სახელდებითი ფორმა [aramarkirebuli saxeldebiti forma] “unmarked nominative 
form” (Uturgaidze, 1986). 
The zero case in old Georgian had its functions (Sarjveladze, 1984), for example, 
expressing a subject and a direct object (with certain types of verbs). Over the course 
of time, most functions of the zero case have been replaced by the marked nominative-
absolutive case and hence, it was excluded from the traditional case system.  
However, unmarked (zero case) form is still used in Modern Georgian. I will not go 
into a detailed discussion on this unmarked case, as it is not relevant to my PhD thesis. 
One of the main motivating reasons to include the zero case in the tagset (regardless 
of the discussion above if it is a case or not) is for clarity of analysis to count the 
unmarked form as a case.  This can be very useful for linguistic research, for example, 
to look at the distribution of zero case in the corpus, analyse its functions and compare 
it to nominative-absolutive case. 
I have also introduced an additional Suffixaufnahme case in the tagset. 
Suffixaufnahme (suffix resumption), is also known as case stacking. It is a linguistic 
phenomenon used in forming a genitive construction, where a genitive noun agrees 
with its head noun. For example: 
(3)           ded-isa-s 
          mother-GEN-DAT 
          “Of mother” 
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Suffixaufnahme was first recognized in Old Georgian (Bopp, 1842) and it was attested 
in all cases (see also Chapter 2, section 2.1.1.). Shanidze (1980, p. 92) discusses five 
cases with suffixaufnahme including nominative-absolutive, ergative, dative-
accusative, adverbial and vocative cases. However, suffixaufnahme is more associated 
with Old Georgian than Modern Georgian. Contentiously, the KaWaC corpus data 
provides sufficient evidence for its existence in modern Georgian. According to the 
corpus data, suffixaufnahme occurs in four cases in Modern Georgian including 
ergative, dative-accusative, adverbial and vocative cases.  








Genitive + Adverbial 75,658 
Genitive + Ergative 1,037 
Genitive + Vocative 114 
Table 4. 1: The frequency of Suffixaufnahme case in the KaWaC. 
 
Thus, suffixaufnahme case most frequently occurs with dative-accusative and 
adverbial cases. There are some rare examples of suffixaufnahme. For example, it can 
be used with an old plural in nominative-absolutive case. 
(4)            cql-isa-n-i 
           water-GEN-PL-NOM 
           “Of waters” 
This example is a rare archaism, not part of the modern morphosyntax, and therefore 
it will receive the tag for genitive.  
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The corpus examples of the suffixaufnahme provides enough evidence to be included 
in the tagset. However, it should be noted that they are not as frequent as other cases. 
There are two main reasons for including suffixaufnahme in the tagset. First, it is part 
of the modern Georgian morphosyntax, since there is enough corpus evidence as 
shown in Table 4.1 above. Secondly, tagging suffixaufnahme can be very useful to 
extract the information about this phenomenon and analyse its syntactic or semantic 
features.  
There are two possible ways to tag suffixaufnahme case. Firstly, it can get a tag for 
each case individually; for example, get separate tag for genitive and dative-
accusative. Another possibility is a single tag for suffixaufnahme (e.g. for both genitive 
and dative-accusative). In the proposed tagset, the suffixaufnahme will receive a tag 
for each case individually. This will simply help the user to search or extract 
suffixaufnahme cases from the corpus more efficiently. For example, it will help the 
user to extract a set of individual pairs (genitive + dative-accusative or genitive + 
ergative), analyse and compare the frequency of their usage and distribution in the 
corpus. 
Thus, I have introduced two additional cases together with the traditional case system. 
This results in total 12 cases for POS-tagging, as follows: 
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1 Zero case c'rfelobiti Ø Ø 
2 Nominative-
absolutive 
saxelobiti -i, -a, -o, -e, 
-u 
-ი, -ა, -ო, -ე,  
-უ 
3 Ergative motxrobiti -ma, -m -მა, -მ 
4 Dative-accusative micemiti -s, -sa -ს, -სა 
5 Genitive natesaobiti -is, -isa, -si -ის, -ისა, -სი 
6 Instrumental mokmedebiti -it, -ita, -ti -ით, -ითა,  
-თი 
7 Adverbial vitarebiti -ad, -d,  
-ada, -da 
-ად, -დ, -ადა, 
-და 




























Table 4. 2: The Case System in Georgian. 
In addition to the set of cases, I have made a decision regarding each particular case 
marker. Nominative-absolutive as a rule is marked by the [-i] suffix. However, other 
vowels ([a], [o], [e] and [u]) also can function as nominative-absolutive case markers 
if a word ends in these vowels. Thus, in the tagset, I will consider these vowels as 
allomorphs for [-i] Nominative-absolutive marker.  
In four cases, dative-accusative, genitive, instrumental and adverbial, nominals can 
add the [-a] element after the case marker. This [-a] element is the remnant of the 
article that was used in old Georgian. In modern Georgian, it can be affixed to the four 
cases including dative-accusative, instrumental and adverbial, especially before 
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enclitic postposition or particles. The use of the [-a] “affix” is optional in most cases. 
For example, it depends on the register or style of the language (e.g. in poetry etc.) or 
it simply depends on the choice of the user.   
(5)       a)    ka'c-s                                 b)     k'ac -sa        
            man-DAT                                   man-DAT 
             “To a man”                                “To a man” 
(6)       a)    ka'c-is-tvis                           b)    k'ac -isa-tvis 
             man-GEN-POST                       man-GEN-POST 
             “For a man”.                             “For a man”. 
Both forms are grammatically correct and widely used. However, there are some 
preferences, where the [-a] element should be used, for example where there are two 
and more similar words conjoined (belonging to the same part-of-speech). In this case, 
the word just before the last word should add the [-a] affix. For example: 
(7)  lamaz-s               amaq-sa         da     saxiers 
 beautiful-DAT   proud-DAT   and    nice-DAT 
 “To someone beautiful, proud and nice.”   
I will not treat the [-a] affix separately. For the purposes of POS tagging, I will consider 
this as case allomorphy. For example, the dative-accusative case markers are [-s] and 
[-sa], rather than just [-s]. The full list of all the case markers including the [-a] affix 
(as case allomorphy) is summarized in Table 4.3. 







Genitive -is, -si -isa 
Instrumental -it, -ti -ita 
Adverbial -ad, -d  -ada, -da 
Table 4. 3: The case marker “allomorphy” with the [-a] affix. 
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In general, the traditional classifications of the case system in Georgian are not very 
relevant for POS tagging purposes. They purely concern the specific forms taken by 
the different morphemes involved depending on different conditioning factors and are 
thus wholly matters of morphology rather than morphosyntax. The POS tags abstract 
away from all the above-discussed categories.  
The consonant- and vowel-final roots have different declension paradigms – 
depending on the vowel or consonant-final root, the case markers change. This 
information can be very useful in POS-tagging.   
The other interesting phenomena when dealing with case marking is syncope and 
apocope. As discussed in section 2.1.1.2, syncope is the loss of one or more sounds in 
the middle of a word and an apocope is the deletion of one or more sounds from the 
end of a word. In Georgian, syncope occurs in both nominal and verbal paradigms. In 
General, two or more syllable words undergo syncope if the final syllable consists of 
a vowel and sonorant (-VC). Syncopation usually occurs only in three cases: Genitive, 
Instrumental, and Adverbial, where three vowels syncopate. They are: [a], [e] and [o], 
when they form these syllables:  
1. [-al-], [-el-], [-ol-]; 
2. [-an-], [-en-], [-on-]; 
3. [-ar-], [-er-], [-or-]; 
4. [-am-], [-em-] [-om-].  
As in: 
(8)            c'q'ali (NOM/ABS)      →     c'q'lis (GEN) “water” 
            berženi (NOM/ABS)  →      beržnis (GEN) “Greek” 
            mxari (NOM/ABS)    →      mxris (GEN) “side” 
            iremi (NOM/ABS)      →     irmis (GEN) “deer” 
            oboli (NOM/ABS)      →     oblis (GEN) “an orphan” 
            maconi (NOM/ABS)  →     macvnis (GEN) “yoghurt” 
            mindori (NOM/ABS) →     mindvris (GEN), “field”. 
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Thus, the three vowels – [a], [e] and [o] are deleted when they form syllables with[-l-
], [-n-], [-r-] and [-m-] consonants. However, in some cases, the [-o-] vowel can be 
reduced to [-v-] as in [mindori] “field” Nominative-absolutive to [mindvrisa] in 
Genitive. 
It also should be noted that above given rules are not universal. Many nominals, 
however, end in such “syncopated” syllables, but they do not syncopate. These are 
known as non-syncopated nominals (Gogolashvili, 2011, pp.98-118). Thus, some 
nominals syncopate, and some do not. Prescriptive grammars simply provide lists of 
syncopated and non-syncopated nominals as they appear. For example, Gogolashvili 
(2011, pp. 98-118) discusses cases where syncopation occurs and gives a list of 375 
non-syncopated and 349 syncopated words. However, the list is not corpus-based and 
there is no information regarding what sources have been used to identify non-
syncopated and syncopated words. 
I have used the corpus evidence to analyse vowel syncopation in Georgian. I have 
extracted over 5 million (more precisely 5,234,371) words with “syncopated syllables” 
in genitive, instrumental and adverbial cases from the KaWac corpus31. Based on the 
corpus examples, I have produced three types of lists. The first list includes the words 
that never syncopate. The second list covers the words that are always syncopated. The 
third list includes the words that can be found in both forms in the corpus: a) in some 
cases they are syncopated and b) sometimes they are not syncopated. These lists are as 
follows: 
                                                 
31 The KaWac corpus (http://corpus.leeds.ac.uk/internet.html) has a limited search engine 
which does not allow advanced searches. Thus, I have used the Python programming 
language to analyse the vowel syncopation in the whole corpus. Namely, I have 
extracted the words with genitive, instrumental and adverbial case markers (by word 
endings) together with a corresponding POS tag and manually analysed them. 
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1) Non-syncopated words: 640 words 
2) Syncopated words: 335 words 
3) Words that are sometimes syncopated and non-syncopated: 50 words. 
This list is based on the corpus data and it may be useful to identify the patterns when 
the words are syncopated. The full list of vowel syncopation in Georgian is given in 
the Appendix B. Table 4.4 below illustrates the consonant final syncopated root in the 
case system as it appears in წყალი [c'q'ali] “water”. 
Case Singular Plural Old Plural 
Zero case c'q'al c'q'leb - 
Nominative-absolutive c'q'ali c'q'lebi c'q'alni 
Ergative c'q'alma c'q'lebma c'q'alt 
Dative-accusative c'q'als c'q'lebs c'q'alt 
Genitive c'q'lis c'q'lebis c'q'alt 
Instrumental c'q'lit c'q'lebit - 
Adverbial c'q'lad c'q'lebad - 
Vocative c'q'alo c'q'lebo c'q'alno 
Table 4. 4: Syncopation in [-al-] syllable. 
Thus, in the singular forms [-a-] is syncopated in the Genitive, Instrumental and 
Adverbial Cases. In the plural [-a-] is syncopated in all cases, and in the Old plural, [-
a-] is not syncopated at all.  
In the consonant final non-syncopated type, the root never changes, and always has 
the same form regardless of what affixes are added to it. For example, [k'aci] “man”, 
nominative-absolutive, [k'acma] “a man”, Ergative. 
In vowel final apocopated root, apocope takes place in two cases, in Genitive and 
Instrumental, and only two vowels are apocopated: [a] and [e]. For example, [žma] 
“brother”, nominative-absolutive; [žmis] “brother”, genitive. With a vowel final non-
apocopated root, the root remains unchanged, but there are some changes in the case 
markers. For example, as in [c'q'aro] “river”, nominative-absolutive to [c'q'aroti] in 
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genitive. Some vowel-final words are both syncopated and apocopated, for example, 
[karxana] “factory”, nominative-absolutive to [karxnis] in genitive. 
 
4.1.3 Tags for Nouns 
Thus, based on the discussions above, I have introduced two attribute values for 




1 Singular Zero case 
2 Plural Nominative-
absolutive 
3  Ergative 
4  Dative-accusative 
5  Genitive 
6  Instrumental 
7  Adverbial 
8  Vocative 
9  Suffixaufnahme: 
Genitive + Ergative 
10  Suffixaufnahme: 
Genitive + Dative-
accusative 
11  Suffixaufnahme: 
Genitive + Adverbial 
12  Suffixaufnahme: 
Genitive + Vocative 
Table 4. 5: Attribute values for Nouns. 
 
This gives 24 Tags for nouns. The full list of noun tags is given in the appendix A.  
Description TAG Examples 
(Latin) 
Examples (Georgian) 
Noun Singular Zero Case NSU k'ac, saxl, kud კაც, სახლ, ქუდ 
Noun Singular 
Nominative - absolutive 
NSN k'aci, saxli, 
kudi 
კაცი, სახლი, ქუდი 
Noun Singular Ergative NSE k'acma, 
saxlma, 
kudma 
კაცმა, სახლმა, ქუდმა 
Table 4. 6: Sample tags for nouns.  
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4.2 Adjectives (zedsartavi saxeli) 
Gogolashvili (2011, pp. 148-149) classifies adjectives according to their forms: 1) 
Primary Adjectives and 2) Derived Adjectives. Primary adjectives include, for 
example, [didi] “big”, [lamazi] “beautiful”, [pharto] “wide”.  
Derived adjectives are formed by derivational suffixes or prefix-suffix combinations 
(circumfixes), for example, [-ian], [-ier]/[-iel], [-osan], [-ovan] and [-a] suffixes. I 
will not consider derivational information further here, as it is not relevant for POS 
tagging. 
Adjectives in Georgian can have degrees of comparisons as follows: 
1. Positive - simply denotes a property, e.g. [didi] “big”; [citeli] “red” 
2. Attenuative, is formed by [mo-…-o] circumfix: [modido] “slightly big”, 
[mocitalo] “reddish”. 
3. Superlative is formed by u-…-es circumfix: [udidesi] “biggest”, [ucitlesi] 
“reddest”.  
There are no specific morphemes that marks comparative degree of adjective. The 
method is via the addition of a functional element [ufro] “more”. Thus, comparative 
degree is formed by [ufro] meaning “more”, which precedes the adjective, for example 
[ufro didi] “bigger””. Alternatively, Superlative can also be formed by [q'velaze] 
meaning “most” preceding the adjective, for example, [q'velaze didi] “the biggest”. 
I will not consider degrees of comparison in POS-tagging. There are two reasons for 
this. First, degrees of comparison are derivational categories in Georgian. Since there 
are no morphological processes that signal comparative and superlative, there is no 
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need to include it in the tagset. Secondly, this will avoid another level of granularity 
and difficulty in POS-tagging. 
Adjectives modify nouns and usually precede nouns, but they can also appear after 
nouns and with other elements intervening. Adjectives even may be used without 
nouns (function as nominal heads).  
(9)            gatenda                   lamaz-i                       dila 
           dawn.3S.SG.AOR   beautiful-NOM        morning.NOM 
           “A beautiful morning dawned.” 
(10) tval-eb-i-c                    lamaz-i                      gaqvs 
            eye-PL-NOM-PTCL   beautiful-NOM        have.2S.SG.PRS 
            “You have beautiful eyes too” 
(11) damc'q'evla           lamaz-ma 
            curse.3S.SG.AOR   beautiful-ERG 
            “A beautiful one (woman) cursed me” 
Adjectives decline like nouns depending on whether a given adjective appears before 
or after the noun it modifies. When an adjective appears after the noun it modifies, it 
takes all case markers like a noun, for example as in კაცი მართალი [k'aci martali] 
“true/honest man”: 
Case Singular  Plural 
Zero k'ac        martal - 
Nom./Abs. k'aci       martali k'acebi       martalebi 
Erg. k'acma   martalma k'acebma   martalebma 
Dat./Acc. k'acs       martals k'acebs       martalebs 
Gen. k'acis      martlis  k'acebis      martlebis  
Ins. k'acit      martlit k'acebit      martlebit 
Adv. k'acad    martlad  k'acebad    martlebad  
Voc. k'aco       martalo k'acebo       martalebo 
           Table 4. 7: Noun and adjective agreement.  
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As it is shown in Table 4.7 above, when the adjective modifies a Genitive noun with 
suffixaufnahme, it also copies the head noun case suffix, as in კაცისას მართლისას 
[k'acisas martlisas], “true/honest man”, suffixaufnahme, dative-accusative. 
When an adjective appears before the noun it modifies, it takes the full case markers 
for three cases: nominative-absolutive, ergative, and vocative. Optionally it takes 
“partial” markers in two cases: genitive and instrumental - or takes no marker at all. 
However, this system applies only when the adjective has a consonant-final root (see 
Table 4.8).  
Case Singular Plural 
Zero martal        k'ac martal        k'aceb 
Nom./Abs. martali       k'aci martali       k'acebi 
Erg. martalma  k'acma martalma   k'acebma 
Dat./Acc. martal        k'acs martal        k'acebs 
Gen. martal(i)    k'acis martal(i)    k'acebis 
Ins. martal(i)    k'acit martal(i)    k'acebit 
Adv. martal        k'acad martal        k'acebad 
Voc. martalo      k'aco martalo      k'acebo 
Suffix./Erg. martali       k'acisam martali       k'acebisam 
Suffix./Dat. martali       k'acisas martali       k'acebisas 
Table 4. 8: Noun and adjective agreement. 
When an adjective appears after the noun it modifies, it agrees with the noun in case 
and number. However, an adjective preceding the noun partially agrees with the noun 
in case and not in number as demonstrated in the Table 4.8 above.  
(12) c'el-s             dedamic'a-s   did-ma    k'omet'a-m     čaukrola 
            year-DAT    earth-DAT    big-ERG   comet-ERG   pass.3S.SG.AOR 
            “This year a big comet passed the earth” 
(13) did-i             c'armosaxv-is         p'atroni              xar 
            big-NOM    imagination-GEN   owner-NOM       be.2S.SG.PRS 




(14) axal             did         p'ort'-s          ašenebs 
            new.ZER    big.Ø     port-DAT    build.3S.SG.PRS 
            “(S/he) is building a new big port.” 
When the adjective has a vowel final root and appears before the noun, it takes no case 
marker at all regardless of the case of the noun, for example as in ყრუ კაცი [q'ru 
k'aci] “a deaf man” in Table 4.9 below. 
Case Singular Plural 
Zero q'ru    k'ac q'ru    k'aceb 
Nom./Abs. q'ru    k'aci q'ru    k'acebi 
Erg. q'ru    k'acma q'ru    k'acebma 
Acc./Dat. q'ru    k'acs q'ru    k'acebs 
Gen. q'ru    k'acis q'ru    k'acebis 
Ins. q'ru    k'acit q'ru    k'acebit 
Adv. q'ru    k'acad q'ru    k'acebad 
Voc. q'ru    k'aco q'ru    k'acebo 
Table 4. 9: Noun and adjective agreement. 
Thus, we see that adjectives decline like nouns, but when used as an attribute they may 
or may not inflect for case. Thus, it is problematic to analyse an adjective which is 
used to modify a noun, but which has no case markers.  
In addition to this, there is no clear difference between adjectives and nouns in 
Georgian. For example, adjectives can function as nominal heads (See example 11). 
However, this will not affect the tagging: it will be decided in the tagging lexicon 
whether a word is noun or adjective and so any given form will never have 
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4.2.1 Tags for Adjectives 
Thus, like nouns, case and number categories are considered in the tagset design for 
adjectives. Before introducing POS tags for adjectives, I will briefly discuss the 
decision I have made to tag number and case. As mentioned above, the appearance of 
plural depends on whether an adjective appears before or after the noun. I follow the 
form and not the agreement: the adjective will be tagged as singular if it looks singular, 
even if it agrees with a plural head noun. 
I have made several decisions concerning adjectives, which are used to modify a noun, 
but which have reduced or no case markers. Shanidze analyses (1980, pp. 81-85) such 
modifiers as having the same case as the head noun, even if there is no case marker on 
the adjective at all. It is worthwhile to mention that this is a right approach when 
analysing modifiers in Georgian. However, I will use a different approach for POS-
tagging purposes to be consistent with the design principles that the tagset will tag by 
form rather than by function (see chapter 3). 
I will discuss two cases to demonstrate the two possible ways of tagging an adjective 
when it has either a “partial” case marker, or no case marker. 
 
Case 1:  martal-Ø      k'ac-is 
              Honest-Ø    man-GEN 
              “Of honest man” 
In Case 1, the adjective [martal] “honest” could in theory be tagged in two different 
ways: 
a) martalØ_JSU             k'acis_NSG            
b) martalØ_JSG             k'acis_NSG   
Thus, in case 1, [martal] could either be tagged according to its form, i.e. the base 
form, giving the tag JSU – Adjective_Singular_Zero Case. The second option it to tag 
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it according to its function. Hence, by the logic that it agrees with a genitive noun 
therefore it is genitive. This will give the following tag: JSG – 
Adjective_Singular_Genitive.  
 
Case 2:  martal-i(s)        k'ac-is 
  Honest-GEN   man-GEN 
 “Of honest man” 
In Case 2, the adjective [martali] “honest” could also be tagged in two different ways: 
a) martali_JSN         k'acis_NSG                  
b) martali_JSG         k'acis_NSG                    
In the second case, likewise [martali] could be tagged as JSN according to its form, 
since the [-i] is nominative-absolutive case marker or JSG according to its theoretical, 
unmarked agreement. I will use the first approach - JSU in the first case and similarly 
in the second case, JSN- Adjective_Singular_nominative-absolutive. Despite the fact 
that [i] in martali is etymologically part of the genitive, I will treat these forms as 
nominative-absolutive, as [i] is nominative-absolutive case marker and this approach 
will avoid a major problem of ambiguity of analysis everywhere in terms of POS-
tagging. To conclude, adjectives will be tagged according to their morphological form 
and not unrealised grammatical features (position). 
Thus, adjectives will be tagged according to two attribute values: number and Case.  It 
gives 24 Tags for adjectives. The full list of adjective tags is given in the appendix A.  












JSE q'rum,  
martalma 
ყრუმ, მართალმა 
Table 4. 10: Sample tags for adjectives.   
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4.3 Pronouns (nacvalsaxeli) 
Shanidze (1980, pp. 41-44) and Gogolashvili (2011, pp. 168-183) describe eleven 
types of pronouns including personal, reflexive, demonstrative, interrogative, 
possessive, interrogative-possessive, relative, reciprocal, intensive, indefinite and 
negative pronouns. I will discuss each of them in turn. 
Personal Pronouns (p'iris nacvalsaxeli).  Shanidze (1980, pp. 41-43) describes three 
personal pronouns: first, second and third personal pronouns. It is worthwhile to note 
that the third personal pronouns are demonstrative pronouns that function as third 
person pronouns. Thus, I will consider only two personal pronouns including first 
person and second person.  
Singular Plural  English 
me    čven  I 
šen  tkven  You 
Table 4. 11: Personal pronouns.  
 
(15)  me   alp'inist-i             var 
             I     alpinist-NOM    be.1S.SG.PRS 
             “I am an alpinist”. 
(16)   šen      ašk'arad         ničier-i                p'oet-i            xar 
              You     obviously       talented-NOM   poet-NOM    be.2S.SG.PRS 
              “You are obviously a talented poet.” 
Thus, the two personal pronouns are the first and second persons. Each have singular 
and plural forms. As mentioned above, a group of demonstrative pronouns function as 
third person pronouns, for example, ის [is] can mean “S/he; it”; ისინი [isini] “they” 
etc. Typologically, we would expect demonstrative to be the main function and third 
person pronoun to be the extra functions, since third person pronouns in many 
languages are frequently created by means of a process where demonstrative pronouns 
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are grammaticalized to third person pronouns over time (Haine and Song, 2011; Heine 
and Reh, 1984, p. 271; Diessel, 1997, 1999; Klausenburger, 2000). Therefore, I will 
discuss this group of pronouns as demonstratives only. 
The personal pronouns as a rule have no case. However, there are exceptions regarding 
the second personal pronouns შენ [šen] and თქვენ [tkven]. These pronouns can have 
vocative case if they are used as modifiers. In particular, [šen] and [tkven] can get a 
proper vocative case marker [-o], as in თქვენო აღმატებულებავ [tkveno 
ağmat'ebulebav] “your majesty”. However, more commonly they do not get vocative 
case markers [-o] or [-v], but instead drop the final [n] consonant. 
(17)   modi                       ak         še                 mamažağl-o 
              come.2S.SG.AOR   here     you.VOC     bitch-VOC 
              “Come here, you son of a bitch.” 
(18)   rat'om    damblok'et                      tkve                  ertujredian-eb-o 
              why  block.2S.PL.1O.SG.AOR   you.VOC.PL    unicellular-PL-VOC 
              “Why did you block me, you unicellular (creatures)?” 
Demonstrative pronouns (čvenebiti nacvalsaxeli). All Demonstrative pronouns in 
Georgian have deictic meaning (Gogolashvili, 2011, pp. 173-174). Some 
demonstratives can also function as 3rd personal pronouns. However, they will be 
referred as demonstrative pronouns for the purposes of part-of-speech tagging. This 
will avoid major disambiguation problem. These demonstrative pronouns are summed 
up in the Table 4.12 below. 
Singular Plural English 
es    eseni  “This” 1st person deixis 
eg    egeni  “That” 2nd person deixis 
is     isini  “That” 3rd   person deixis 
igi    igini  “That” 3rd person deixis 
Table 4. 12: Demonstrative Pronouns. 
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(19)   eg             azr-i               gakvs                     tav-ši 
              this           idea-NOM     have.2S.SG.PRS    head-POST 
              “You have this idea in your head” 
These demonstrative pronouns are different from the other demonstrative pronouns in 
many ways. Unlike other demonstrative pronouns, they use old plural forms and have 
irregular declension paradigms.  
The irregularity of these four pronouns is that they show two different roots when 
declined: that is, they are suppletive roots. The root of the nominative-absolutive case 
occurs in singular and plural forms, but there is another root for the other cases in both 
singular and plural forms. Also, the four demonstratives do not have Vocative case.  
These “secondary” roots are ამა [ama], მაგა [maga], მა [ma] and იმა [ima] and they 
are apocopated when declined. The difference here from the normal paradigm is that 
the ergative case marker is [-n], instead of [-ma/m]. 
Case es eg igi is 
SG PL SG PL SG PL SG PL 
Nom. 
/ Abs. 
es(e) eseni eg(e) egeni igi igini is(i) isini 
Erg. aman amatma magan magatma man matma iman imatma 
Dat./ 
Acc. 
amas amat(s) magas magat(s) mas mat(s) imas imat(s) 
Gen. amis amatis magis magatis mis matis imis imatis 
Ins. amit amatit magit magatit mit matit imit imatit 
Adv. amad - magad - - - ima imatad 
Table 4. 13: Declension of Demonstrative Pronouns. 
According to Shanidze (1980) these demonstrative pronouns in plural have only two 
cases: nominative-absolutive and dative-accusative. However, there are possibly more 
than two cases if we take into account that these demonstrative pronouns form their 
old plural forms by the [-t(a)] fusional suffix, which marks both plurality and three 
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cases: ergative, dative-accusative and genitive (Shanidze, 1980, pp. 47-48; 
Gogolashvili, 2011, p. 140).  
Suffixaufnahme cases with this fusional suffix are considered to be possessive 
pronouns (Shanidze, 1980). In table 4.13 above, I have introduced and highlighted 
examples, which is attested in the corpus data. It is quite obvious that they are not the 
third person possessive pronouns, but a genitive construction of old plural [-t(a)] + 
modern case markers.  
As discussed above, we know that the [-t(a)] fusional suffix can represent either of 
these three ergative, dative-accusative and genitive cases. But in modern Georgian, it 
takes the regular case suffixes on top of the old one [-t(a)] suffix. In the Georgian 
Orthographic Dictionary32 , which prescribes the norms and rules, describes these 
forms including ([amatma], [amats], [amatit]) as incorrect and suggesting using 
them without the case markers. However, in the KaWaC corpus, there are many 









მათმა matma 873 
მათს mats 694 
ამათმა amatma 378 
მათით matit 252 
მაგათმა magatma 227 
იმათმა imatma 212 
მათის matis 106 
მაგათის magatis 23 
იმათს imats 22 
Table 4. 14: Corpus frequency of demonstratives: Plural + case marker. 
                                                 
32 http://ena.ge/  
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Most contexts that they are used in suggest standard Ergative or dative-accusative case. 
However, there are very few examples (see Table 4.14 above) where the extended 
forms are ambiguous – being used both for standard ergative and dative-accusative 
case and suffixaufnahme case. Thus, the decision is made in light of the corpus 
evidence and the discussion above. 
To conclude, in these pronouns, the [-t(a)] fusional suffix as attested in the corpus are 
used as a plural marker only. Thus, the -[t(a)] suffix in this context is no longer fusional 
but a pluralizing suffix.  
Another difference with these demonstratives is that they change the root depending 
on whether they function as modifiers (agree with the noun) or not. The root can be 
changed as follows: [es] → [am]; [eg] → [ma], [igi] / [is] → [im]. For example: [es] 
/ [eg]/ [is kaci] “this/that man”. 
Case es eg is 
SG PL SG PL SG PL 
NOM/
ABS 
es k'aci es k'acebi eg k'aci eg k'acebi is k'aci is k'acebi 
ERG am k'acma am k'acebma mag k'acma mag k'acebma im k'acma im k'acebma 
DAT/
ACC 
am k'acs am k'acebs mag k'acs mag k'acebs im k'acs im k'acebs 
GEN am k'acis am k'acebis mag k'acis mag k'acebis im k'acis im k'acebis 
INS am k'acit am k'acebit mag k'acit mag k'acebit im k'acit im k'acebit 
ADV am k'acad am k'acebad mag k'acad mag k'acebad im k'acad im k'acebad 
Table 4. 15: Declension of demonstratives with the head noun. 
Unlike other demonstrative pronouns, these pronouns do not agree with nouns in case 
and number. As discussed above, this type of demonstrative pronouns takes old plural 




Other demonstrative pronouns include for example, ასეთი [aseti] “such as”, “this 
kind of”. They inflect for case. 
Singular Plural English 
aseti  asetebi  “such as”, “this kind 
of”; 1st person 
deixis 
amnairi  amnairebi  “this kind of”; 1st 
person deixis 
magistana  masgistanebi  “this kind of”; 2nd 
person deixis 
Table 4. 16: Demonstrative pronouns.  
 
Interrogative Pronoun (k'itxviti nacvalsaxeli). The set of Interrogative Pronouns 
contains: 
Singular Plural English 
vin  vinebi  Who 
ra  raebi, reebi  What 
radara  - What kind 
raerti  - how many/much 
ramdeni  - how much/many; 
so much/many 
ranairi  ranairebi  what kind/sort of 
rarigi  - what sort, type, 
kind 
rodindeli rodindelebi  at/of/from what 
time 
rogori rogorebi  what 
sort/type/kind of 
romeli romlebi  which, who, what 
sadauri  sadaurebi  From where 
Table 4. 17: Interrogative pronouns.  
(20)  esen-i                  vin       arian 
             these-NOM.PL   who     be.3S.PL.PRS 
             “Who are these (people)?” 
(21)   ra        moxda 
              what    happen.3S.SG.AOR 
              “What happened?” 
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Some interrogative pronouns inflect for case. However, the following two 
interrogative pronouns ვინ [vin] “who” and რა [ra] “what” show some irregularities 
when declined. They are defective, in particular, [vin] has only two forms in four 
cases: [vin] in nominative-absolutive and ergative case and vis(a) in dative-accusative 
and genitive case. In prescriptive grammars, [vin] and [ra] have no plural forms. 
However, the plural forms of the pronouns are attested in the corpus data. For example, 
the observed frequency for the wordform [reebi] in the corpus is 174 per 1000 corpus 
lines. Thus, based on the corpus evidence, the plural usage of these pronouns is quite 
common in modern Georgian. 
(22)  net'avi      vin-eb-i             igulisxmebian 
             wonder   who-PL-NOM   mean.3S.PL.PRS 
             “I wonder who (PL) are meant.” 
(23) arc     ici                          re-eb-i                 vakete 
            not   know.2S.SG.PRS   what-PL-NOM   do.1S.SG.AOR 
            “You don’t know, what (things) I did.” 
Possessive Pronouns (k'utvnilebiti nacvalsaxeli). All possessive pronouns can be 
declined. The complete set of possessive pronouns are: 
Singular Plural 
čemi “my” čveni “our” 
šeni “yours” tkveni “your” 
Table 4. 18: Possessive pronouns.  
 
 
(24) nerviulobda                     čem-i          žma 
            worry.3S.SG.IMPERF   my-NOM    brother.NOM 
            “My brother was worrying.” 
Thus, in traditional grammars there is a category of 1st and 2nd person possessive 
pronouns, but not for 3rd person possessive pronouns. According to Shanidze (1980, 
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p. 43; Gogolashvili, 2011, p. 175), demonstratives and reflexives function as third 
person possessive pronouns. 
misi “his/her/its” mati “their” 
imisi “his/her/its” imati  “their” 
tavisi “his/her/its” tavisebi “their” 
tavianti “his/her/its” - 
tvisi “his/her/its” - 
Table 4. 19: Third person possessive pronouns. 
 
 
(25)   imat-i                    gvar-eb-i           aravin       ar         icis 
              their-NOM.PL     surname-PL-NOM      nobody    not      know.3S.SG.PRS 
              “Nobody knows theirs surnames.”  
In Table 4.19 above, მისი [misi], იმისი [imisi], მათი [mati] and იმათი [imati] are 
demonstratives in genitive or suffixaufnahme cases and they will be treated as such. 
As for თავისი [tavisi], თავისები [tavisebi], თვისი [tvisi] and თავიანთი 
[tavianti], they will get a special tag as reflexive possessives. The word თავი [tavi] 
in Georgian literally means “head”. It will be treated as noun anywhere except these 
twelve forms: თავისი [tavisi], თავისები [tavisebi], თვისი [tvisi], თავისმა 
[tavisma], თვისმა [tvisma], თავისად [tavisad], თავისას [tavisas], თვისას 
[tvisas], თვისით [tvisit], თავისით [tavisit], თავიანთ [taviant] and თავის [tavis]. 
These forms will be tagged as reflexive possessives.  
It should be mentioned that some ungrammatical forms that are not discussed in the 
traditional grammar (Shanidze, 1980), are attested in the corpus data. For example, the 
wordform [tavisebi] occurs 11 times in the Georgian web-corpus. 
Interrogative-Possessive Pronouns (k'itxvit-k'utvnilebiti nacvalsaxeli). Shanidze 
(1980, p. 42) and Gogolashvili (2011, p. 177) describe a separate category of 
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Interrogative-possessive pronouns in Georgian. There are three such pronouns: ვისი 
[visi] “whose”; რისა [risa] “which/whose” and რისი [risi] “which/whose”.  
(26) mašin   visi        bral-i-a 
            then    whose   fault-NOM-COP 
            “Whose fault is this then?” 
(27) risi      dablogva       ğirs                      da       risi       ara 
            what   blog.NOM   worth.3S.SG.PRS    and   what   no 
            “What is worth to write a blog about?” 
Like third person possessive pronouns, these interrogative possessives are 
interrogative pronouns, with suffixaufnahme cases. Thus, they are not a separate 
category and will be treated as interrogative pronouns. 
Relative Pronouns (mimartebiti nacvalsaxeli). This category of pronouns is formed 
by adding the [c(a)] particle to interrogative pronouns. The [c(a)] is treated as an 
enclitic particle with the particles. These pronouns usually function as conjunctions 
and can be declined.  The set of relative pronouns are as follows: 
Singular                                               Plural English  
Translation 
vinc  vinebic “who”, “whoever” 
vinca  - “who”, “whoever” 
visic  visebic “whose” 
rac  raebic, reebic “what”, “that” 
raca  - “what”, “that” 
ramdenic  -   “however many/much” 
ranairic  ranairebic “what” 
risac  - “what” 
risic  - “what” 
rodindelic  -      “at/of/from what time” 
rogoric  rogorebic “what (sort/type/kind 
of):” 
romelic  romlebic “which” “that” 
sadauric  sadaurebic “from where” 
Table 4. 20: Relative Pronouns.  
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The relative pronouns will not be treated separately, since [c(a)] is an enclitic particle 
and has a tag on its own. Thus, there is no need for a category of relative pronouns to 
be presented separately in the tagset. 
Reciprocal Pronouns (urtiertobiti nacvalsaxeli). There are about four reciprocal 
pronouns in Georgian (Gogolashili, 2011, p. 181; Shanidze, p. 43) as follows: 
ერთმანეთი [ertmaneti], ერთურთი [erturti], ერთიმეორე [ertimeore] and 
ურთიერთი [urtierti] “each other”, “one another”. Reciprocal pronouns vary for 
case. They can have all cases, except the vocative case. 
(28) dğe-s         vnaxet                    ertmanet-i 
            day-DAT    see.1S.PL.AOR    each other-NOM 
            “Today we saw each other.” 
(29) p'oliponi-it            erturts                     at'k'bobdnen 
            polyphony-INS    one another-DAT     sweeten.3S.PL.IMPERF 
            “They were enjoying one another with polyphony.” 
Reflexive Pronoun (uk'ukceviti nacvalsaxeli). There is only one reflexive pronoun 
თავი [tavi] “self”, which is a noun, meaning “head”. It can function as both, noun and 
reflexive pronoun in the sentence.  
(30) uar-is               nišn-ad      did-i           tav-i               gaaknia 
            refusal-GEN   sign-ADV big-NOM   head-NOM    shake.3S.SG.AOR 
            “(S/he) shook (her/his) head as a sign of refusal.” 
(31) bela-m         tav-i                 moik'la 
            Bela-ERG   self-NOM        kill.3S.SG.AOR 
            “Bella killed herself.” 
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(32)  sakutarØ       tav-sa-c                  p'at'iv-s               vcem 
             Own.Ø          self-DAT-PTCL     respect-DAT    pay.1S.PRS 
             “I respect my own self too.” 
In order to avoid ambiguity in POS-tagging, I will be treating თავი [tavi] “head” as a 
noun. However, it will get special tags for reflexive possessive as discussed above. 
Intensive Pronouns (gansazğvrebiti nacvalsaxeli). Some linguists use the term 
“emphatic” (Hewitt, 1995, pp. 84-85) to describe this type of pronouns. There are ten 
intensive pronouns in Georgian, out of which six can inflect for case. They are:  
• თვითოელი [tvitoeuli], თითოეული [titoeuli] “each single one”;  
• ყოველი [q'oveli] “very, any, each, all”;  
• ყველა [q'vela] “all, every; everything; everyone, everybody”;  
• სხვა [sxva] “other”; მავანი [mavani] “someone; some people; a certain (sb)”.  
The other four intensive pronouns cannot be declined (Gogolashvili, 2011, pp. 178-
179) They are: თვით [tvit] “oneself, myself, yourself, itself”; თვითონ [tviton] 
“oneself”; თითონ [titon] “itself, oneself, myself, yourself”; თავად [tavad] 
“personally”. Most intensive pronouns do not have number. However, one intensive 
pronoun სხვა [sxva] “other” can have plural number.  
(33)   žiur-is         titeul-i         c'evr-i                      damouk'idebel-i-a 
              jury-GEN   each-NOM   member-NOM       independent-NOM-COP 
             “Each member of the jury is independent.”  
(34)   sxv-eb-i                ra-s               it'q'vian 
              other-PL-NOM    what-DAT    say.3S.PL.FUT    
             “What will others say?”  
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Indefinite Pronouns (ganusazğvrelobiti nacvalsaxeli). Indefinite pronouns belong to 
a class of pronoun that indicates indefinite references. The indefinite pronouns can be 
declined. The full list of indefinite pronouns contains: 
Singular Plural English 
erti  - one 
vinme  vinmeebi  somebody, someone; 
anybody, anyone; some people 
viğac(a)  viğaceebi  someone/ 
somebody, a certain person 
zogi  - some, a certain; one 
zogierti  zogiertebi  one/several (of 
several/many); a certain person 
rame  rameebi  Something, some 
rağac(a)  rağaceebi  something, anything; some 
rogoriğac(a) - something                     
romelime -  somebody or other 
romeliğac(a)  - somebody; some, a certain 
(sb/sth) 
Table 4. 21: Indefinite Pronouns.  
 
Negative Pronouns (uarq’opiti nacvalsaxeli). There are about ten negative 
pronouns in Georgian, given in Table 4.21 below.  
Georgian English 
aravin Nobody 
aeravin Nobody/no one… 
can/may 
vervin Nobody/no one… 
can/may 
nuvin No one/nobody, don’t 
anyone/anybody 
nuravin No one/nobody, don’t 
anyone/anybody 
nurvin No one/nobody, don’t 
anyone/ anybody 
araperi Nothing 
veraperi Nothing… can/may 
nura Nothing 
nuraperi Nothing, don’t… anything 
Table 4. 22: Negative Pronouns.  
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Unlike other pronouns, Negative Pronouns only have singular forms and some of them 
can be declined (Gogolashvili, 2011, pp. 181-183). The following Negative particles 
can be declined: არაფერი [araperi]; ვერაფერი [veraperi]; ნურა [nura] and 
ნურაფერი [nuraperi] “nothing”. 
 
4.3.1 Tags for Pronouns 
Most, albeit not all, pronouns have irregular case inflections, and many pronouns lack 
plural forms. Thus, I will give attribute values for each type and then will define the 
tags for them.  
Personal pronouns have the attribute values for number (suppletive), person and cases 
as follows: 





1 Personal First Singular Zero 
2  Second Plural Nominative
-Absolutive 
3    Dative-
accusative 
4    Vocative 








Demonstratives have the attribute values for number and case as follows: 
Value i) type ii) 
Number 
iii) Case 
1 Demonstrative Singular Zero 
2  Plural Nominative-
Absolutive 
3   Ergative 
4   Dative-
accusative 
5   Genitive 
6   Instrumental 
7   Adverbial 
8   Vocative 
9   Suffixaufnahme-
Ergative 
10   Suffixaufnahme- 
Dative-
accusative 
11   Suffixaufnahme-
Adverbial 
Table 4. 24: Attribute values for Demonstrative Pronouns. 
As discussed above, not all demonstrative pronouns inflect for case. Some of them 
have only one or two cases, some of them have the full case inflection. I will take into 
account all the exceptions in POS-tagging as each pronoun group is small enough to 
deal with.  
The same approach can usefully be employed for other pronouns. For example, some 
interrogative pronouns are marked for zero case and some inflect for all the cases 
except vocative case. To sum up, attribute values of interrogative pronouns are as 
follows: 
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Value i) type ii) 
Number 
iii) Case 
1 Interrogative Singular Zero 
2  Plural Nominative-
Absolutive 
3   Ergative 
4   Dative-accusative 
5   Genitive 
6   Instrumental 
7   Adverbial 
8   Suffixaufnahme-
Ergative 
9   Suffixaufnahme-
Dative-accusative 
10   Suffixaufnahme-
Adverbial 
Table 4. 25: Attribute values for Interrogative Pronouns. 
 
The Possessive pronouns have the attribute values for person, number and case as 
follows: 






1 Possessive  First Singular Zero 
2  Second Plural Nominative-
Absolutive 
3 Reflexive   Ergative 
4    Dative-accusative 
5    Genitive 
6    Instrumental 
7    Adverbial 
8    Vocative 
9    Suffixaufnahme-
Ergative 
10    Suffixaufnahme-
Dative-accusative 
11    Suffixaufnahme-
Adverbial 
12    Suffixaufnahme-
Vocative 
Table 4. 26: Attribute values for Possessive Pronouns. 
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Thus, possessive pronouns decline like nouns. However, some possessives do not 
inflect for all the cases (Gogolashvili, 2011, pp. 175-177). This information will be 
considered in part-of-speech tagging. 
Reciprocal pronouns have attribute values for case only (Shanidze, 1980, pp. 98-99; 
Gogolashvili, 2011, p. 181): 
Value i) type ii) Case 
1 Reciprocal  Zero 
2  Nominative-
Absolutive 
3  Ergative 
4  Dative-
accusative 
5  Genitive 
6  Instrumental 








Table 4. 27: Attribute values for Reciprocal Pronouns. 
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The intensive pronouns have attribute values for case inflection only, but [sxva] 
“other” can have singular and plural number. Thus, it will get tags for case and number. 
The rest of the intensive pronouns will get tags for case only.  
Value i) type ii) Case 
1 Empathic Zero 
2  Nominative-
Absolutive 
3  Ergative 
4  Dative-
accusative 
5  Genitive 
6  Instrumental 
7  Adverbial 






Table 4. 28: Attribute values for Empathic Pronouns. 
 
Indefinite Pronouns have attribute values for number and case. 
Value i) type ii) 
Number 
iii) Case 
1 Indefinite Singular Zero 
2  Plural Nominative-
Absolutive 
3   Ergative 
4   Dative-
accusative 
5   Genitive 
6   Instrumental 
7   Adverbial 
8   Suffixaufnahme-
Ergative 
9   Suffixaufnahme-
Dative-
accusative 
10   Suffixaufnahme-
Adverbial 




Negative Pronouns have number and case inflection. However, some negative 
pronouns are given in Zero case form and some of them in nominative-absolutive. 
Thus, the attribute values for Negative pronouns are as follows: 
Value i) type ii) Case 
1 Negative Zero 
2  Nominative-
Absolutive 
3  Ergative 
4  Dative-
accusative 
5  Genitive 
6  Instrumental 




Table 4. 30: Attribute values for Negative Pronouns. 
 









Table 4. 31: Sample tags for pronouns. 
 
  




Pronoun Personal  
First Person Singular 
Nominative-
Absolutive Case 
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4.4 Numerals (ricxviti saxeli) 
There are three types of numerals generally recognised in Georgian: Cardinal, 
Ordinal, and Fraction. I will introduce an additional type of Diminutive numeral. 
The Diminutive numerals is formed by adding [-ode] suffix to cardinal numerals: the 
[oriode] “just two”, [xutiode] “just five”. The [-ode] suffix is usually considered to 
be a particle. However, it has very distinctive features from the rest of the particles in 
Georgian. It is used only with numerals, expresses the exact numbers, and has the sense 
of “not being sufficient”.  
(35)  me-c            ĉavurtav                 or-i-ode                 sit'q'va-s 
              Me-PTCL   add-1S.SG.FUT   two-NOM-DIM    word-DAT   
             “I will also get a (two) word in”. 
Case markers appear after the [-ode] suffix. Thus, the [-ode] cannot be an enclitic 
particle - rather it must be either an inflectional or derivational affix, as enclitics are 
almost always expected to be further from the root than inflectional affixes. 
The Cardinal numbers from one to ten are simple numerals, such as 1- [erti], 2 – [ori], 
3 – [sami], 4 – [otxi], 5- [xuti], 6 –[ekvsi], 7 – [ŝvidi], 8 – [rva], 9 – [cxra], 10 – [ati]. 
The numbers from eleven to nineteen are compound numerals with more than one root. 
For example, 11-[tertmeti], 12 – [tormeti], 13 – [cameti], 14 – [totxmeti], 15 – 
[txutmeti], 16- [tekvsmeti], 17 – [čvidmeti], 18 – [tvrameti], 19 – [cxrameti]. 
The Ordinal numbers are formed by attaching the circumfix [me…e] to the root of the 
cardinal numerals, as in [meore] “2nd”, [mesame] “3rd”, [meotxe] “4th”, [mexute] 
“5th” etc.  
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The Fraction numbers are formed by adding the circumfix [me…edi] to the cardinals 
(or ordinal+ suffix [-di]), for example: [mesamedi] “1/3”, [meotxedi] “1/4”.  
Numerals decline like nouns to agree with the head noun they quantify. The numerals 
with consonant-final stem are non-syncopated; the only exception is an indefinite 
numeral, mravali “a lot/many” that is syncopated.  
(36)  biznes-i              xut-ma         adamian-ma         davic'q'et 
             business-NOM   five-ERG      person-ERG        start.1S.PL.AOR 
             “Five of us started a business”.  
In general, numerals do not have vocative case. However, there can be some 
exceptions and I will therefore include the vocative case in the tagset.  
(37)  žilinebisa    nomer-o                or-o 
             goodnight   number-VOC.     two-VOC 
             “Goodnight number two” (referring sb. who is second on the list). 
As a rule, numerals use old plural forms, but there are cases where the [-eb] pluralising 
suffix is used. Like in nouns, the Old plurals and modern [-eb] plurals in numerals will 
receive the same tags.  
(38) xut-n-i                da-n-i                   viq'avit 
            five-PL-NOM   sister-PL-NOM     be.1S.PL.AOR 
            “We were five sisters.” 
(39) ar  mecadineobda     da    mainc    xut-eb-i          hq'avda 
           Not study.3S.SG.IMPERF and despite five-PL-NOM  have.3S.SG.IMPERF 
            “S/he was not studying, despite this, s/he had 5 (highest) marks.” 
Thus, the attribute values for numerals include the following: Four types of numerals 
(Cardinal simple, Cardinal Diminutive, Ordinal and Fraction) and two morphological 
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categories of case and number. However, no plural forms are available for diminutive 
numerals.  
The following exceptions with regard to case should be taken into consideration: Zero 
case is given only for cardinal and approximative numerals in singular forms, because 
ordinal and fraction numerals are formed with the [me-e/-edi] circumfixes and the[-e] 
and [-i] suffix endings function as nominative-absolutive case markers. That means 
there is no “base” shorter than the nominative-absolutive form which could appear 
alone. As for the double genitive construction, it can only occur only in cardinal and 
ordinal numerals. Namely, it occurs in all four suffixaufnahme cases, and in three cases 
(ergative, dative-accusative, vocative) in ordinal numerals.    
4.4.1 Tags for numerals 
Thus, numerals will receive tags according to their type (cardinal, ordinal etc.) and the 
grammatical categories of number and case. The attribute values for numerals are 
summed up in the table 4.32 below: 
Value i) type ii) Number iii) Case 
1 Cardinal 
Simple 




3 Ordinal  Ergative 
4 Fraction  Dative-accusative 
5   Genitive 
6   Instrumental 
7   Adverbial 
8   Vocative 
9   Suffixaufnahme: Genitive + Ergative 
10   Suffixaufnahme: Genitive + Dative-
accusative 
11   Suffixaufnahme: Genitive + Adverbial 
12   Suffixaufnahme: Genitive + Vocative 
Table 4. 32: Attribute values for numerals. 
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In total, this produces 58 tags. The full list of numeral tags is given in the appendix 
A. 
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4.5 Adverbs (zmnizeda or zmnisarti) 
Adverbs are words that mainly modify the meaning of verbs, but also adjectives and 
other adverbs. They can express manner, place, time or reason, aim and purpose 
(Shanidze, 1980, pp. 987-588). Like particles, adverbs cannot be inflected or declined. 
Adverbs in Georgian can be classified according to 1) their forms and 2) their 
functions.  
According to their form, adverbs are classified into two major types of adverbs. They 
are primary adverbs and derived adverbs (Shanidze, 1980, pp. 587-594). There are 
very few primary adverbs that are originally adverbs, such as [xval] “tomorrow”; [ak] 
“here”. The derived adverbs are formed by derivational adverb suffixes, which are: [-
gan], [-iv], [-re], [-gzis], [-jer], [-da], [-mo], [-še], [-ğam], [-ma(rta)], [-mag], [-kec], 
[-xel] and [-xan]. These derivational suffixes are usually used with numerals and 
sometimes with other nominals too. For example, [xutjer] “five times”; 
[ganuc'q'vetliv] “continuously”, [mravalgzis] “many /multiple times”. 
There are other types of adverbs, which have exactly the same form as nominals with 
case inflections, namely: dative-accusative, genitive, instrumental and Aadverbial and 
also, zero case nominals.  
Dative-accusative - nominal adverbs. These are nominals in dative-accusative case, 
but they can function as adverbs, for example: 
[žiri] “bottom; base” in dative-accusative [žirs], functions as a noun: 
(40)  xe                 ğrm-ad           idgams                žir-s             mic'a-ši 
             tree.NOM    deep-ADV   grow.3S.SG.PRS   root-DAT    soil-POST 




The same example can also functions as an adverb: 
(41)   žir-s                vašl-eb-i               eq'ara 
                          Bottom-DAT     apple-PL-NOM   drop.3S.PL.IMPERF  
                          “There were apples (dropped) at the bottom of (something).” 
In the tagset, I will not classify dative-accusative nominal adverbs as adverbs, but 
they will be treated as nominals in dative-accusative case. 
Genitive-nominal adverbs. In most cases, these adverbs involve multiply-marked 
nouns: the adverb then includes postpositions or two case markers, genitive and 
instrumental, for instance. Compare [dğe] “day/ daylight” and [dğisit] “during a day/  
by day/  in daylight”; the latter has two case markers, [-is] for genitive and [-it] for 
instrumental.  
(42)   axla      mxolod    dğ-is-it               mžinavs. 
                          Now    only         day-GEN-INS.     sleep.1S.SG.PRS 
                          “Now I only sleep during a day.” 
In the tagset, I will not classify genitive-nominal adverbs as adverbs, but they will be 
treated as nominals in genitive and double cases will be treated as suffixaufnahme 
cases.  
Instrumental-nominal adverbs. These are nominals in instrumental case, which 
function as adverbs. 
(43)   t'iroda                         im            ğam-it           anano. 
              cry.3S.SG.IMPERF    that         night-INS     Anano.NOM. 
                          “Anano was crying that night”. 
In the tagset, I will not classify instrumental-nominal adverbs as adverbs, but they 
will be treated as nominals in instrumental case. 
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Adverbial-nominal adverbs. Most case-marked adverbs are in adverbial case, not 
including the derivational-suffix adverbs. Sometimes adverbs take the full adverbial 
case marker [-ad]; sometimes the adverbial case marker is partially reduced to [-a]; 
and sometimes postpositions are added. Examples of full adverbial case are: 
[almacerad] “sideway”, [uecrad] “suddenly” etc. The reduced case marker can be 
seen in words such as [nela] “slowly”, the full form of which is [nelad]; or [čkara] 
“quickly”, the full form is [čkarad].  
In the tagset, I will not classify adverbial-nominal adverbs as adverbs, but they will 
be treated as nominals in adverbial case. 
Nominative-absolutive adverbs. Nominals in nominative-absolutive case can 
function as adverbs, for example: [ğame] “night / at night”. In the tagset, I will not 
classify nominative-absolutive nominal adverbs as adverbs, but they will be treated as 
nominals in nominative-absolutive case. 
There is also reduplication as another way to function as an adverb: [t'q'e-t'q'e] 
“throughout forest”, [nak'uc'-nak'uc'] “by little parts/pieces”; sometimes the 
reduplicated forms are conjoined by the conjunction [da] “and”, e.g.: [fexdafex] “step 
by step”, [k'valdak'val] “following someone’s steps”.  
In the case of reduplication, if a nominal has a zero case, it will be tagged as an adverb. 
Otherwise it will be tagged as a nominal.  
In order to make decisions on what types of adverbs to include in the tagset, I have 
analysed the types of adverbs according to their function as described by Shanidze 
(1980, pp.587-588) and Hewitt (1995, pp.65-69). Shanidze provides the following 
definition for adverbs (my translation of original Georgian):  
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“An adverb is a word which is uninflectable and has its own lexical meaning. 
It modifies the (action) verb in terms temporal and spatial relationship, or 
shows in what conditions the action is happening, or how often and how many 
times it is happening, or what is the cause and purpose the action” (Shanidze, 
1980, p. 587).  
 The types of adverbs according to their function does not match with the provided 
definition. Namely, Shanidze classifies adverbs into eight types according to their 
function, which are as follows: 
1) Adverbs of place (adgilis) 
2) Adverbs of time (drois) 
3) Adverbs of manner (vitarebis) 
4) Adverbs of measure (zoma-c'onis) 
5) Adverbs of cause (mizezis) 
6) Adverbs of purpose (miznis) 
7) Interrogative adverbs (k'itxviti) 
8) Relative adverbs (mimartebiti) 
Only five types of the above given types of adverbs will be classified as adverbs in the 
tagset. They are adverbs of place, adverbs of time, adverbs of manner, adverbs of 
measure, adverbs of time and adverbs of cause. 
Adverbs of place: 
(44)  ak     xom    sul             gazapxul-i-a 
             here PTCL  always      spring-NOM-AUX.3S.PRS 
             “Here is always spring”. 
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Adverbs of time: 
(45) es    q'velafer-i   gušin              ar         dac'q'ebula 
           this   all-NOM   yesterday         not        start.3S.SG.PRF 
            “All of these have not started yesterday.” 
 
Adverbs of cause: 
(46)  me   rom   miq'varxar,         magitom         geubnebi 
             I       that   love.1S2S.PRS   that’s why    tell.1S.SG.2O.SG.PRS 
             “I love you, that’s why I am telling you (this).” 
The adverbs of purpose do match with the adverb of definition. They do not form a 
special category but represent a special meaning of a category. In particular, they are 
demonstrative pronouns with enclitic postpositions, which are treated as enclitics in 
the proposed tagset. However, these are small number of adverbs and since it easy to 
deal with such small number of adverbs, they will not be tagged as clitics, but they 
will be tagged as adverbs.  
(47)  am-is-tvis             q'vela-m   unda    vizrunot. 
             this-GEN-POST   all-ERG   must   care.1S.PL.FUT 
             “We must all take care of this.”  
The interrogative Adverb category are the adverbs that can form interrogative 
sentences. It might seem that it is not a valid category and can be confused with 
interrogative pronouns. However, the differentiating criteria for this is case inflection. 
The ones that inflect for case will be treated as pronouns and those that do not inflect 
for case will be treated as adverbs. For example, [sad] “where” and [rodis] “when” 
cannot inflect for case and they will be tagged as adverbs. Whereas [sadauri] “from 
where” and [rodindeli] “at/of/from what time” can inflect for case and they will be 
tagged as pronouns. 
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(48) šen-s                 korc'il-ši             rodis       dagvatrob  
           your.SG-DAT   wedding-POST  when    drink.2S.SG.1O.PL.FUT 
              “When will you get us drunk at your wedding?” 
(49) ar    vici                           saidan      davic'q'o 
             not   know.1S.SG.PRS   where    start.1S.SG.AOR.SBJV 
             “I don’t know where I can start from.” 
Hewitt (1995, pp.65-69) adds another type of adverbs to this list - Adverbs of 
Negation. There is no definition provided for this category, but a paragraph lists the 
adverbs of negation. In fact, one part of the list are negation particles such as [ar] “not” 
and [ver] “not (potential)”, which are accordingly classified as particles in the tagset. 
The rest of the adverbs are a combination of negation particles, interrogative pronouns 
and adverbs.  For example, [arsad] “nowhere”, [ar] is the negative particle and [sad] 
“where” adverb; [nursed] “nowhere” (prohibitional), [nu] is the negative particle and 
[sad] “where” adverb. In this instance, [arsad] will have the same tag as [sad], i.e. 
they will be tagged as adverbs. 
Some Georgian linguists (Gogolashvili et al., 2011; Shanidze, 1980) describe adverbs 
as if they have some limited declension system. For example, Table 4.34 (from 
Gogolashvili et al., 2011) demonstrates declension of [dğe] “day” as a noun and 
adverb: 
Case Noun Adverb 
Nom-
Abs. 
dğe dğe  
Erg. dğem - 
Acc.-Dat. dğes dğes 
Gen. dğis dğeis 
Inst. dğit dğeidan 
Adv. dğed dğemde 
Voc. dğeo - 
            Table 4. 34: Declension of [dğe] “day” as a noun and adverb. 
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I will analyse these forms as nouns with inflections that can function as adverbs. I will 
not treat the so called “adverbs” separately. Therefore, I will deal with these as if there 
were inflections of the basic noun.   
4.5.1 Tags for Adverbs 
In this section, I will make the decision as to which adverb sub-categories to include 
in the tagset. The traditional classification provided by several authors (Shanidze, 
1980) is not relevant for morphosyntactic tagging as it is based on both form and 
function. In POS-tagging it will be a difficult task to tag adverbs according to both 
their form and function. I have disregarded the classification by form where nominals 
in dative-accusative, genitive, instrumental, adverbial and nominative-absolutive cases 
function as adverbs. I will treat them as nominals. However, I will introduce a different 
approach for nominals that have lost nominal features and are only used as an adverb. 
There are a few examples of this, and I will treat them as adverbs.  
I have also disregarded most sub-categories of function, but adverbs of negation and 
Interrogative adverbs will be considered in the tagset. Therefore, there are three tags 
for adverbs.  




General Adverb RR ak, amağam, 
cin 



















4.6 Conjunctions (k'avširi) 
Conjunctions (k'avširi) in Georgian can be simple (mart'ivi) or compound (rtuli) 
according to their form. For example, simple conjunctions are: და [da]”and”, თუ [tu] 
“if”, ან [an] “or” etc. Compound conjunctions are made by joining two or more words 
(particles/pronouns/adverbs), e.g.: ვიდრე [vidre] (vid+re) “while”, თუნდაც 
[tundac] (tu unda+c) “even if”, თორემ [torem ](tu ara+m) “otherwise” etc. 
According to their function, conjunctions can be Coordinating (maertebeli) or 
Subordinating (makvemdebarebeli).  
There are four types of coordinating conjunctions in Georgian. They are: 1) 
Conjoining (majgupebeli), 2) Disjunctive (macalk’evebeli), 3) Adversative 
(map’irisp’irebeli) and 4) Illative / Resultative (maigivebeli). 
There are six types of subordinating conjunctions in Georgian: 1) Locative (adgilis), 
2) Temporal (drois), 3) Causal (mizezis); 4) Purposive (miznis); 5) Concessional 
(datmobis) and 6) Conditional (p’irobis). Adverbs and relative pronouns ([rodesac], 
[roca] “when”) often function as subordinating conjunctions. 
4.6.1 Coordinating Conjunctions 
Conjoining conjunctions. The following words can be conjoining conjunctions: და 
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[da] “and” connects words, phrases and sentences: 
(50)  mze              da     mtvare 
             Sun.NOM  and   moon.NOM 
             “The Sun and the moon.” 
(51) me   q'ava          davlie                  da     t'elevizor-s   vuq'ure 
            I    coffee.NOM   drink.1S.SG.AOR   and  TV-DAT      watch. 1S.SG.AOR 
             “I drank coffee and watched the TV.” 
The single word თუ [tu] meaning “or” can have several functions within 
subordinating conjunction. It can be categorized as a disjunctive conjunction or 
conditional conjunction. Sometimes it can have the same function as the conjoining 
conjunction [da] “and”. For example: 
(52) q'vela      movida:              k'ac-i        tu   kal-i,              
                  all.NOM come.3S.SG.AOR  man-NOM or  woman-NOM   
                        “All came: man and woman.” 
Disjunctive conjunctions. They are coordinating conjunctions that separate two or 
more mutually exclusive options presented in a sentence. The set of disjunctive 
conjunctions in Georgian contains the following: თუ [tu] “or”; ან [an] “or” and ხან 
[xan] “sometimes”. 
(53) ğvino             mogartva,                            tu    c'q'al-i? 
            wine.NOM   offer.1S.SG.2O.SG.COND    or    water-NOM 
                        “What can I offer you, wine or water?” 
(54) irc'mune                         om-i            an    mšvidoba 
            believe.2S.SG.AOR    war-NOM      or    peace.NOM 
                        “Believe in war or in peace.” 
Adversative conjunctions. They are a type of coordinating conjunction which 
expresses comparisons and contrasts. Sometimes it is also known as a contrastive 
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conjunction. The set of adversative conjunctions in Georgian contains: მაგრამ 
[magram], მარა [mara], “but”; ხოლო [xolo] “and”, კი [k'i] “but, however”, and 
თორემ [torem] “otherwise”. 
(55) bevr-i        vecade,           magram   veraper-i          ševcvale. 
                        lot-NOM   try.1S.SG.AOR   but       nothing-NOM  change. 1S.SG.AOR 
                        “I tried a lot but I couldn't change anything.” 
(56) c'q'al-i          gtxove,                         šen k'i    ğvino        mogakvs. 
                         water-NOM  ask.1S.SG.2O.SG.AOR  you and  wine.NOM bring.2S.SG.PRS 
                        “I asked you to give me some water and you are bringing me wine.” 
Illative conjunctions. They are coordinating conjunctions (also known as final 
conjunctions) that introduce clauses or phrases that draw inferences or conclusions 
from earlier ones. The set of Illative conjunctions contains: ანუ [anu] “thus, so”, ესე 
იგი [ese igi], მაშასადამე [mašasadame] “therefore”. 
(57) kartvel-i              var                 da     mašasadame,   martlmadidebel-i. 
                       Georgian-NOM  be. 1S.SG.PRS   and   therefore         orthodox-NOM 
                        “I am Georgian, therefore, I am an orthodox Christian.” 
 
4.6.2 Subordinating Conjunctions 
Locative conjunctions. They express a location relative to a main clause. Some 
examples of Locative conjunctions are: სადაც [sadac] “where”, საითაც [saitac] 
“where to”, საიდანაც [saidanac] “where from” etc. These words are interrogative 
adverbs following enclitic particles and thus, will be tagged as adverbs. 
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(58) šen-tan         viknebi,         sadac     ar     unda    viq'o. 
         you-POST    be.1S.SG.FUT   where    not   shall    be.1S.SG.PRS.SBJV  
                        “I will be with you wherever I am.” 
(59) kargad   vicodi,                       saitac        mivdiodi. 
                        Well       know.1S.SG.IMPERF   where     go.1S.SG.IMPERF 
                        “I knew well, where I was going.” 
Temporal conjunctions. They are used to express relations in time. Some Temporal 
conjunctions are: როდესაც [rodesac], როცა [roca], რაც [rac], რო [ro] “when” and 
the general subordinator [rom] used in this meaning.  
(60) dil-it                roca      iğvižeb    
            morning-INS  when    wake.2S.SG.PRS 
            “When you wake up in the morning” 
Causal conjunctions. They introduce a cause or result. Some examples of the Causal 
conjunctions are: ვინაიდან [vinaidan] “whilst”, რადგან [radgan], რადგანაც 
[radganac], რაკი [raki], რახან [raxan], ამიტომ [amit'om], ამიტომაც 
[amit'omac], აქაოდა [akaoda], მაგიტომ [magit'om], მიტომ [mit'om] “as, 
because”. 
(61) raxan     davic'q'et,              gavagrželot 
            since    start.1S.PL.AOR.    continue.1S.PL.COND 
            “Since we have already started (this), let us continue”. 
Purposive Conjunctions. As the term suggests, they indicate the purpose, “why” 
something has happened or has been done etc. Some Purposive Conjunctions are: რომ 




(62) dagežeb                    rata               p'at'ieba                   gtxovo 
            look.1S.SG.2O.SG. in order to    forgivness.NOM   ask.1S.SG.2O.SG 
            “I am looking for you, in order to ask for your forgiveness”.  
Concessional conjunctions. They express a fact or supposition in spite of which the 
assertion in the main clause is made. Some Concessional conjunctions in Georgian are: 
თუმც [tumc], თუმცა [tumca], თუმცაღა [tumcağa], თუმცაღაკი [tumcağaki] 
“although”, თუნდ [tund], თუნდაც [tundac] and რომც [romc] “even if”; ოღონც 
[oğonc], ოღონდ [oğond], ოღონდაც [oğondac] “only, except that”. 
(63) bevr-sa-c          it'irebs,              tumca         ar       šemecodeba 
           Lot-DAT-PART cry.3S.SG.FUT   although   not     feel-sorry.1S.SG.FUT 
            “(S/he) will cry a lot too, but I will not feel sorry for (him/her). 
(64) c'aik'itxe,         oğond      aravi-s               utxra 
            read.2S.SG.AOR   but     anyone-DAT   tell.2S.SG.COND 
            “Read (this), but don’t tell anyone”. 
Conditional conjunctions. They are dependent clauses which describe the conditions 
under which something may or may not happen. Some Conditional conjunctions in 
Georgian are: თუ [tu], თუკი [tuk'i], უკეთუ [uk'etu] “if” etc. 
(65) mogiqvebit,        tuk'i              visurveb 
            tell.1S.SG.2O.PL.FUT.   if       wish.1S.SG.FUT 
            “I will tell you, if I wish to”. 
 
4.6.3 Tags for Conjunctions 
For the purposes of POS-tagging, I have disregarded the ten sub-categories of 
coordinating and subordinating conjunctions. The decision regarding what sub-
categories should be included in the tagset has instead been based on the syntactic 
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behaviour of conjunctions. As discussed above, Conjunctions in Georgian have two 
main functions: to join two or more words/phrases and/or independent clauses, and to 
join one or more subordinate sentences with the main (independent) clause. This gives 
two sub-categories: coordinating and subordinating conjunctions. The two tags are as 
follows: 






CC da, magram და, მაგრამ 
Subordinating 
Conjunction 
CS oğond, rom ოღონდ, 
რომ 




4.7 Particles (nacilak’i) 
In Shanidze’s grammar (1980, pp. 607-616), the term “particle” is used for many 
different elements that do not necessarily form a coherent category. Some particles are 
used only with verbs; they occur before the verb, i.e. precede a verb, for example: არ 
[ar], ვერ [ver], ნუ [nu] “not”. Some particles are only used with nominals (including 
noun, pronoun, adjective, numeral), such as -ვე [-ve], -ც(ა) [-c(a)] “too” etc. They are 
merged with a word and cliticised. 
(66) gogo-c  
           girl.NOM-PTCL 
           “A girl too/ even a girl”. 
Some particles are used with both nominals and verbs, such as ო [-o], for example: 
(67) mitxra                             gaicina                      lamaz-ma-o  
            tell.3S.SG.1O.SG.AOR   smile.3S.SG.AOR    beautiful-ERG-PTCL 
          “(S/he) told me that a beautiful (one) smiled”. 
(68) gepicebi                             araper-i                   utkvams-o  
           Swear.1S.SG.2S.SG.PRS    nothing-NOM     say-3S.SG.RES.PTCL 
           “(S/he said) I swear that s/he has said nothing”. 
Some particles can appear separately in the sentence as an independent word, such as 
ხოლმე [xolme] “usually”, ნუ [nu] “don’t”. However, some particles are written with 
a hyphen joining them to the word they accompany, for example, მოვალ-მეთქი 
[moval-metki] “I said I will come”. Some particles are cliticised, such as -ცა [-c(a)] 
“too”; -ღა [-ğa] “only” etc.  
The functions and usage of particles are not well classified in Georgian. They are 
confusingly described and very often there is no clear difference between proposed 
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particle types/classes. There are cases where other parts-of-speech are discussed as 
particles; for example, [igi], [ege], [ese] are described as relative particles by Shanidze 
(1980, p. 609) and in the next chapter of the same book (Shanidze, 1980, pp. 616-621), 
they are described as articles. [igi], [ege] and [ese] can be inflected and their function 
in Old Georgian was to express definiteness and indefiniteness. Thus, they should be 
discussed within the article category. However, articles do not appear in Modern 
Georgian at all. There are other major and minor problems in description of Georgian 
grammar that I will not discuss here, as the main aim of my research is defining the 
tagset for Georgian and POS-tagging. 
 
4.7.1 Tags for Particles 
Before deciding which sub-categories to distinguish in the tagset, I will characterise 
the category of particle itself. Particles in Georgian have no lexical meaning and are 
uninflectable. Some particles are cliticised; others are used as independent words. I 
have disregarded most of the fine-grained distinctions among different types of 
particles described by several authors (Shanidze, 1980) as these distinctions are not 
relevant for the purpose of tagset design. The subcategory distinctions that I will be 
using are mapped according to syntactic behaviour. For instance, I will introduce a 
separate category if the particles in it behave in a specific way syntactically and will 
not split categories if there is no syntactic difference. This allows to make reference to 
particle categories when doing contextual disambiguation. Taking this into 
consideration, I have outlined the following categories for particles:  
Interrogative Particles. There are four interrogative particles: [gana], [nutu], [xom], 
[tu]. Interrogative particles convert a statement into a rhetorical or yes-no question. 
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They are all used as separate words and are never cliticised. They can appear at the 
beginning, middle, or end of a sentence. 
(69)       gana      p'atara         var? 
                              PTCL     little.NOM   be.1S.SG.PRS. 
                              “Am I little?” 
This question can be interpreted pragmatically as a rhetorical question: the meaning in 
context is “do you really think that I am little?”. 
(70)       nutu        martla         dagĉ'irdi? 
                              PTCL      really           need.2S.SG.1O.SG.AOR  
                              “Do you really need me?” 
(71)       šen        xom        mimixvdi? 
                              you       PTCL      understand.2S.SG.1O.SG.AOR 
                              “You understand, don’t you?” 
(72)       sik'vdil-is      šemdeg   tu          arsebobs               sicocxle? 
                              death-GEN   after        PTCL    exist.3S.SG.PRS   life.NOM? 
                              “Is there life after death?” 
Speech Particles. “Speech Particle” is a term used by Hewitt (1995, p.89) and is a 
literal translation from the Georgian (met'q'velebis nac'ilak'i). I will instead use the 
term Quotative Particle as its main function is to mark a stretch of quoted speech 
within which the verbal tense and person/number agreement of the original utterance 
is preserved. The four Quotative particles are მეთქი [metki], თქვა [tkva], თქო [tko] 
and -ო [-o]. I also consider two rather informal variants of [metki] used in the 
Imeretian and Javakhian dialects: [mevtkvi] and [metkvi].   [metki], [mevtkvi] and 
[metkvi] are used when a 1st person singular speaker repeats his/her own words, i.e. 
when the embedded clause subject is 1st person. [tko] and [tkva] (in the Imeretian 
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dialect) are used when a 1st person speaker addresses a 2nd person to pass his/her (1st 
person’s) words to a 3rd person. [-o] is used when a 3rd person (either singular or plural) 
is the speaker. Unlike other quotative particles, [-o] is always encliticised to the main 
verb of the quoted material. As for [metki], [mevtkvi], [metkvi], [tko] and [tkva], 
they may be written with or without a hyphen, i.e. they may be cliticised but may also 
be used as separate words. 
(73) vutxari                  gagik'eteb                      metki 
            say.1S.SG.AOR   do.1S.SG.2O.SG.FUT   PTCL 
                        “I said to him/her: “I will do that for you.” 
(74) film-is           gmir-s        magoneb                              tko 
                        film-GEN    hero-DAT   remind.1S.SG.2O.SG.PRS   PTCL 
                        “I said to him/her: you remind me of a movie hero.” 
(75) col-ad     kartvel-i       mindoda-o,                       mitxra. 
                      wife-ADV  Geo-NOM   want.1S.SG.IMPERF-PTCL  tell.3S.SG.1O.SG.AOR 
                       “S/he told me: I always wanted a Georgian as a wife.” 
Prohibitive Particles. I will not use this term because not all the particles in question 
are specifically “prohibitive” in function; I will use the term Particles of Negation 
instead as they indicate negation including denial, refusal, or prohibition. The set of 
negation particles contains: [ar], [ara], [ver], [vera], [nu], and [rodi] “not, cannot”. 
Also, by adding the [-c(a)] and [-ğa] particles, another set of negation particles are 
formed, such as the following: [agar], [veğar], [veğarc], [nuğar], [nuğara], [arc], 
[arca], [nurc], [nurca], [ağarc], [araperic], [verc], [verca]. They are all used as 
separate words and are never cliticised. They can appear at the beginning, middle, or 
end of a sentence. Taking into account the wider context of negation in Georgian, 
negation particles (alongside with the adverbs of negation and negative pronouns) are 
the primary way that sentences get negated in Georgian. 
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(76) gza                uk've       agar   arsebobs 
           way.NOM    already     not     exist.3S.SG.PRS 
                       “Now, there is no way.” 
(77) gušin          ver           movicale 
            yesterday cannot   free.1S.SG.AOR 
            “I couldn’t get free yesterday”. 
(78) saertod  ar   mainteresebs            es         politika 
            at all      not   interest.1S.SG.PRS   this   politics.NOM 
            “I am not interested in this politics at all.” 
(79) žalian  gtxov,                        uar-s       nu           gvet'q'vi 
            very    ask.1S.SG.2O.SG.PRS  no-DAT    don’t      say.2S.SG.1O.PL.FUT 
            “I am begging you very much, don’t say no to us.” 
I have introduced additional three sub-categories for particles that are not covered 
within the traditional list. They are modal, nominal and general: 
Modal Particles. In general, modality in Georgian is expressed by modal verbs and 
other words such as particles and adverbs that have modal functions (Sharashenidze, 
2014, pp.80-90).  For the purposes of POS-tagging, within modal particles, I have 
grouped those particles that indicate modality and are originally verbs or derived from 
verbs. Modal particles are usually used immediately before verbs, but also can appear 
after verbs or even can be split by some other word. Modal particles are uninflectable 
and do not cliticise.  The set of modal particles contains:  
1. [unda] “must” and its dialect variants [un] and [una], which are, in particular, 
used in the Kakhetian, Meskhian and Javakhian dialects  
2. [šeižleba], [šesažloa] “can/may be” and the dialect variant [šeileba], mainly 
used in the Gurian dialect, but also quite frequently used in spoken standard 
Georgian; 
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3. [albat] “may be” 
4. [gind], [ginda], [gindac], [gindat] “want” and the dialect variants [ginc], and 
[gina] used in Kiziqian which is a sub-dialect of Kakhetian;  
5. [vinicobaa] “in case” 
6. [vinžlo] “I bet” 
7. [mgoni], [mgonia] “I think / suppose” 
8. [egeb], [egeba], [egebis] “may be”; I also consider the dialect variants [ageb], 
[ageba], and [agebis] 
9. [ikneb], [ikneba] “maybe” 
10. [tugind], [tuginda] “let’s say” 
11. [lamis] “almost”  
12. [titkmis] “almost”  
13.  [titkos] “as if” 
14. [ragind] “no matter…” 
15. [tund], [tunda], [tundac] “even if”. 
(80) unda     icode                                 ena-c                             
                  must     know.2S.SG.AOR.SBJV   language.NOM-PTCL  
            “You must know the language as well” 
(81) tumca     šeižleba      vcdebode 
            however   maybe         mistake.1S.SG.PRS.SBJV 
            “However, I may be mistaken/wrong.” 
Nominal Particles. This sub-category includes particles that are used only with 
nominals (including nouns, adjectives, pronouns and numerals) or with a particle itself 
(thus several particles conjoined). The three nominal particles are -ცა [-c(a)], -ღა [-
ğa], -ვე [-ve]. They are always post-nominal and enclitic. [-c(a)], [-ğa], [-ve] are 
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always the last enclitic on the word they are associated with (Shanidze, 1980, pp.71-
72). 
Nominal particles will be treated in POS-tagging as follows: 1) as enclitics when used 
on nouns, adjectives, pronouns and numerals and 2) as part of a word / not separated 
when used on other particles. 
General Particles. In this sub-category, I classify the particles that may be used with 
both nominals and verbs. General particles are separate words; they are never cliticised 
and can appear before or after the word with which they are associated. General 
particles do not have a single function; they can, for instance, express a wish or a 
desire. 
(82) gvianobamde   vusmen              xolme     radio-s 
            late                listen.1S.SG.PRS   usually    radio-DAT 
            “Usually, I listen to the radio till late.” 
(83) maš  čven   rağa    vknat 
            so      we     what    do.1S.PL.AOR.SBJV 
            “So, what else we should do.” 
(84) šedareba                  ar     momec'ona    oğond 
            comparison.NOM   not   like.1S.SG.AOR   PTCL 
            “But I didn’t like the comparison”. 
Therefore, the attribute values for particles I have classified are the following: 
Interrogative particles, Quotative particles, Particles of negation, Modal particles, 
Nominal particles and General particles.   
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This gives six tags for particles: 




General Particle XX netav, diax ნეტავ, დიახ 
Interrogative Particle XI gana, xom განა, ხომ 
Quotative Particle XQ metki, tko მეთქი, თქო 
Negative Particle XN ar, veğar არ, ვეღარ 




Nominal Particle XO -ca, -ve -ცა, -ვე 







4.8 Interjections (šorisdebuli) 
Unlike other parts-of-speech, interjections are not part of the grammar of the clause. 
They usually occur at the beginning of a sentence or between clauses. However, they 
can also occur sentence-finally.  
(85) auu, daviğale 
            Oh    tire.1S.SG.AOR 
            “Oh, I got tired.” 
(86) es    mizani        ganvaxorciele,    vaša 
            this aim-NOM    fulfil.1S.SG.AOR    yay 
            “I have fulfilled this aim, Yay!” 
There are different thematic groups of interjections (denoting surprise, fear, 
displeasure etc.) described by Gachechiladze (1979, pp.138-224), Shanidze (1980, 
pp.621-628), Hewitt (1995, pp.99-100) and Peikrishvili (2010, pp.217-263). I will not 
analyse their functions and meanings here or introduce any subcategories in the tagset. 
Thus, there is a single tag for Interjection.  




Interjection UU uime, eriha უიმე, ერიჰა 
Table 4. 38: Tags for Interjections. 
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4.9 Postpositions (tandebuli) 
In Georgian, postpositions occur only with nominals selecting a particular case, for 
example, -თან [tan] “at” and -ზე [ze] “on” selects/governs dative-accusative case.  In 
modern Georgian, postpositions may govern the following five cases: nominative-
absolutive, dative-accusative, genitive, instrumental and adverbial cases. 
4.9.1 Postpositions governing nominative-absolutive case 
The -ვით [-vit] postposition usually governs dative-accusative Case. However, when 
the nominal root is consonant-final, the [-vit] “like” postposition governs nominative-
absolutive case, but otherwise it governs dative-accusative case.  
(87) p'irvel       t'aks-s        mxec-i-vit                  davet'ak'e 
            first.Ø    taxi-DAT   beast-NOM-POST     attack.1S.SG.AOR 
            “I have attacked (grabbed) the first taxi like a beast.” 
(88) q'vela         bat-i-vit                        iq'o                    dabneuli 
            all.NOM   goose-NOM-POST      be.3S.SG.AOR    confused-NOM 
            “All were confused like a goose.” 
4.9.2 Postpositions governing dative-accusative case 
The set of postpositions governing dative-accusative case contains: -ვით [-vit] “like”, 
-თან [-tan] “at”, -ზე [-ze] “on”, -ში [-ši] “in”, შორის [šoris] “between/among”, შუა 
[šua] “between”. [-vit], [-tan], [-ze], [-ši] are cliticised to the preceding nominals; 
[šoris] and [šua] are used as separate words.  
(89) čven   davkarget             k'avšir-i                      mic'a-s-tan 
            we      lose.1S.PL.AOR  connection-NOM      soil-DAT-POST 
            “We lost the connection to the soil.” 
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(90) bednier       vasrsk'vlav-ze         xart                    dabadebul-i 
            Lukcy.Ø     star-POST              be.2S.PL.PRS    born-NOM 
            “You are born under a lucky star.” 
4.9.3 Postpositions governing Genitive Case 
The set of postpositions governing genitive case are: -თვის [-tvis] “for”; -გან [-gan] 
“from”; -კენ [-k'en] “to, towards”, -ებრ [-ebr] “like”; -თანავე [-tanave] “as, 
immediately upon”; -დამი [-dami] “to”, -დმი [-dmi] “to. They are all cliticised with 
nominals. Other postpositions governing genitive case which appear as separate words 
include: მიერ [mier] “by, with”, გამო [gamo] “because”, მიმართ [mimart] etc. 
The [-a] affix may be attached to the cliticised postpositions governing the genitive 
case. This will be considered as allomorphy, for example: [tvis] and [tvisa] and [k'en] 
and [k'ena] and will receive the same tag. As discussed in section 4.1.2 of this chapter, 
there both forms coexist and are correct. For example: 
(91) švil-i             ded-is-tvis                     q'velaper-i-a 
            child-NOM    mother-GEN-POST     everything-NOM-COP 
            “A child is everything for a mother.” 
(92) sik'vdil-i         mova                  da     c-is-k'en                aaxedebs 
            death-NOM   come.3S.SG.FUT   and      sky-GEN-POST   look.3S.SG.FUT 
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4.9.4 Postpositions governing instrumental case 
The set of postpositions governing instrumental case are as follows: -დან [-dan], -
იდან [-idan], -დამ [-dam], -იდამ [-idam] “from” and -ურთ [-urt] “(together) 
with”.  
(93) t'ekst'-eb-i          targman-it-urt                   gamosca 
            text-PL-NOM   translation-INS-POST    publish.3S.SG.AOR 
            “(S/he) published texts with translations.” 
(94) k'viradğe-s   saxli-dan            gasvla                 ar          miq'vars 
           Sunday-DAT   house.INS-POST      go.NOM          not           love.1S.SG.PRS 
          “I don’t like going out on Sundays”. 
 
4.9.5 Postpositions governing Adverbial Case 
The only postpositions governing adverbial case are -მდე [-mde] and -მდის [-mdis] 
“to”, with its dialect variants -მდინ [-mdin], -მდისი [-mdisi], -მდისინ [-mdisin].  
(95) dili-dan                 sağamo-mde              miq'ureb             
            morning-POST    evening-POST            look.2S.SG.1O.SG.PRS  










4.9.6 Tags for Postpositions 
As described above, some postpositions are cliticised with nominals, and a smaller 
number appear as independent words. In total, there are about 36 postpositions, out of 
which 21 are always cliticised with nominals and 12 appear as independent words; 3 
postpositions can be either enclitic or used as independent words. The enclitic 
postpositions need to be tagged as their own tokens, separately to the nominals. This 
will make the analysis of clitic and non-clitic postpositions more broadly equivalent.  
It is not necessary to divide the postpositions up according to what case they govern. 
This will be obvious from the preceding case marker. In POS tagging, both types of 
postpositions will receive a single tag. 
Thus, gives a single tag for Postpositions: 








Table 4. 39: Tags for Postpositions. 
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4.10 Verbs (zmna) 
In this section, I will describe verbs, one of the most complex parts-of-speech in the 
Georgian language. I will focus on the categories that are marked in morphology, i.e. 
the categories that are relevant for POS-tagging purposes. Therefore, I will describe 
the grammatical categories that I think should be included in the tagset.   
In the traditional Georgian grammar of Shanidze (1980), morphological categories are 
not clearly defined. However, I will be only commenting on such issues where they 
are relevant for POS-tagging as this is the main aim of my PhD research. 
The Georgian traditional grammars (Shanidze, 1980, pp.163-530; Gogolashvili, 2011, 
pp.266-634) describe verbs according to grammatical and derivational categories as 
follows:  
Grammatical categories: 
1) arguments (p'iri) 
2) Number of argument agreements (ricxvi) 
3) Screeves (mc'k'rivi) - Tense, Mood, Iteration, Act, Accompaniment. 
Derivational categories: 
1) Direction (gezi) 
2) Orientation (orient'acia) 
3) Aspect (aspek't'i) 
4) Voice (gvari)  
5) Version (qceva)  
6) Contact (k'ontakt'i). 
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In the defined annotation scheme, I will disregard this traditional classification and 
rather focus on the following grammatical categories for verbs: 
1) Person of Agreement (of Subject and Object) 
2) Number of argument agreement 
3) Screeves – covering Tense, Aspect and Mood. 
 
4.10.1 Arguments and Number of Argument Agreement 
The Georgian verb can have up to three arguments, but only two arguments can be 
morphologically marked at the same time:  1) Subject (Agent) and either Direct Object 
(Patient) or Indirect (Oblique) Object. There is a very simple rule to find out how many 
arguments the verb has. The verb is analysed without any context and it can give us 
the information about the number of arguments. As mentioned above, a verb can have 
up to three arguments, but morphologically only two arguments are marked (see 
Example 3 in section 2.1.12 of chapter 2).  
There are two sets of markers in Georgian, for Subject and Object. I will introduce two 
terms: 1) v-agreement for subject markers and 2) m-agreement for object markers. 
The [v-] is usually subject marker (1st person of agreement), but it can be an object 
marker in certain types of verbs. The [m-] is usually an object marker (1st person 
agreement), but it can mark subject as well depending on the type of verb. This is a 
result of split ergative alignment. As a simplified approach in POS-tagging, v-
agreement will be treated as subject and m-agreement as object. 
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Thus, taking into account this approach, the person of subject argument markers in 
Georgian are: 
S/O Subject and Object Argument 
agreement Markers 
 Singular Plural 
S1 v- v-…-t  
O1 m- gv- 
S2 Ø-, x-, h-, s- Ø-, x-, h-, s-…-
t  
O2 g- g-…-t 
S3 -s, -a, -o -en, -an, -nen, -
n, -es 
O3 h-, s- h-, s-…(-t), Ø- 
Table 4. 40: Subject and object Argument agreement Markers. 
As illustrated in the Table 4.40 above, the person agreement markers are mostly 
prefixal and the number agreement markers are suffixal. However, there are a few 
exceptions regarding the 3rd person of subject (S3): some suffixes ([-en], [-an], [-n], [-
es]) can mark both, the person of agreement and its number.  
The table below shows an example of the distribution of the arguments, as well as the 
number of arguments in the screeves.  I am using the verb [goraoba] “to roll” as an 
example in three different voices: 1) active, intransitive: [goravs] “s/he rolls” (S3); 2) 
active, transitive: [agorebs] “s/he rolls it” (S3O3); and 3) passive (reflexive), 






Present Imperfect Present Subjunctive 
S1 vgorav,   vagoreb,  vgordebi vgoravdi, vagorebdi, vgordebodi vgoravde, vagorebde, vgordebode 
S2 gorav,     agoreb,    gordebi goravdi,   agorebdi,   gordebodi goravde,   agorebde,   gordebode 
S3 goravs,   agorebs,   gordeba goravda,  agorebda,  gordeboda goravdes, agorebdes, gordebodes 
Future Group 
Future Conditional Future Subjunctive 
S1 vigoreb, gavagoreb, gavgordebi vigorebdi, gavagorebdi, gavgordebodi vigorebde, gavagorebde, gavgordebode 
S2 igoreb,   gaagoreb,    gagordebi igorebdi,   gaagorebdi,   gagordebodi igorebde,   gaagorebde,   gagordebode 
S3 igorebs, gaagorebs,  gagordeba igorebda,  gaagorebda,  gagordeboda igorebda,   gaagorebdes, gagordebodes 
  
II Series  
(Aorist) 
Aorist Aorist Subjunctive 
S1 vigore,   gavagore,  gavgordi vigoro, gavagoro, gavgorde 
S2 igore,     gaagore,    gagordi igoro,   gaagoro,   gagorde 
S3 igora,     gaagora,   gagorda igoros, gaagoros,  gagordes 
 
III Series  
(Perfect) 
I Resultative II Resultative III Subjunctive 
S1 migoria,   gamigorebia,  
gavgorebulvar 
megora, gamegorebina, gavgorebuliqav(i) megoros, gamegorebinos, gavgorebuliqo 
S2 gigoria,    gagigorebia,    gagorebulxar gegora,  gagegorebina,   gagorebuliqav(i) gegoros,  gagegorebinos,   gagorebuliqo 
S3 ugoria,    gaugorebia,     gagorebula egora,    gaegorebina,     gagorebuliqo egoros,    gaegorebinos,     gagorebuliqos 
Table 4. 41: Argument Agreement across the screeve paradigm (from Melikishvili, 2014, p.101)
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There are several possible combinations of person of agreement. To show all possible 
combinations of subject and object agreement, I will illustrate three examples33 as 
follows:  
Example 1: ვეზრდები [vezrdebi] “I am being raised (for him/her)”; 
Example 2: ვზრდი [vzrdi] “I raise him/her”; 
Example 3: ვუზრდი [vuzrdi] “I raise him/her for him/her”.  
The first example in Table 4.42 below is reflexive, transitive verb, and object oblique, 
and marked applicative (the beneficiary argument is expressed as an object, so the 
main object is the beneficiary, not the patient). The second example in Table 4.43 is 
an active, transitive verb. Whereas the third example in Table 4.44 is also an active, 
transitive verb and marked applicative. The beneficiary argument is expressed as an 
object. 
Numbers from 1 to 3 represent the first, second and 3rd persons accordingly. Whereas 
the letter S here expresses a Subject and O an Object. There is no a special character 
for expressing singular forms. However, the plural forms are marked by letter p. For 
example, S2O1P means that subject is the second person singular and object is the first 
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Table 4. 44: Subject and object combinations, Example 3. 
As discussed above, a single verb can have up to three arguments, but only two are 
marked in the agreement. In POS tagging, I will consider the two arguments that are 
marked in morphology. I will also make a decision which argument agreement 
combinations are relevant for POS-tagging. For these purposes, I have classified the 
Argument Combinations as follows: 
1. Impossible Combinations - combinations that never occur. These 
combinations do not exist and thus cannot be considered in the Tagset. 
2. Possible Combinations 
a) Unique Combinations - combinations that have unique forms (markers) 
and more or less are unambiguous; 
b) Ambiguous Combinations – when a single form expresses two or more 














Overall, there are 28 possible combinations as follows: 
S2O1                       S1O3                  S2PO1P                   S3O3P 
S3O1                       S2O3                  S3PO1P                   S1PO3P 
S2PO1                     S3O3                  S1O2P                      S2PO3P 
S3PO1                     S1PO3               S3O2P                       S3PO3P 
S1O2                        S2PO3               S1PO2 
S3O2                       S3PO3                S3PO2P 
S1PO2                     S2O1P                S1O3P 
S3PO2                     S3O1P                 S2O3P 
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There are 17 ambiguous combinations. The general pattern of the ambiguous 
combinations is that there is no distinction between the singular and plural object - O3 
from O3P. The ambiguous combinations are as follows: 
1) S1O3 is ambiguous with S1O3P 
2) S2O3 is ambiguous with S2O3P  
3) S3O3 is ambiguous with S3O3P  
4) S1O2P is ambiguous with S1PO2 and S1PO2P 
5) S1PO3 is ambiguous with S1PO3P 
6) S2PO3 is ambiguous with S2PO3P 
7) S3PO2 is ambiguous with S3PO2P 
8) S3PO3 is ambiguous with S3PO3P 
In ambiguous combinations, singular and plural forms have the same form. The subject 
and object of these type of combinations can be either plural or singular depending on 
the context. Thus, it can be a difficult task to tag them automatically. I have made a 
decision to treat these pairs of combinations as a singular category in POS-tagging.   
In addition, I have made decision to exclude 6 agreement combinations, they are: S1O3, 
S2O3, S3O3, S1PO3, S2PO3 and S3PO3. There is no explicit marker for the 3rd person 
object, and this is also the form used for an intransitive verb. Thus, in morphology, 
there is no difference between these forms and the following: S1, S2, S3, S1P, S2P, S3P.  
Taking into consideration the above given classification and description, I will 




N S/O Examples 
1 S1 vzrdi “I grow” 
2 S2 zrdi “You grow” 
3 S3 zrdis “S/he grows” 
4 S1P vzrdit “we grow” 
5 S2P zrdit “You grow” 
6 S3P zrdian “They grow” 
7 S2O1P gvzrdi “you grow us” 
8 S1O2 gzrdi “I grow you” 
9 S2O1 mzrdi “You grow me” 
10 S3O1 mzrdis “S/he grows me” 
11 S3O1P gvzrdis “S/he grows us” 
12 S3O2 gzrdis “S/he grows you” 
13 S3O2P gzrdit, “S/he grows you”;  
gezrdebat “s/he grows you” 
14 S2PO1 mzrdit “You grow me” 
15 S2PO1P gvzrdit “You grow me” 
16 S3PO1 mzrdian “They grow me” 
17 S3PO1P gvzrdian “They grow us” 
18 S1PO2 gzrdit “We grow you”; 
gezrdebit “We grow for you” 
19 S3PO2 gzrdian “They grow for you” 
Table 4. 45: Combinations of argument agreement included in the tagset. 
 
 
4.10.2 Screeves  
Screeves in Georgian represent a system covering Tense, Aspect and Mood (TAM). I 
will use the following terms: screeve and/or screeves (in plural) to describe the 
Georgian verb paradigm.  The term “screeve” in Georgian მწკრივი [mc'k'rivi] 
literally means “row”, “line”. The decision to use this term is simply because to be 
consistent with the terminology used in the traditional conjugation system (Shanidze, 
1980, pp. 214-224). The screeves represent the conjugation paradigms covering tense, 
aspect and mood.  
The conjugation (screeves and series) system was first classified by Nicholas Marr 
(1908). Based on Marr, Shanidze developed a new conjugation system described in 
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his “Georgian Grammar” published 1930, later in “Fundamentals of the Georgian 
Language”, published in 1953.  
After Shanidze, most work on the verb conjugation has been based on his classification 
and contains little novelty. The verb description as well as the terminology used is not 
very accurate in some cases. For example, according to Shanidze, the Screeves cover:  
1) Tense (dro) 
2) Mood (k'ilo) 
3) Iteration (gzisoba) 
4) Act (ak'ti) 
5) Accompaniment (tanamdevroba). 
Shanidze (1980) describes morphologically irrelevant (not marked) categories (so 
called iteration, act and accompaniment that represent the literal translation of 
Georgian terms) within Screeves, but not the aspect category, which is a part of the 
verb paradigm, despite the fact it is derivational. I will not describe further details but 
will focus on the categories that should be considered in POS-tagging.  
Tense expresses time reference in Georgian, as in other languages. There are no single 
markers for each tense in Georgian, rather specific root forms that mark the tense. 
Some Georgian verbs can have two or more meanings; the present tense root form also 
can express future tense, depending on the context. For example, the verbs such as: 
bržanebs “(will) order”; asc'avlis “(will) teach”; scems “(will) beat”; uqurebs “(will) 
watch”; ižienbs “(will) sleep” etc.  
The Mood category is a part of the screeve system. There are up to 8 moods in 
Georgian described by different authors, out of which only four are relevant here: 
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1) Indicative (txrobiti) 
2) Subjunctive (k’avširebiti) 
3) Conditional (p’irobiti) 
4) Optative (nat’vriti) 
Aspect is a category that is a part of the screeve system. In Old Georgian, Aspect was 
morphologically marked: I Series verbs were Imperfective aspect and II Series 
Perfective aspect. In Modern Georgian, the aspect category is derivational and uses 
preverbs, which are prefixal morphemes that are attached to verbs and verbal nouns 
(Shanidze, 1980, pp.262-272). In particular, preverbs mark Perfective aspect, and the 
absence of a preverb marks imperfective aspect. For example, [t'exavs] “S/he breaks”, 
Imperfective aspect and [gat'exavs] “S/he will break”, Perfective aspect. There are 
about 22 preverbs (prefixal morphemes) in Modern Georgian.  
For POS-tagging purposes, I will use Shanidze’s classification for TAM series. The 
Series in this classification represents a broader set/group of tenses, which are further 
divided into screeves - each individual paradigm. Overall, there are eleven screeves 
distributed across three sets (series). They are:  
              I Series  
a) Present set 
1) Present Tense (ac'mq'o) 
2) Imperfect (uc'q'vet'eli) 
3) Present Subjunctive (ac'mq'os k'avširebiti) 
b) Future set 
4) Future Tense (mq'ofadi) 
5) Conditional (xolmeobiti) 
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6) Future Subjunctive (mq'ofadis k'avširebiti) 
       II Series  
7) Aorist (c'q'vet'ili) 
8) Optative (II subjunctive) (II k'avširebiti) 
      III Series 
9) Perfect (first evidential, resultative) (I turmeobiti) 
10) Pluperfect (Second evidential, resultative) (II turmeobiti) 
11) III subjunctive (third evidential) (III  k'avširebiti) 
There is another classification, the Diatheses system Melikishvili (2014). Diatheses is 
a Greek word (διάθεσις) meaning grammatical voice. The conjugation system is based 
on grammatical category of voice, which is more or less similar to Shanidze’s 
classification. Diatheses classification is based on 15,000 verbs (over 9,000 verb roots) 
from the Georgian Monolingual Dictionary in eight volumes (1950-1964).  
Melikishvili introduces three diatheses that are further divided into three series and 
eleven screeves as in the traditional conjugation system. In this classification, the verbs 
are grouped into smaller classes according to what kinds of thematic suffixes the verb 
takes and the grammatical voice of the verb. Basically, they are classes of verbs 
conjugated across diatheses. The diatheses system, like the traditional system, does not 
capture all the features of the Georgian verb. The problem that both Shanidze and 
Melikishvili run into is that they are trying to describe the system as if it was a true 
inflectional system, but many of the categories in the Georgian verb are more 
derivational than they are inflectional. For instance, the exact meaning and function of 
preverbs are not systematic, but rather idiosyncratic in Georgian. For example, some 
verbs can have only certain preverbs. It is quite rare that all preverbs can occur with 
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every verb (Gogolashvili, 2011, pp.313-316). Some verbs can only have one preverb, 
for example as in და-ასახიჩრებს [da-asaxichrebs] “will mutilate”. Whereas, some 
verbs can two preverbs, as in გა-ნაღმავს [ga-nağmavs] “will demine something” and 
და-ნაღმავს [da-nağmavs] “will mine something”34. 
That is why Melikshivhili’s attempt to describe this all as an inflectional system results 
in many cases in a huge list of facts about individual verbs (or small classes of verbs) 
with long lists of exceptions. Therefore, this approach is not useful for POS-tagging 
purposes. 
  
                                                 
34 These examples are taken from Gogolashvili (2011, pp. 313-316). 
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4.10.3 Tags for Verbs 
In this section, I will define the tagset for verbs. For the purposes of POS-tagging, I 
have considered the morphologically marked features. They are: 1) argument 
agreement (as discussed above in sections 1.1.1) and number of argument agreement 













Table 4. 46: Attribute values for verbs. 
 
This gives 209 tags for verbs. The tags are decomposable; I will use colons : to separate 
major category, person/number agreement and tense. For example, in V:3S1P:F, V = 
verb, which is followed by a colon and 3S1P - argument and number agreement.  Here, 
subject and object are represented in numbers (1,2,3) and their position (first or 
second) defines the role, namely the first element, in our case 3S is a subject and 1P is 
an object. S and P mark the number of agreement, singular or plural respectively.  This 
Value i) Argument 
Agreement 
ii) Screeves 
1 S1 Present 
2 S2 Imperfect 






P Future Subjunctive 
7 S1O2 Aorist 
8 S2O1 Aorist Subjunctive 
9 S3O1 I Resultative 
10 S3O1
P II Resultative 


















P   
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is then followed by colon again and F = Future tense. Thus, there are the following 
hierarchy: 1) major category (V), 2) argument and number agreement (3S1P) and 3) 
tense (F). The complete set of tags for verbs is given in the appendix A. 








Description Tag Examples (Latin) Examples 
(Georgian) 
Verb S1 Singular, 
Present Tense 
V:1S:P vizrdebi, vtbebi ვიზრდები, ვთბები 
Verb  S2 Singular,  
Future Tense 
V:2S:F gaizrdebi, gatbebi გაიზრდები, 
გათბები 













Verb    S3O1 Singular, 
Imperfect Tense 
V:3S1S:I mzrdida, matbobda მზრდიდა, 
მათბობდა 
Verb    S3O2 Singular, 
Present Tense 
V:3S2S:P gzrdis, gatbobs გზრდის, გათბობს 
Verb    S2O1P ,  S 
singular / O Plural , I 
Resultative  Tense 
V:2S1P:R gagizrdivart გაგიზრდივართ 
Verb    S2O1P ,  S 
singular / O Plural , II 
Resultative  Tense 
V:2S1P:G gagezarde გაგეზარდეთ 
Verb      S2O1P ,  S 
singular / O Plural ,    
III Subjunctive Tense 
V:2S1P:S gagezardo გაგეზარდოთ 
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4.11 Deverbal Adjectives and Nouns 
4.11.1 Masdar (masdari, sac'q'isi) 
The Georgian term for verbal noun is sac'q'isi, meaning “the beginning”. 
Alternatively, the Arabic term masdar (“source”) is widely used in Georgian. In the 
thesis, I will interchangeably use both terms as follows: verbal noun and masdar.  
The verbal noun is derived from the verb. Unlike verbs, verbal nouns do not have 
argument agreement, and they cannot be conjugated. The verbal nouns are declined 
like nominals, but they do not have plural number.  
(96) c'eril-eb-is           gzavna                šec'q'vita 
            letter-PL-GEN   sending.NOM     stop.3S.SG.AOR 
            “(S/he) has stopped sending the letters.” 
(97) daic'q'eba            šek'itxv-eb-is             gamogzavna 
            start.3S.SG.FUT   question-PL-GEN    sending.NOM 
            “There will start sending out of questions (from there).”               
The marker for the verbal noun is the [-a] suffix, which is added to the thematic 
suffix of the I Series verbs (in Present or Future Tenses), and all the argument and 
voice markers are removed.  
Even though verbal nouns are derived from verbs and can have some derivational 
verbal features, they cannot be conjugated or have argument agreement. The verbal 
nouns function like nouns and decline like nouns. The only difference between the 
noun and the verbal noun is that the verbal nouns do not have number except when 
verbal nouns have lost their verbal features; in this case, it can have plural form. For 
this reason, I have made a decision to treat verbal nouns under the noun category. Thus, 




The term for Participle in Georgian is mimğeoba meaning “derived from something”. 
Participles formed from the verb in Georgian mainly function as adjectives and decline 
like adjectives.  
(98) c'aikitxa                čveni    gzavnil-i       c'eril-i 
            read.3S.SG.AOR    our      sent-NOM   letter-NOM 
            “S/he read our sent letter” 
(99) c'eril-i                  anonom-is-gan           iq'o                    gamogzavnil-i 
            letter-NOM     anonym-GEN-POST    be.3S.SG.AOR   sent-NOM 
            “The letter was sent out by an anonymous (person).” 
Like Masdars, participles are mainly used as an adjective and/or noun. Participles 
decline like nominals and can have number, when used as a noun. For this reason, I 
will treat participles as adjectives and nouns accordingly. Thus, there will not be a 
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4.12 Prediction: Copular, Affixal 
In Georgian, the auxiliary verb არის [aris] “is” is mostly commonly used copula 
(Gogolashvili, 2011, p. 771), which links the subject of a clause to the predicate. 
However, this copula can be affixed to complements. The term to describe this 
phenomenon in Georgian is compound predicate (šedgenili šemasmeneli). In 
particular, the auxiliary verb [aris] “is” is reduced to [-a] when it is affixed to a 
complement. Thus, the affix [-a] is a cliticised copula. 
With nouns: 
(100)    is            bavš-i-a               
                     s/he        child-NOM-COP 
                           “S/he is a child.”       
With adjectives: 
(101)    gogo             lamaz-i-a                    
                           girl.NOM     beautiful-NOM-COP  
                           “The girl is beautiful.”  
 
With numerals: 
(102) čem-i          nomer-i              xut-i-a                   
                        my-NOM   number-NOM   five-NOM-COP      
                        “My number is five.”          
 
With pronouns: 
(103) saxl-i                čem-i-a             
                        house-NOM   my-NOM-COP   






   With participles: 
(104) sakitx-i            gadac'q'vetil-i-a           
                        issue-NOM    solved-NOM-COP          
                        “The issue is solved.” 
The affixal copula will be treated as enclitic in POS-tagging, the [-a] suffix will get a 
single tag:  




Copula AUX -a -ა 
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4.13 Residual 
The residual categories comprise various semi-linguistic and non-Georgian elements. 
There are five such tags. Sometimes, this element can be inflected as a verb or nominal, 
in this case it may be considered sufficiently a part of that category to be tagged as 
such. This particularly applies to foreign words, acronyms and abbreviations.  
The tag for Foreign Word covers words from other languages such as Russian and 
English written in the Georgian alphabet. The unclassified category covers everything, 
particularly non-Georgian elements, such as foreign words written in Latin or Cyrillic 
alphabets. 




Foreign Word FF news, job - 
Formula (e.g. Mathematical) FO 2 × 2 - 
Letter of the Alphabet FZ b, g, d ბ, გ, დ 
Abbreviation and Acronym: 
in Georgian 
FG šss, ašš შსს, აშშ 
Abbreviation and Acronym: 
English (other) 
FE LOL - 
Other unclassifiable non-
Georgian element / 
transliteration variant of a 
foreign word 
FU cool ქუულ 
Table 4. 49: Tags for Residuals. 
 
 
It is noteworthy that these residuals, such as abbreviations or acronyms can inflect for 









I will introduce four different labels for different categories of punctuation. They are:  
1) Sentence final - punctuations that occur at the end of sentences 
2) Sentence medial - Punctuations that occur in the middle of sentences 
3) Quotations – opening, closing 
4) Brackets – opening, closing 
Thus, the Georgian tagset contains four tags for punctuation as follows: 
Description TAG Examples  
Sentence final YF . ? ! ?! … 
Sentence medial YM , : ; - *  ~  
Quotations YQ " „ “ ” 
Brackets YB () [] {} / \ < > 
« 
Table 4. 50: Tags for Punctuation. 
 
 
4.15 Concluding remarks 
In this chapter, I have presented a new morphosyntactic language model by going 
through category by category.  
The full list of the tagset is given as a separate document in the appendix A. Thus, I 
have met one of the main goals of corpus annotation. According to Leech (1997, p.6), 
the corpus user should have access to documentation including the annotation scheme- 
“a document describing and explaining the scheme of analysis employed for the 
annotations”. 
Thus, in this chapter of the thesis, I have achieved my aim of defining a POS tagset for 
use in the tagging of Georgian, which is one of the major prerequisites of an automated 
part-of-speech tagging.   
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Chapter 5  
Part-of-speech tagging methodologies 
In this chapter, I discuss part-of-speech tagging methodologies and justify my choice 
of part-of-speech tagging program. This chapter also describes the process of manual 
annotation of the training data for the tagger program, which is an essential prerequisite 
for automated tagging.  
5.1 A review part-of-speech tagging methodology 
As discussed in chapter 3 (see section 3.2.4), the design of an automatic tagging system 
involves several sub-tasks, such as tokenisation, analysis and disambiguation. This 
section focuses on the disambiguation methodologies and techniques. 
There is a wide range of techniques employed in part-of-speech disambiguation. 
However, “the contextual information analysed by a disambiguation algorithm is 
typically minimal… preceding or following words, or the tags that these words have, 
are the only information utilised to any great degree in disambiguation” (Hardie, 2004, 
p. 229).  
Voutilainen (1999, p. 9) describes the linguistic approach and the data-driven approach 
in disambiguation. According to him, in the linguistic approach, the tagger uses written 
rules devised by grammarians. Whereas in the data-driven approach, “the language 
model is derived from automatically conducted statistical studies of large text 
samples” (Voutilainen, 1999, p. 9). In general, the data-driven approach accounts for 
a short word sequences and their frequencies and “the tagger selects from the 
alternatives the one with the highest probability”. 
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Hardie (2004, p. 230) also groups models of language used in disambiguation in two 
ways, “Firstly, do the linguistic generalisations in the model derive from the 
grammatical knowledge of a linguist or from a corpus of texts? Secondly, are these 
linguistic generalisations expressed as rules or as probabilities? Combining these two 
classifications, four logically possible disambiguation methodologies exist”.                                                        
 
Figure 5. 1: Four logically possible disambiguation methodologies (Hardie 2004, 
p. 230) 
Thus, Hardie (2004, p. 230) describes four possible disambiguation methodologies as 
follows: 
• Type A:  the linguistic knowledge is expressed as rules. These types of systems 
were the earliest to be developed in the 1960s and 1970s, although major 
advances were made in the 1990s.  
• Type B: this method uses corpus-derived data to decide which of the possible 
tags given to a word is most likely given the surrounding tags, employing a 
statistical model such as a Markov model (Hardie, 2004). The probabilistic 
methods were the second to develop in the late 1970s and 1980s. 
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• Type C: in this method corpus-based rules are used. The methods were used 
from 1990s (Brill, 1992). Brill calls this approach “transformation-based error-
driven learning”.  
• Type D: Hardie (2004, p. 230) indicates this method using a dashed line and 
noting that no such methodologies exist. According Hardie (2004, p. 230), no 
probabilistic model of linguistic knowledge in part-of-speech disambiguation 
has been based upon human-estimated probabilities. 
Any given methodology can be combined that allows for more types of system (Hardie 
2004, p. 230). For example, combination methodology, such as a rule-based and 
stochastic method is referred as hybrid35 method (Garside et al., 1997).  
5.1.1 Rule-based approaches  
In rule-based approaches, a set of linguistic rules devised by a linguist or from 
grammars and dictionaries are used as the knowledge base. These linguistic rules are 
instructions describing a context where the rules should be applied (Hardie, 2004, p. 
232). For example, a rule for a Georgian tagger might state that where one of the 
potential tags for a word is a modal particle or a verb, it should be tagged as a modal 
particle if it is followed by a word tagged as a verb. If the following word is not tagged 
as a verb, the preceding word should be tagged as a verb not as a modal particle. 
It is worthwhile to mention that taking a “rule-based” approach to disambiguation in 
tagging does not imply using grammar rules as traditionally formulated by linguists. It 
typically makes use of short-range information (Hardie, 2004, p. 233).  
                                                 
35 CLAWS4 is an example of a hybrid tagger. 
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The earliest works on rule-based tagging is associated with Klein and Simmons (1963) 
and Greene and Rubin (1971). Their work was the first attempt to solve the problem 
of automated part-of speech tagging disambiguation.  
The more recent rule-based approach in 1990s is associated with Constraint Grammar 
(Karlsson et al., 1995). It should be noted that Constraint Grammar (CG) is not only a 
tagger but also a parser. CG uses a tokenizer, morphological analyser and a rule-based 
disambiguator. CG disambiguation rules, depending on rule type, select a correct 
reading or reject an illegitimate reading, on the basis of relevant words or tags in the 
left- or right-hand context. Together with the local context, CG rules can refer up to 
sentence boundaries (Voutilainen, 1999). 
5.1.2 Probabilistic approaches  
The probabilistic approaches use statistical information about the frequency of tags 
occurring in long stretches of running text. This information is used to deduce which 
of the different analyses is the correct one for an ambiguously tagged word.  
Modern probabilistic taggers use a mathematical approach such as a Markov model 
(Charniak et al., 1993). Markov models allow the calculation of the probabilities of 
different tag sequences by combining different tag transition probabilities. According 
to Hardie (2004, p. 244) the most immediate advantage of a stochastic system over 
rule-based systems is that the linguist does not have to write rules to produce an 
effective part-of-speech tagging system.  
“A Markov model estimates the probability of a chain of tags, given empirically-
derived tag transition probabilities. By comparing the likelihoods of possible tag 
sequences for a sequence of ambiguous tokens, the likeliest, and hopefully correct, 
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sequence can be identified” (Hardie, 2004, p. 248). Thus, such a model uses more 
minimal contextual information than the rule-based approach. Early work on Markov 
models was undertaken by Bahl and Mercer (1976).  
When tagging, a Markov model system knows what output symbols (words) were 
produced, but not what states (tags) produced them. For this reason, it is common for 
this type of Markov model to be called a “hidden Markov model” (HMM), since here 
state transitions are unobservable (Cutting et al., 1992).  
An advantage of HMM taggers is that only a lexicon and some untagged text is needed 
for training a tagger (Voutilainen, 1999, p. 14). 
An interesting property of HMM taggers is that they operate on long-distance 
information. In practice, however, the size of the contextual “window” is often limited 
to two or three words. Another attractive feature of HMM taggers is that linguistic 
information can be incorporated to some extent in the tagger coded biases (by 
manipulating the lexicon, the tagset and the initial tag probabilities (Voutilainen 1999, 
p.15). 
The CLAWS1 tagging system, developed at the University of Lancaster in the 1980s, 
utilises a Markov model in its disambiguation module. This module consists of a 
program called CHAINPROBS, described by Marshall (1987).  
A Markov model disambiguator such as CHAINPROBS resolves ambiguity in chains 
of ambiguously tagged words. This contrast with rule-based methods and the early 
probabilistic methods of Stolz et al. (1965), where only one word at a time is dealt 
with. Thus, Markov model parameters capture the probabilities of a word being 
associated with a given tag and of one tag following another tag.  
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5.2 Selecting a part-of-speech tagging method for Georgian 
van Halteren (1999, p. 95) points out that the choice of the tagger program is 
determined by the language which is to be tagged and “all other factors must be 
weighed and, hence can be outweighed”. He also points out that the selection is made 
simply on the basis of availability of the tagger. However, the prime consideration 
should always be that the tagger is suited for the job it is supposed to do (van Halteren, 
1999, p. 96). 
There are several factors that influenced my decision to use a stochastic method. The 
general factor of choosing a stochastic method over a rule-based approach was that 
rule-based approaches requires a set of generalized linguistic rules prior to tagging. 
This process can be very time consuming. The other factors that influenced my 
decision to choose a probabilistic TreeTagger program (Schmid, 1994) are as follows:  
• First, the TreeTagger program uses a new probabilistic tagging method in 
estimating “transition probabilities from sparse data” (Schmid, 1994). This is 
the main problem for other Markov model based taggers. Most wordforms in 
any corpus occurs with a low frequency. Therefore, adequate statistics cannot 
be calculated for them individually. The TreeTagger program estimates 
transition probabilities using a decision tree and avoids the “sparse data” 
problem. The TreeTagger achieved 96.36% on Penn-Treebank data. Thus, it 
may be hoped that this probabilistic method will have reasonably good 
performance in Georgian. 
• Secondly, the TreeTagger program is freely available 
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• Finally, the TreeTagger is easy to use both in training and tagging phases. 
Particularly, it is very user friendly for those without computational 
backgrounds, since there is a Graphical Interface for the Windows version of 
the TreeTagger developed (Ciarán Ó Duibhín, 2018). 
Thus, I will use the probabilistic TreeTagger program to accomplish part-of-speech 
tagging in Georgian. This decision is made in light of a number of factors including 
availability, practicality and a tagging method used by the TreeTagger program as 
described above.  
 
5.3 Manual tagging 
Automated part-of-speech tagging includes manual tagging, which is needed as 
training data and is necessary for many computational part-of-speech tagging methods.  
Thus, tagged data is an essential prerequisite to implementing an automated tagger.  
In addition to this, trying out a tagset manually may help to check that the categories 
actually reflect valid distinctions in the language. It also may help to identify those 
phenomena, which are difficult to categorise. For example, in Georgian the boundary 
between the categories of nouns and adjectives, nouns, verbal nouns and adjectives 
and participles; adjectives and adverbs, particularly adverbs in adverbial case, are often 
unclear. Words in these categories have a similar syntactic distribution (i.e. prior to or 
after noun; adjectives in adverbial case have adverb syntactic behaviour- they occur 
prior to verbs), and they have similar morphological marking. So, the division between 
the categories depends on semantic and sometimes on syntactic criteria. Therefore, it 
is arguable whether the word [kargi] “good” nominative-absolutive case and [kargad] 
“well” adverbial case (functions as adverb), belong in one category or the other. In this 
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case, the process of manual tagging allows such words to be identified and discussed, 
and a decision taken. In the case of adjectives in adverbial case, they were judged 
according to their form, not function. The problematic examples were assigned to one 
category or the other in the process of manual tagging.  
I have used enclitic and non-enclitic approaches to tokenisation. In the non-enclitic 
approach, enclitics are treated as one word, where tags for these enclitic elements are 
“separated” by: (colon) delimiter.  
(1)            k'acisk'enacaa  => NSG:II:XO:AUX   
           “Is directed toward a man too” 
(1) is a noun, singular, genitive, postposition, particle and auxiliary, tagged as one 
word. In an enclitic approach, these enclitic elements are tagged separately: 
(2)          k'acis_NSG 
          k'ena_II 
          ca_XO 
           a_AUX 
           “Is directed toward a man too” 
The tagging manual for the KATAG tagset is primarily designed for enclitic 
tokenisation. However, it can be used with non-enclitic tokenisation as well. Thus, the 
KATAG consists of the tagset definition document. The initial version of the former 
was based on the discussion of the tagset in chapter 4.  
 It should be noted that manual tagging was undertaken by myself as a native speaker 
of Georgian. At the first stage, I prepared a manually tagged lexicon of over 95,000 
word-forms, out of which about 13,000 enclitic (including some postpositions and 
particles) word forms have been removed and 82,851 word-forms remained.  At the 
next stage, the training set data - 7,425 sentences (consisting of 90,872 word forms) 
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were first randomly selected and then more data were added from the corpus, which 
was also manually annotated. In order to ensure accuracy and consistency of the 
tagging process, the manually tagged data (including the training set and the lexicon) 
was thoroughly revised three times. As a result of these revisions subsequent 
corrections were made. Thus, accuracy and consistency of the tagging process is 
ensured as far as possible. 
The main sources of the initial 95,000-word lexicon are as follows: 1) KawaC corpus 
- 35,000 word-forms; 2) Georgian monolingual dictionary (1950-1964) – 40,000 
words and 3) Georgian dialect dictionaries – 20,000 words. My intention was to 
annotate some spoken data, but this was not possible as there are no spoken data 





Chapter 6  
Evaluation of the TreeTagger on Georgian texts 
In this chapter, I will evaluate the parameter files of the TreeTagger, which is a 
probabilistic part-of-speech tagging program developed by Schmid (1994) and 
described in chapter 5.  
The main aim of this chapter is to measure the performance of the tagger program on 
Georgian texts. I will primarily consider the results with the enclitic tokenisation 
approach. Then I will compare the results with the non-enclitic approach. I will argue 
that the best approach for morphologically rich languages like Georgian, is to treat 
enclitic forms separately.  
 
6.1 Evaluation of the Treetagger performance for Georgian 
6.1.1 The lexicon 
In this section, I will describe the performance of the TreeTagger program using the 
KATAG tagset with the enclitic tokenisation approach. The manually tagged lexicon 
and training set (described in chapter 5) were used to create a parameter file for an 
automatic part-of-speech tagging of Georgian texts using the training TreeTagger 
program. The TrainTreeTagger program requires the following datasets: a fullform 
lexicon, a training set and an open class list.  
Each line of the lexicon corresponds to one word form and contains the word form 
itself followed by a Tab character and a sequence of tag-lemma pairs. The tags and 
lemmata are separated by whitespace.  
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Figure 6. 1:Fullform lexicon 
 
The training set file contains tagged training data (running text) in one-word-per-line 
format. This means that each line contains one token and one tag in that order separated 
by a tabulator.  
 




The open class file contains a list of open class tags, i.e. possible tags of unknown 
word forms. This information is necessary to estimate likely tags of unknown words. 
The list covers six open class categories, such as adjectives, nouns, and verbs, but not 
postpositions, conjunctions or particles. The full list of these categories is given in 
Table 6.1 below. The open class file contains 133 tags in total.  
Open class category No of tags Example 
Verb 86 V:1P:A, V:1P:B, V:1P:C 
Noun 17 NSE, NSG, NSI, NSN 
Adjective 13 JSA, JSD, JSE, JSG 
Numeral 11 MOSD, MOSE, MOSN, 
MOSU 
Pronoun 1 PIPD 
Residual 5 FE, FF, FG, FO, FU 
Table 6. 1: Open class tags. 
The tagger was trained on the disambiguated KaWac corpus. The data from the 
Georgian monolingual dictionary and dialect dictionaries contributed to its lexicon. 
First, the “fullform lexicon” of 95,000 word-forms were manually annotated. The 
words for the fullform lexicon were carefully selected from the following sources:  
• The KawaC corpus (Daraselia and Sharoff, 2014) - 35,000 most frequently 
used word-forms in the corpus; 
• The Georgian monolingual dictionary (1950-1964) - 40,000 words 
• Georgian dialect dictionaries – 20,000 words representing a wide range of 
Georgian dialects.  
At the tagset design stage, about 10,000 enclitic (some postpositions and particles) 
word-forms were removed36 from the fullform lexicon since they are tagged separately 
from host words. After the enclitic forms were removed, the revised version of the 
                                                 
36 They are treated as enclitics and tagged separately receiving their own tags. 
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fullform lexicon were reduced to about 85,000 word-forms. The training set was 
created from 7,425 sentences selected from the KaWaC corpus. It includes 90,872 
word-forms, which were also manually annotated.  
It should be noted that the size of the training corpus and the lexicon were decided 
based on practical reasons. This includes number of annotators and time limitations. 
Since, manual tagging was performed by a single person (myself), it was possible to 
annotate only 346,842 37  words considering the time limitations within this PhD 
project. 
In order to assure consistency and quality of manual tagging process, tags were 
assigned according to the tagging guidelines defined in chapter 3 and chapter 4 and in 
section 5.3 of chapter 5. 
During the process of training the TreeTagger, some corrections in the fullform lexicon 
became necessary. The TrainTreeTagger program automatically builds the suffix and 
prefix lexicon from the training set. However, the automatically derived suffix lexicon 
produced a number of major disambiguation errors in nominals.  
Example 1: 
(1)           masala-ze           vimušave 
          material-POST   work.1S.SG.AOR. 
          “I worked on this material”. 
In this example, [ze] “on” is an enclitic postposition in [masalaze] meaning “on the 
material” and it is tagged separately. The problem here is that after decliticization the 
                                                 
37 This includes manual tagging considering both enclitic and non-enclitic approaches as 
follows: 1) in enclitic approach 175,872 words were annotated - 90,872 words in the 
training set and the 85,000 in lexicon; 2) in non-enclitic approach 170,970 words were 
annotated – 83,753 in the training set and 87,217 in the lexicon. 
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remaining word-form [masala] “material” is ambiguous and can receive several tags 
as follows: NSN (Noun, singular, nominative-absolutive) or NSD (Noun, singular, 
dative-accusative) or NSA (Noun, singular, adverbial) depending on the postposition 
it follows. In this case, [ze] “on” enclitic postposition governs dative-accusative case 
in Georgian and it should receive an NSD (noun, singular, dative-accusative) tag as 
follows: 
Tags for Example 1: 
           Word             Tag                 Tag Description 
            masala            NSD                Noun, Singular, Dative-accusative 
            ze                      II                   Postposition 
            vimušave         V:1S:A           Verb, 1st subject, Singular, Aorist 
 
Example 2: 
           saxl-ši             movida 
           home-POST   come.3S.SG.AOR. 
           “S/he came home” 
In this example, [ši] “in” is an enclitic postposition in [saxlši] meaning “in the house/at 
home” and it is tagged separately. Like in the first example above, the remaining word-
form [saxl] “house/home” is ambiguous with several possible tags: NSU (Noun, 
singular, zero case) or NSD (Noun, singular, dative-accusative) or NSA (Noun, 
singular, adverbial) depending on the postposition it follows. Here [ši] “in” 
postposition governs dative-accusative case in Georgian. Thus, it will get the NSD 
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Tags for Example 2: 
        Word        Tag                  Tag Description  
         saxl            NSD                Noun, Singular, Dative-accusative 
         ši                 II                    Postposition  
         movida        V:3S:A          Verb, 3rd person Subject, Singular, Aorist 
In the fullform lexicon, such ambiguous words have several possible tags, as in the 
example მასალა [masala] “material” and სახლ [saxl] “house/home” below: 
 
Figure 6. 3: Ambiguous word tagging 
 
 
Thus, such ambiguous words receive several tags. The tag order is defined objectively 
based on the word-form and its case order as defined in the tagging guidelines (see 
chapter 4, section 4.1.2). For example, the word-form მასალა [masala] “material” 
have three potential tags as follows: NSN (noun, singular, nominative-absolutive), 
then it gets the second tag NSD when it is followed by a dative-accusative governing 
postposition, such as the ze “on” or  ši  “in”; or NSA tag if it is followed by an adverbial 
governing postposition such as the mde “till/until”.  
However, the TreeTagger cannot disambiguate such cases, so it assigns the most 
probable tags from the fullform lexicon. For example, the word-form [masala] 
“material” is tagged as NSN disregarding the postposition (dative-accusative or 
adverbial case governing) it follows.  
This is because the number of occurrences of each noun/adjective (the same applies to 
other nominals, such as pronouns and numerals) followed by a postposition in the 
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training set is very low: the relative frequency (RF) of such occurrences 
(noun/adjective followed by a postposition) in the training set is 0.08%. The RF of the 
first primary tag (e.g. NSN) is much higher in the fullform lexicon – 0.27%. This 
means that the tags in the fullform lexicon “overrule” the disambiguation “rule” (in 
the training set) of noun/adjective followed by a postposition, and such word-forms 
always get the first probable tag as they appear in the fullform lexicon.  
This problem was solved by normalizing the fullform lexicon, namely, by removing 
most nouns and adjectives of singular, nominative-absolutive cases (with NSN, JSN 
tags) from the fullform lexicon and approximating the relative frequency to the training 
set. The Table 6.2 below shows the process of normalizing the RF of NSN, NSD and 
NSA tags. 




RF in the 
Fullform 
lexicon 







NSN 0,08% 0,27% 0,15% 
Noun, Singular, 
Dative-accusative 
NSD 0,08% 0,03% 0,08% 
Noun, Singular, 
Adverbial 
NSA 0,002% 0,02% 0,003% 
Table 6. 2: Normalization of the RF in the Fullform lexicon.  
Thus, the relative frequency of the fullform lexicon was normalized. In the example 
above, the relative frequency of NSN tag in the fullform lexicon is 0,27%, which was 
normalized to 0,15%; and the RF of the NSD in the lexicon was normalized to 0,08% 
approximating the RF in the training set.  
As a result of the normalization of the relative frequency of the nominal tags, about 
76,500 word-forms were removed from the full-form lexicon. However, the removed 
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word-forms were used as an auxiliary lexicon in POS-tagging process. Thus, the 
number of items in the fullform lexicon was reduced to about 8,500 words. The 
normalized fullform lexicon improved the TreeTagger performance. It successfully 
disambiguated 98% of the nominals followed by postposition cases.  














Table 6. 3: Lexicons and training set. 
 
 
6.1.2 Underrepresentation of tags  
The Georgian tagset (KATAG) contains 502 tags (in theory) in total. However, more 
than half of the tags have not actually been used in POS-tagging. For example, during 
the tagset design period, four suffixaufnahme cases were introduced for nominals 
(nouns, adjectives, pronouns and numerals), i.e. for the categories that inflect for case. 
In general, suffixaufnahme is quite rare in Georgian and some categories such as 
numerals and pronouns do not usually get them.  
This means that most numerals and pronouns with suffixaufnahme tags do not occur 
in the training set at all.  
A large number of verb tags have also not been utilized in the POS-tagging. These are 
the verbs with two-person argument agreement (of subject and object). This can be 
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explained by the overrepresentation of news/press texts in the training set. In 
news/press language, most verbs encode agreement with one argument, whereas, 
literary texts or informal speech may be very rich in verbs that encode agreement with 
two arguments.  
In total, 219 tags out of 502 are actually used in POS-tagging. Whereas, 283 tags never 
appear in the training set. The full list of unused tags is given in the Table 6.4 below. 






Verbs 132 46.64% 
Pronouns 86 30.38% 
Numerals 44 15.54% 
Adjectives 11 3.88% 
Nouns 8 2.82% 
Residuals 1 0.35% 
Punctuation 1 0.35% 
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6.2 The TreeTagger performance for Georgian texts 
For the evaluation of the TreeTagger program I selected sample texts for tagging, 
hereafter referred as “test set”.  The test set consists of twelve different texts 
representing five different genres as follows: academic, informal, legal, fiction and 
news. Each genre consists of several text types. For example, the academic genre, 
consists of two sample collections from humanities and science fields, whereas fiction 
genres consist of two texts samples from two different authors. 
Genres Number of words 
Academic, humanities 262 
Academic, science 561 
Informal, author 1 578 
Informal, author 2 451 
Legal, civil 487 
Legal, criminal 380 
Fiction, author 1 710 
Fiction, author 2 656 
News, hard news 121 
News, press release 240 
News, entertainment  186 
News, tv program 249 
Table 6. 5: Genres in sample texts. 
The texts in the test set were tokenized using the inbuilt tokenizer of the TreeTagger 
that prints each token on a vertical line. In addition to this, I applied a “rule-based” 
tokenizer (the same as for training) which identifies token boundaries for enclitic 
elements, such as postpositions and particles. Thus, the text sample collection covers 
a range of genre varieties. In total, the test set includes about 5,000 words (including 






The performance of the Treetagger was tested on the test set described above. Several 
variations of the Treetagger program were tested applying different parameters, such 
as n-gram length and length of the suffix lexicon.  
Default values was used for smoothing (Schmid, 1994). For example, the minimum 
decision tree gain value is 0.7. This means that if the information gain at a leaf node 
of the decision tree is below this threshold (0.7), the node is deleted. Default value for 
equivalence class weight is 0.15. Equivalence class weight is used to get reasonable 
probability estimates for words.  The influence of the beginning and ending of a word 
is calculated using the affix tree gain function. The default value is 1.2. Thus, the 
information gain at a leaf of an affix tree is below this threshold (1.2), it is deleted. 
The threshold probability for lexical entries is 0.1. It is a value, which is used to replace 
zero lexical frequencies. Zero frequencies occur when a word/tag pair appears in the 
lexicon but not in the training corpus.  
Thus, the best results compared to different variations of the TreeTagger program for 
Georgian were obtained within the following default values of the parameters of the 
TreeTagger: 
• Minimum decision tree gain: 0.7 
• Equivalence class weight: 0.15 
• Minimum affix tree gain: 1.2 
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Bigram 37 nodes 206 nodes 57 15 
Trigram 37 nodes 206 nodes 85 16 
Quatrogram 37 nodes 206 nodes 101 16 
Table 6. 6: Number of n-grams, affix nodes and the depth of the tree. 
In the first variation, zero frequencies are used and in the second variation, zero 
frequencies are replaced by 0.1 before the tag probabilities, to see how strong the 
influence of the choice of this parameter on the tagging accuracy is. However, 
changing the replacement value for zero frequencies in the decision tree from a very 
small value to 0.1 did not improve the accuracy. In both variations, the TreeTagger 
achieved an accuracy38 of 88.45%.   
In another test, it was examined how much the tagging accuracy depends on the size 
of the lexicon, in particular, the auxiliary lexicons combined with different context 







                                                 
38 Accuracy (also known as “correctness”) here is defined as follows: percentage of correctly 
tagged tokens, divided by the total number of tokens (see van Halteren, 1999, p. 82). 
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6.3.1 Tests for improvement of the TreeTagger performance for 
Georgian  
The inclusion of the auxiliary lexicon (85,000 words) initially dropped the accuracy of 
the TreeTagger to below 70% (initial accuracy without auxiliary lexicon is 88.45%). 
This is because the auxiliary lexicon was inconsistent with the predefined biases in the 
training set and the lexicon. This mainly includes the ambiguous categories after 
decliticization which were not initially considered in the auxiliary lexicon. 
The auxiliary lexicon was then revised. Namely, missing ambiguous tags were added 
to the lexicon. For example, vowel-ending nominals ([-a], [-o], [-e] and [-u]) are 
ambiguous endings both for nominal and verbal paradigm in Georgian. In the original 
auxiliary lexicon, such words were presented with only one tag – NSN (Noun, singular, 
nominative-absolutive). In the revised auxiliary lexicon, two or more lines for 
ambiguous tags (NSD or NSA) were added. This improved the performance of the 
tagger as it successfully disambiguated such cases.  
Finally, the influence of the pruning threshold on the accuracy of the trigram version 
and the quatrogram version of the TreeTagger was tested. As shown in Table 6.7 
below, increasing the context to trigram and quatrograms did not result in any 
improvement.  
Method Context Accuracy 
TreeTagger bigram 88.45% 
TreeTagger (0.1) bigram 88.45% 
TreeTagger (auxiliary lexicon) bigram 70% 
TreeTagger (revised auxiliary lexicon) bigram 92.41 % 
TreeTagger (revised auxiliary lexicon) trigram 92.41 % 
TreeTagger (revised auxiliary lexicon) quatrogram 92.41 % 
Table 6. 7: Comparison of accuracy of the TreeTagger program. 
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After normalising the lexicon, the TreeTagger achieved an accuracy of 92.41 %. The 
main contribution came from a better lexicon rather than longer contexts. Thus, the 
quality of the human expert input is very important. The main reason why the context 
length does not show any improvements is that these types of errors are not context 






















6.4 Error analysis of the trained TreeTagger on Georgian texts 
The TreeTagger was tested on the text samples described in section 6.3 above and it 
achieved an accuracy of 92.41 %. Tagging errors in part-of-speech categories varies 
greatly. Figure 6.4 illustrates the total count of errors in all categories.  
 
Figure 6. 4: Tagging errors by part-of-speech categories 
Thus, verbs and nouns are the categories with the highest error rate. Half of the 
incorrectly assigned tags are for verbs - 51.49%, followed by a noun – 32.42%. 








Verbs 3.89% 34.05% 11.43% 
Nouns 2.43% 8.28% 29.44% 
Adjectives 0.73% 6.71% 10.98% 
Pronouns 0.14% 2.05% 6.96% 
Numerals 0.1% 3.35% 3.05% 
Residuals 0.2% 22.22% 0.94% 
Table 6. 8: Incorrectly assigned POS tags.  
The error rate in Table 6.8 refers to the total error count for this category covering both 
“known” and “unknown” words in the lexicon. The “known” words are the words that 
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are covered in the tagging lexicon, whereas “unknown” words do not appear in the 
lexicon.  
The relative error reflects the amount of word forms within each category. In 
particular, the relative error rate reflects how difficult the category is for the tagger, 
e.g. a 34.05% rate for verbs means one out of 3 verbs gets a tag which is incorrect in 
at least one position and one out of 15 nouns (8.28%) gets a wrong tag (the noun is not 
recognized or the case is not assigned correctly), while one out of 50 pronouns (2.05%) 
gets a wrong tag (case is not assigned correctly). The coverage refers to the total 
amount of such POS tags in the test set. This indicates the relative importance of the 
category. 
I have analysed the tagger performance for both known and unknown words 
separately. Overall, 19.03% of the words in the test-test are unknown words. The 















Verbs 3.87% 0.02% 33.87% 0.17% 
Nouns 2.35% 0.08% 8% 0.27% 
Adjectives 0.69% 0.04% 6.34% 0.37% 
Pronouns - 0.14% - 2.05% 
Numerals 0.04% 0.06% 1.34% 2.01% 
Residuals 0.2% - 22.22% - 
Table 6. 9: Error rate for known and unknown words.  
Table 6.9 shows that the error rate for known words is much lower compared to the 
error rates for unknown words. For example, the error rate for unknown verbs is 3.87% 
and for known verbs it is 0.02%. Similarly, the error rate is much lower for known 
nouns and adjectives. However, the error rate for pronouns is related to only known 
words. This illustrates the disambiguation problem, where the tagger assigned 
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incorrect case tags. As for the residual category, all the words in this category are 
unknown words. 
Thus, the evaluation of individual categories reveals that the most difficult category is 
the category of verb, followed by nominals, which includes nouns and adjectives, as 
well as pronouns and numerals.  
It is important to analyse the performance of the TreeTagger across the different 
genres. The accuracy of the tagger varies for each genre.  
 
Figure 6. 5: Comparison of accuracy in genres 
Figure 6.5 shows the accuracy of the TreeTagger in each genre. The highest 
performance of the TreeTagger is achieved in legal texts, which is 95.50%, while the 
lowest accuracy appears in fiction and informal genre. This is because of the nature of 
the language used in this test set compared to the training set. For instance, the 
language (both style and structure) used in legal and news test sets are very similar to 
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The legal test set was compared to the training set. It revealed the similarities in style 
and structure of the language used. For example, so called “descriptive” [ağc’eriti 
c’armoeba]39 language is used in both legal and training sets. This “descriptive” 
language is characterised by passive verbs, such as კეთდება [k’etdeba] “is done, is 
made”, გათვალისწინებულ იქნა [gatvalisc’inebul ikna] “(it) was considered”. 
Thus, the type of verbs (e.g. argument agreement marking/tense, voice) were both 
similar in legal test set and in the training set. Table 6.10 shows the distribution of 









Verbs 10.94% 9.22% 14.14% 
Nouns 35.46% 33.79% 26.61% 
Pronouns 12.47% 6.68% 9.38% 
Adjectives 10.24% 14.99% 9.44% 
Table 6. 10: Part-of-speech distribution in genres.  
Compared to the training set and legal test set, the fiction test set has higher frequency 
of verbs. Table 6.11 below shows that a high number of errors in fiction and informal 
test sets are incorrectly assigned tags for verbs. This explains the low accuracy in these 
genres compared to other genres such as legal or news.  
 
POS 
Error rate according to genres 
Legal News Academic Informal Fiction 
Verbs 15.38% 26.19% 7.4% 83.13% 67.78% 
Nouns 51.28% 59.52% 57.4% 8.43% 20.13% 
Adjectives 33.3% 7.14% 12.9% 7.22% 8.05% 
Pronouns - - - 1.2% 4.02% 
Numerals - 59.52% 5.5% - - 
Residuals - 2.38% 16.6% - - 
Table 6. 11: Error rate according to each genre.  
                                                 




Thus, taking into consideration that one out of three verbs gets an incorrect tag, this 
table explains the low accuracy in informal and fiction genres. These genres usually 
are rich in verbs, especially verbs which agree with two arguments, as opposed to 
news/press texts (the main genre in the training set), which are rich in nouns and 
adjectives, and verbs with a single argument agreement. Thus, most verb forms have 
incorrect tags in informal (83.13%) and fiction (67.78%) genres, which results in low 
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6.4.1 Types of POS-tagging errors 
There are a number of types of tagging errors, including incorrect tags for the part-of-
speech, incorrect number or case for nominals; incorrect tense, person/number of 
agreement in verbs etc. The full list of the type of errors is summarized in Table 6.12 
below. 
Type of errors Examples 
Adjectives tagged as nouns ლინგვისტურ_NSD,  
იმპერიულ_NSD  
 
Nouns tagged as adjectives ხერხად_JSA,  
თარჯიმნად_JSA, დანაშაულად_JSA   
Incorrect Tense in verbs მოიაზრებოდა_V:3S:A, 
შეინიშნებოდა_V:3S:A 
Incorrect Person/number 
argument agreement  
მოგვეჩვენოს_V:3S:E, მომერგო_V:3S:A,  
Incorrect tags for enclitics მასალა_NSN, ენა_NSN, 
ხელოვნება_NSN 
PL nouns tagged as SG  პარალელების_NSG, დარგებ_NSD 
PL adjectives tagged as SG ასეთებად_JSA,  წამყვანები_JSN 
SG nouns tagged as PL მარის_NPG 
Verbs tagged as nouns ფლობდეს_NSD, შემომთავაზა_NSN, 
ავიღეთ_NSD,  
Verbs tagged as adjectives ჩამოვუყევი_JSN, დავარტყი_JSN, 
შევლასლასდი_JSN,  
Adjectives tagged as verbs მართლსაწინააღმდეგო_V:3S:A,  
Nouns tagged as verbs წუთებს_V:3S:F, ჭაობ_V:1S:P, 
გამოფენა-გაყიდვა_V:3S:A 
Incorrect case in nouns ლიტერატურასა_NSG, ნაშრომ_NSE, 
ზუგდიდსა_NSG 
Incorrect case in adjectives სულელმა_JSN, კარგადა_JSN, 
Incorrect tags - residuals პ_NSD, ჰ_NPG, შშმ_NSE, ე.წ_NSD 
Ambiguous words სასტუმრო_NSN, შექმნის_V:3S:F,  
Incorrect tags for wrongly 
spelled words 
რაღაცებს_NPD, რადგაბნ_NSG 
Table 6. 12: Part-of-speech tagging errors. 
Thus, most errors occur in verbs, followed by nouns and adjectives. To understand the 
type of errors and why such errors occur, I have analysed the errors for each part-of-
speech and compared them to the training set. 
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There are overall 53 incorrectly assigned tags for verbs, out of which 9 tags do not 
appear in the training set or the lexicon. Thus, these are the tags that have not been 
utilized during the manual tagging of the training corpus, since these types of verbs 
never occurred in the training corpus. However, there are tags for these types of verbs 
in the KATAG tagset. They are: 
TAG Category 
V:1S2S:C Verb, 1st person SG, 2nd person SG, Conditional 
Tense 
V:2S:C Verb, 2nd person SG, Conditional Tense 
V:2S1S:E Verb, 2nd person SG, 1st person SG, Aorist 
Subjunctive Tense 
V:3P1P:F Verb, 3rd person PL, 1st person PL, Future Tense 
V:3P2S:P Verb, 3rd person PL, 2nd person SG, Present Tense 
V:3S1S:E Verb, 3rd person SG, 1st person SG, Aorist 
Subjunctive Tense 
V:3S1S:F Verb, 3rd person SG, 1st person SG, Future Tense 
V:3S2S:A Verb, 3rd person SG, 2nd person SG, Aorist Tense 
V:3S2S:P Verb, 3rd person SG, 2nd person SG, Present Tense 
Table 6. 13: Missing verb tags in the training data. 
The rest of the verbs (with incorrectly assigned tags) have low coverage in the training 
set. Table 6.14 reflects some verb examples and their coverage in the training set. 
TAG Category Coverage in the 
Training set 
V:3P1S:P Verb, 3rd person PL, 1st person 
SG, Present Tense 
0.001% 
V:3S1P:F Verb, 3rd person SG, 1st person 
PL, Future Tense 
0.001% 
V:3S1S:I Verb, 3rd person SG, 1st person 
SG, Imperfect Tense 
0.001% 
V:3S2S:F Verb, 3rd person SG, Future 
Tense 
0.001% 
V:2P1S:P Verb, 2nd person PL, 1st person 
SG, Present Tense 
0.002% 
V:3S1S:P Verb, 3rd person SG, 1st person 
SG, Present Tense 
0.002% 
Table 6. 14: Tagging errors in verbs.  
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Thus, these types of verbs (two person of agreement) are very rare, or do not occur in 
the training set. Hence, there is a very low frequency of such verbs in the training set 
and for some verbs (nine verbs), there are no tags in the training set. However, they 
are quite frequently used in informal and fiction texts. This explains the high rate of 
errors in verbs and low tagger accuracy in informal and fiction test sets.   
Table 6.15 summarises type of errors and their error rate in verbs. 61.57% of the errors 
in verbs are incorrectly assigned part-of-speech tags, where verbs are tagged as nouns 
or adjectives.  
Type of errors in verbs Error 
rate 
Incorrect POS tag,  
e.g. verbs tagged as nouns or 
adjectives etc. 
61.57% 
Incorrect person and number 
agreement and tense 
10.52% 
Incorrect tense 21.05% 
Incorrect person and number 
agreement 
6.84% 
Table 6. 15: Type of errors in verbs.  
Thus, the most errors in verbs are incorrectly assigned tags. This is due to the 
ambiguous endings in verbs, which can be the same for nominal categories. The 
problem here is that “the suffix tree in the TreeTagger is searched during a lookup 
along the path, where the nodes are annotated with the letters of the word suffix in 




Figure 6. 6: A sample suffix Tree of length 3 (Schmid, 1995) 
 
Thus, the same word endings between verbs and nominal categories are very 
problematic to disambiguate. As the error rate shows, this is the main reason for 
incorrectly assigned tags in verbs and in nominals as well. Table 6.16 shows most 
common examples of such ambiguous endings in verbs and nominals. 
Verb ending and its 
usage 




Genitive, singular or 
Plural 
[darbis] “S/he runs” 
 
[debis] “of sisters” 
 
[-odi]  
Conditional, aorist, future, 









[-eba] ending in: 




[gibrundeba] “S/he/it is 
returning to you” 
[gaketeba] “to do” 
[-bit] ending in: 
Aorist, present, aorist 




singular or plural 
[vxdebit] “We become” 
[nabijebit] “by steps” 




singular or plural 
[inanebs] “S/he will regret 
this” 
[saxlebs] “to houses” 
Table 6. 16: Ambiguous endings in verbs.  
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Thus, many major class categories (verbs, nominals) can have the same ending, which 
can be very problematic in POS-tagging using the TreeTagger program. This 
contributes to most of the errors in verbs (61.57%).  
The other types of errors are also related to the ambiguous endings. For example, 
incorrectly tagged tenses (21.05%), incorrect person and number and tense (10.52%) 
and incorrectly tagged person and number agreement (6.84%) are due to the 
ambiguous endings. The word endings for tenses in Georgian are not consistent, for 
example, the verb ending on the [-it] can be found in plural verbs in aorist, present, 
aorist subjunctive, future or imperfect tenses. On the other hand, the [-it] is the 
instrumental case marker for nominals. As for the markers for person of argument 
agreement, they are prefixal (for 1st and 2nd). However, like suffixes, prefixes are also 
ambiguous with nominals.  
The other level of complexity is detecting verbs which agree with two arguments. 
Firstly, there are very few examples for two-person of argument marking in the 
training set and in the lexicon. Secondly, the markers for the two person of argument 
agreement are very difficult to detect in the verb form. In the example, [damicere] 
“You wrote for me”, I have highlighted the person of argument markers, where the [-
m-] is the marker for the 1st person object and [-e] is the marker for the 2nd person of 
subject in aorist.  
Similar problems are encountered in nominals. The full list of incorrectly assigned tags 
for nominals are given in Table 6.17 below.  It includes nouns and adjectives, as well 
as numerals and pronouns. 
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TAG Category Coverage 
in the 
training set 
JPA Adjective, Plural, Adverbial 0.001% 
JSA Adjective, Singular, Adverbial 0.96% 
JSE Adjective, Singular, Ergative 0.1% 
JSN Adjective, Singular, Nominative-absolutive 7.56% 
JSU Adjective, Singular, Zero 1.49% 
MCSU Numeral Cardinal Singular Zero 0.1% 
MOSN Numeral Ordinal Singular Nominative - 
absolutive 
0.18% 
NPD Noun, Plural, dative-accusative 1.1% 
NPG Noun, Plural, Genitive 1.41% 
NPI Noun, Plural, Instrumental 0.03% 
NPN Noun, Plural, Nominative-absolutive 0.75% 
NSA Noun, Singular, Adverbial 0.22% 
NSD Noun, Singular, Dative-accusative 8.49% 
NSFD Noun, Singular, Suffixaufnahme: Genitive + 
Dative-accusative 
0.16% 
NSG Noun, Singular, Genitive 8.43% 
NSI Noun, Singular, Instrumental 0.95% 
NSN Noun, Singular, Nominative-absolutive 8.56% 
NSU Noun, Singular, Zero 0.49% 
PDPG  Pronoun Demonstrative Plural Genitive 0.08% 
PND Pronoun Negative Accusative –Dative-
accusative 
0.05% 
PP1PU Pronoun Personal  
First Person Plural Zero Case 
0.1% 
Table 6. 17: Tagging errors in nominals. 
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Table 6.18 summarises type of errors and their error rate in nominals. This includes 
nouns, adjectives, pronouns and numerals.  
Type of errors in verbs Error 
rate 
Incorrect POS tag,  
e.g. nouns tagged as adjectives 
or verbs, and adjectives tagged 
as nouns etc. 
37.22% 
Plural nominals tagged as 
singulars 
31.11% 
Singular nominals tagged as 
plurals  
1.11% 
Incorrect case tags for nominals 28.8% 
Incorrect case and number tags 
for nominals 
2.7% 
Table 6. 18: Type of errors in nominals.  
As the table shows above, 37.22% errors in nominals are incorrectly assigned part-of-
speech tags, such as nouns tagged as adjectives or verbs; and adjectives tagged as 
nouns. 31.11% of plural nominals are tagged as singulars, while only 1.11% of 
singular nominals are tagged as plurals. A large number of errors also occurs in case 
tagging. About 28.8% nominals have incorrectly assigned case tags. All these POS-
tagging errors are due to the ambiguous endings. It is very difficult for the tagger to 
assign the correct tags in nominals, when they have the same endings (same case 
markers). The other major problem in nominals is distinguishing plurals from 
singulars. This is because the plural marker [-eb-] occurs before the case marker and 
cannot be captured within the suffix Tree length of 3. To capture the plural marker and 




(2)      ded-eb-isa 
     mother-PL-GEN 
     “Of mothers”. 
Taking into consideration the example above, the suffix Tree should have a length of 
at least 4 or 5 to account for plural markers. The problem here is that increasing the 
suffix tree length dropped overall tagger performance. 
To sum up, the stochastic TreeTagger program struggles to analyse the complex 
morphological features in Georgian for several obvious reasons. Firstly, it is difficult 
to tag the person of argument agreement in verbs. The main reason for this is the basic 
principle how the TreeTagger program works. Using the automatically generated 
suffix and prefix lexicon with different context lengths is not simply sufficient enough 
to disambiguate Georgian verbs, where the person and number of argument agreement 
are incorporated within the verb form, as in [damicere] “You wrote for me”.  
Word with 
incorrect tags 
English Translation Error 
rate 












ვახო [vaxo] Vaxo 
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A more detailed look at the sources of errors presented in table 6.19 reveals the 
following problems: 
i) Disambiguation problems specific to Georgian morphosyntax: 
1. Distinguishing between the major word classes such as verbs, nouns and 
adjectives due to ambiguous endings; 
2. Detecting person of argument agreement in verbs, especially the verbs 
with more than one person of argument marking; 
3. Dealing with case marking in nouns, adjectives and pronouns, especially 
the postposition governed cases. 
ii) Other disambiguation problems in Georgian: 
4. Distinguishing between closely related POS classes, such as nouns and 
adjectives; 
5. Distinguishing plural and singular cases in nouns and adjectives; 
6. Distinguishing verb tenses. 
In spite of the number of problems in statistical tagging, it demonstrated its reasonable 







6.5 Comparison of enclitic and non-enclitic tokenization 
approaches 
The POS-tagging using the KATAG tagset with the enclitic tokenisation approach 
achieved an accuracy of 92.41%. In this section I will compare the results with the 
non-enclitic tokenisation approach. It is worthwhile to mention that in the non-enclitic 
tokenisation approach, I used the same training set, lexicon and the test set that I have 
used with the enclitic tokenisation approach.  




Training set 83,753 words  
(7,200 sentences, 7,500 
unique word forms) 
Open class tags 198 tags 
Table 6. 20: Lexicon and training set used with non-cliticised approach. 
With the non-cliticised tokenisation approach, the KATAG tagset contains an infinite 
number of tags as it is impossible to encounter all possible variations. Therefore, the 
number of tags is unknown. In total 348 tags are used in this approach (based on the 
training set). 
Similarly, in POS-tagging, this approach uses the same TreeTagger parameters as it 










bigram 60 nodes 315 nodes 41 14 
trigram 60 nodes 315 nodes 67 15 
quatrogram 60 nodes 315 nodes 87 16 
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In the non-enclitic approach, the TreeTagger achieved an accuracy of 87.13%, which 
is lower by 5.28% than the cliticised approach (92.41%). Like in the cliticised 
approach (see Table 6.7), increasing the context to trigram and quatrograms did not 
result in any improvement in this approach either.  
Method Context Accuracy 
TreeTagger  bigram 87.13% 
TreeTagger  trigram 87.13% 
TreeTagger  quatrogram 87.13% 
Table 6. 22: Comparison of accuracy of the parameter files. 
 
The types of POS-tagging errors are very similar to the errors described in the error 
analysis above for the cliticised approach. The accuracy of the TreeTagger program 
for unknown words in the enclitic approach is 61.73%, whereas in the non-enclitic 
approach it is 45.02%. This can be explained by high number of cliticised tokens that 
appears in the test-set. This is problematic since it is difficult to account for all possible 
clitics (postpositions or particles, or both) for each token in the training set or in the 
lexicon. Thus, the accuracy for unknown words in the non-clitic approach is much 






Figure 6. 7: Comparison of accuracy in genres, non-enclitic approach 
Figure 6.7 shows the accuracy of the TreeTagger in each genre in the non- enclitic 
approach. The highest performance of the TreeTagger is achieved in legal texts, which 
is 93.45%. The lowest accuracy appears in fiction and the academic genre. In enclitic 
approach (cf. Figure 6.5), similar results are achieved across the genres. For example, 
95.5% accuracy in legal texts are shown in enclitic approach and 93.45% accuracy in 
non-enclitic approach. However, much worse results are shown in academic genre in 
non-enclitic approach. For example, 93.43% accuracy is achieved in enclitic approach 
and 84.33% in non-enclitic approach. This can be explained by variation in the use of 
enclitics across genres. 
As mentioned above, types of errors encountered in both approaches are similar in a 
way that the probabilistic tagger finds it difficult to assign correct tags based on the 
suffix and prefix lexicon. It becomes even more problematic when enclitic forms are 
treated as a single word, as the tagger cannot deal with a long string of encliticized 
elements. Thus, the best results are obtained when enclitics are treated separately from 
the host words. 
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6.6 Comparison of the performance level of the trained TreeTagger 
program and the Georgian parser 
As discussed in Chapter 1, there are no tagging guidelines or tagger programs available 
for Georgian for the wider academic community, with the exception of the Georgian 
parser (Meurer, 2007). I have analysed the test sets using the Georgian parser and 
compared it with the TreeTagger results. The performance and the accuracy of the 
Georgian parser is 83%, which is much lower than the TreeTagger results in both 
enclitic (92.41%) and non-enclitic (87.13%) approaches. 
In addition to the low performance, the downside of the parser is that it leaves unknown 
words without tags.  
 
Figure 6. 8: Parsed Georgian text from the test set 
Figure 6.8 shows above the “unrecognized” words, which are unknown words in the 
parser lexicon and which do not have grammatical features assigned to them. In some 
cases, grammatical features for unrecognized words are assigned incorrectly. For 
example, მოიაზრებოდა [moiazreboda] is an unrecognized word, a verb meaning 
“it was considered”, with the possible grammatical features tag - “N prop”, meaning 
proper noun.  
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6.7  Concluding remarks 
In this section, I evaluated the performance of the probabilistic part-of-speech tagging 
program and analysed the POS-tagging errors. Thus, I used a stochastic methodology 
(TreeTagger; Schmid, 1994) taking two approaches: enclitic and non-enclitic 
approaches. An accuracy of 92.41% using an enclitic tokenisation approach and 
accuracy of 87.13% was achieved using a non-enclitic tokenisation approach, 
corroborating my hypothesis that treating enclitic elements separately from the host 
words results in better tagging performance. 
To make the tagger program easily adaptable for a range of inputs (type, variety or 
genre of text), the performance of the probabilistic TreeTagger program was also 
evaluated according to five different genres: academic, informal, fiction, news and 
legal text samples. 
In addition to this, I evaluated the performance of the TreeTagger and analysed the 
most commonly encountered part-of-speech tagging errors in Georgian. Obviously, 
the size of the training corpus, as well as the morphosyntactic complexity of Georgian, 
had some impact on the performance of the TreeTagger. Taking into consideration the 
morphosyntactic complexity of the language, the main challenges for the stochastic 
tagger on Georgian texts include: similar word endings, two argument agreement 
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Chapter 7                                             
                                           Conclusions 
 
7.1 Main contributions 
The main contribution of my PhD thesis is achieving a functional automated part-of-
speech tagging in Georgian using the probabilistic TreeTagger program with an 
accuracy of 92.41% using the enclitic approach.  
The other major contributions of my PhD research are the new morphosyntactic model 
of Georgian for POS-tagging purposes and the part-of-speech tagging resources that I 
have developed including a tagset and set of tagging guidelines. 
One of the major contributions that this study has made, as far as the structure of 
Georgian is concerned, is the new morphosyntactic model of the Georgian language 
for POS-tagging purposes. It is an adequate model for practical applications in 
Georgian language engineering. Knowing the applicability of this new 
morphosyntactic model to the field will allow future researchers in Georgian language 
engineering to make use of the model without uncertainty as to its suitability. Thus, it 
is an important output of this study.  
Other important contributions include the research questions I have investigated. They 
are as follows: 
1. Is it possible to design a practically manageable hierarchical 
decomposable tagset for an agglutinative language, such as Georgian? 
I have designed a hierarchical decomposable KATAG tagset for Georgian, which is 
an agglutinative language with complex morphology. Agglutinative languages have 
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no finite paradigms and thus, it is difficult to encounter and describe all possible 
combinations hierarchically.  
The KATAG tagset consists of 502 tags40, which is four/five times larger than average 
English tagsets. The practicality and manageability of the KATAG tagset has been 
demonstrated at different stages of this research. First, possible hierarchies were 
defined going through by category-by-category (in Chapter 4). Then the proposed 
tagset was put into practice by means of manual tagging (in Chapter 5) of the training 
corpus representing the natural language data.  Finally, the performance of the 
TreeTagger program using the KATAG tagset has been evaluated (in Chapter 6). Thus, 
the proposed hierarchical decomposable KATAG is practical and manageable despite 
the large number of tags it contains. 
2. Is a stochastic method an appropriate one in part-of-speech tagging of 
morphologically rich and complex language, such as Georgian?  
I have used a stochastic method in part-of-speech tagging in Georgian. Some 
researchers (Tapanainen and Voutilainen, 1994) suggest that Markov model taggers 
operate better with small tagsets and it is difficult to write good biases for the 
probabilistic tagger. Another disadvantage of stochastic methods (with Markov model 
taggers) when applied to morphologically rich languages is that these languages have 
potentially freer word order with greater contextual ambiguity (Sánchez-León and 
Nieto-Serrano, 1997) and thus might be unsuitable for such languages.  
I have demonstrated that a probabilistic method is an appropriate approach in part-of-
speech tagging for Georgian. According to Schmid (1994, p. 6) the TreeTagger was 
                                                 
40 On this occasion, 219 tags have been utilized (out of 502 tags). These are the tags that 
appear in the training corpus.  See discussion in section 5.1.2. 
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tested for English on the Penn-Treebank corpus (36 tags). 2 million words from the 
corpus were used for training and the TreeTagger achieved 96.36% accuracy. For 
Georgian, the TreeTagger has been trained on a much small corpus (in total 90,872-
word corpus including punctuation) and achieved an accuracy of 92.41%. This 
suggests that with more and better lexicon, the performance of the TreeTagger for 
Georgian can be improved to achieve better results.  
3. What are the main challenges of the probabilistic TreeTagger program 
(with Markov model) when it is applied to Georgian? 
I have evaluated the performance level of the TreeTagger and analzyed the most 
commonly encountered errors of part-of-speech tagging in Georgian. Obviously, the 
size of the training corpus had some effects on the performance level of the 
TreeTagger. However, this research question addresses other problems, such as the 
morphosyntactic complexity of Georgian and what aspects of it are the most difficult 
for the TreeTagger program. 
One of the main problems in tagging Georgian using the stochastic TreeTagger 
program is similar word endings in Georgian. Almost no word terminations in 
Georgian indicate exclusively a single category or even a small group of categories. 
Instead, a single morpheme may realise a large number of categories (for instance, -a 
which may indicate almost all the possible tags in the tagset (such as NSN, NSD, NSG, 
NSA, NSI, NSE, RR, JSN, V:2S:A etc.).  
The other level of complexity is detecting two-person of argument marking in verbs. 
The markers for the two person of argument agreement are very difficult to detect in 
the verb form. For example, in დამიწერე [damicere] “You wrote for me”, the marker 
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for the first person of object (“me”) is ‘infixal’ [-m-], whereas, the marker for the 
second person subject (“you”) is suffixal [-e]. It is difficult for the stochastic 
TreeTagger program to detect the subject and object agreement markers in Georgian 
verbs. 
In addition to this, the other major problem in Georgian morphosyntax is 
morphological syncretism, when one wordform belongs to the same morphosyntactic 
category, but it is difficult to identify appropriate morphosyntactic features, such as 
tense and argument agreement in verbs. For example, the Georgian verb გაწუხებთ 
[gac'uxebt] can have at least two readings: 
• Verb, 3rd person of Subject singular and 2nd person of object Plural (“S/he/it 
bothers you (PL)) 
• Verb, 1st person of Subject plural and 2nd person of object singular (“We bother 
you). 
Thus, the main challenges for the stochastic tagger on Georgian texts include: the 
similar word endings, two argument agreement markings in verbs and the 
morphological syncretism as described above. Taking into consideration these 
challenges, better biases for the probabilistic tagger can be written by improving the 
lexicon to account for all problematic areas in Georgian stated above. Also, the most 
obvious means of improving the tagger is clearly to use a larger lexicon.  
4. What is the best approach in tokenisation when dealing with enclitics in 
Georgian? 
I have used two different approaches of tokenisation of “clitics” (as it applies in POS 
tagging). In the first approach, I have treated enclitic elements separately from the host 
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words and argued that a better performance level would be achieved using this 
approach. In the second approach, I have treated enclitics as a single word. Then I have 
compared the performance level of the TreeTagger program using both approaches.  
I have demonstrated that the first tokenisation approach of splitting enclitics has 
advantage over the second approach. The encliticized tokenisation improves the 
performance of the tagger by 5.28%, from 87.13% to 92.41% of accuracy.  
5. Which genres are most difficult in part-of-speech tagging in Georgian? 
 The performance of the probabilistic TreeTagger program is evaluated on the obtained 
test set consisting of five different genres: academic, informal, fiction, news and legal. 
The main reason for this is to find out if the application of the tagger is limited because 
the resources (e.g. training set, lexicon) used were trained for a particular variety or 
genre of text.  
As expected, the accuracy of the tagger varies in each genre. The highest performance 
of the TreeTagger is achieved in legal and news texts in both enclitic and non-enclitic 
approaches. In legal texts, 95.50% accuracy is shown (see Figure 6.5) in enclitic 
approach and 93.45% accuracy in non-enclitic approach (see Figure 6.7). In news 
texts, 94.47% accuracy is achieved in enclitic approach and 89.85% in non-enclitic 
approach. The lowest accuracy appears in fiction (67.78%) and informal (83.13%) 
genres in enclitic approach. Whereas in non-enclitic approach, lowest accuracy is 
shown in fiction (84.36%) and academic (84.33%) genres. This is because of the 
style/register of the language used in these test set compared to the training set. For 
instance, the language (both style and structure) used in legal and news test sets are 
very similar to those used in the training set. This explains the higher performance 
level of the tagger in these genres.  
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On the other hand, the fiction and informal test set has a higher frequency of verbs. In 
the error analysis, a high number of errors in fiction and informal test sets are 
associated with incorrectly assigned tags for verbs. This explains the low accuracy in 
these genres compared to other genres such as legal or news.  
To make the tagger program easily adaptable for a range of input (type, variety or 
genre of text), the training corpus should be expanded to include more fictional and 
informal texts proportionally. 
 
7.2  Resources developed 
The most important contributions of my PhD project are the part-of-speech tagging 
resources for Georgian that I have developed. They are: 
1. KATAG tagset; 
2. A set of tagging guidelines  
3. Parameter files for functional automated part-of-speech tagging in Georgian 
using the probabilistic TreeTagger program; 
4. Corpus based list of syncopated and non-syncopated words in Georgian 
5. Manually annotated training corpus and lexicon. 
The KATAG tagset obviously represents a major resource for Georgian corpus 
linguistics. This hierarchical decomposable tagset can be used for other stochastic 
taggers, or rule-based or hybrid tagger programs. Thus, its value as analysis scheme is 
independent of any particular application, and as such, it is a useful product of this 
study in its own right.  
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The trained parameter files of the TreeTagger program would be a valuable resource 
for the users, especially for those without a programming background. Thus, the 
parameter files of the probabilistic TreeTagger program trained on Georgian texts will 




kabigram-utf8.par Bigram TreeTagger, enclitic 
tokenisation 
92.41% 
katrigram-utf8.par Trigram TreeTagger, enclitic 
tokenisation 
92.41% 
kaquadrogram-utf8.par Quadrogram TreeTagger, enclitic 
tokenisation 
92.41% 
geobigram-utf8.par Bigram TreeTagger, non-enclitic 
tokenisation 
87.13%  








Table 7. 1: Trained TreeTagger parameter files. 
 
Syncopation is an important part of the nominal declension in Georgian nominals. 
Thus, the information on which words undergo syncopation is very useful in part-of-
speech tagging. Therefore, I have analysed over 5 million (5,234,371) words with 
“syncopated syllables” in Genitive, Instrumental and Adverbial Cases in the KaWac 
corpus. As a result of the corpus analyses, I have produced three types of lists, as 
follows: 
Lists No of 
words 
List A: non-syncopated words 640 
List B: syncopated words 335 
List C: Both syncopated and non-
syncopated 
50 




The first list includes the words that are always syncopated. The second list covers 
the words with syncopated syllables, but they never syncopate. The third list includes 
the words that sometimes syncopate and sometimes remains unsyncopated. The full 
list of vowel syncopation in Georgian is given in the Appendix B. 
The manually annotated training corpus and lexicon can also be considered as one of 
the most important part-of-speech tagging resources. This data may be of benefit of 











83,753 words  
(7,200 sentences, 
7,500 unique word 
forms) 
Fullform lexicon 8,488 words 87,217 words 
Auxiliary 
lexicon 
84,683 words - 
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7.3 Future works 
The KATAG tagset represents the most important morphosyntactic features of 
Georgian. There is no claim that the presented tagset is optimal for Georgian. There is 
still room for improvement.  
Some minor changes can be applied to the classification of adjectives. For example, 
the degrees of comparison for adjectives can be added to the tagset. The other 
important thing is to reconsider introducing the suffixaufnahme cases for numerals, as 
they have not actually been utilized for numerals. Another alteration can be made in 
relative pronouns, where enclitic particles can be considered as a part of the word form.  
One of the main advantages of the proposed tagset is that it easily understandable and 
manageable. Therefore, if anyone wishes depending on her/his research interests, can 
alter the tagset to be more fine-grained or simplified.  
There are a number of possible future research projects that can be carried out in the 
field of Georgian corpus linguistics using the KATAG tagset. For example, I have 
introduced two additional cases (outside the traditional case system, Shanidze 1980): 
1) Zero (or null) and 2) Suffixaufnahme. These cases are not well studied in Georgian 
linguistics. Thus, the KATAG decomposable tagset will allow specific searches in the 
corpus to analyse the distribution patterns (syntactic behaviour for instance) and 
frequency of their usage. 
The initial intention of this project involved modifying the Unitag - a rule-based tagger 
for Georgian. The Unitag program was originally developed to tag Urdu (Hardie, 
2004) and then was used to tag Nepali (Hardie et al., 2011). It consists of a 
morphological and lexical analysis system and disambiguation modules, which is 
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based on hand-written rules and also uses a probabilistic system based on a Markov 
model. Much works on the rule-based disambiguation for the Unitag program has 
already been carried out. Thus, an obvious next step is a development of a rule-based 
Georgian tagger. It might be hoped that the rule-based tagger would improve the 
annotation accuracy.  
Another important next step would be a development a semantic tagger in Georgian. 
A very first step toward the semantic tagging has been undertaken. In particular, I have 
enquired the possibility of expanding the USAS semantic tagger (Piao et al, 2015) for 
Georgian. The USAS’s semantic lexicon has been used to automatically extract and 
map the translated Georgian dictionary entries from the English-Georgian 
Comprehensive Online dictionary41. The automatically derived semantic lexicon (for 
test sample letter A) for Georgian proved to be adequate with some manual post 
editing.  
It may also be hoped that the experience of developing part-of-speech tagging 
resources to Georgian would support adaptation of the annotation scheme for other 
Kartvelian languages, such as Megrelian, Laz and Svan.   
                                                 
41 https://dictionary.ge/  
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Appendix A  
KATAG tagset and tagging guidelines 
A1. Noun 





1 Singular Zero case 
2 Plural Nominative-
absolutive 
3  Ergative 
4  Dative-accusative 
5  Genitive 
6  Instrumental 
7  Adverbial 
8  Vocative 
9  Suffixaufnahme: 
Genitive + Ergative 
10  Suffixaufnahme: 
Genitive + Dative-
accusative 
11  Suffixaufnahme: 
Genitive + Adverbial 
12  Suffixaufnahme: 
Genitive + Vocative 
Table A1. 1: Attribute values for Nouns. 
 
 
This gives 24 Tags for nouns as follows: 
 




Noun Singular Zero 
Case 













Noun Singular  
Dative-accusative 







































Genitive +  Dative-
accusative 




Genitive + Adverbial 




Genitive + Vocative 






















Noun Plural  Dative-
accusative 



































































Table A1. 2: Tags for nouns.  
 
A2. Adjective 
There are two attribute values for adjectives (like nouns): number and Case.  It gives 
24 Tags for adjectives as follows: 
 




Adjective Singular Zero 
case 













JSD qrus, martals ყრუს,  
მართალს 
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A3. Pronoun 
Most, albeit not all, pronouns have irregular case inflections, and many pronouns lack 
plural forms. Thus, I will give attribute values for each type and then will give the full 
list of tags.  
Value i) type ii) Person iii) 
Number 
iv) Case 
1 Personal First Singular Zero 
2  Second Plural Nominative-
Absolutive 
3    Dative-
accusative 
4    Vocative 
Table A3. 1: Attribute values for Personal Pronouns. 
Value i) type ii) 
Number 
iii) Case 
1 Demonstrative Singular Zero 
2  Plural Nominative-
Absolutive 
3   Ergative 
4   Dative-
accusative 
5   Genitive 
6   Instrumental 
7   Adverbial 
8   Vocative 
9   Suffixaufnahme-
Ergative 
10   Suffixaufnahme- 
Dative-
accusative 
11   Suffixaufnahme-
Adverbial 





Value i) type ii) 
Number 
iii) Case 
1 Interrogative Singular Zero 
2  Plural Nominative-
Absolutive 
3   Ergative 
4   Dative-
accusative 
5   Genitive 
6   Instrumental 
7   Adverbial 
8   Suffixaufnahme-
Ergative 
9   Suffixaufnahme- 
Dative-
accusative 
10   Suffixaufnahme-
Adverbial 
Table A3. 3: Attribute values for Interrogative Pronouns. 
 
 






1 Possessive  First Singular Zero 
2  Second Plural Nominative-
Absolutive 
3 Reflexive   Ergative 
4    Dative-
accusative 
5    Genitive 
6    Instrumental 
7    Adverbial 
8    Vocative 
9    Suffixaufnahme-
Ergative 
10    Suffixaufnahme- 
Dative-
accusative 
11    Suffixaufnahme-
Adverbial 
12    Suffixaufnahme-
Vocative 
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Value i) type i) Case 
1 Reciprocal  Zero 
2  Nominative-
Absolutive 
3  Ergative 
4  Dative-
accusative 
5  Genitive 
6  Instrumental 
7  Adverbial 
8  Suffixaufnahme-
Ergative 









Value i) type i) Case 
1 Empathic Zero 
2  Nominative-
Absolutive 
3  Ergative 
4  Dative-
accusative 
5  Genitive 
6  Instrumental 
7  Adverbial 
8  Vocative 










Value i) type ii) 
Number 
iii) Case 
1 Indefinite Singular Zero 
2  Plural Nominative-
Absolutive 
3   Ergative 
4   Dative-
accusative 
5   Genitive 
6   Instrumental 
7   Adverbial 
8   Suffixaufnahme-
Ergative 




10   Suffixaufnahme-
Adverbial 
Table A3. 7: Attribute values for Indefinite Pronouns. 
 
 
Value i) type i) Case 
1 Negative Zero 
2  Nominative-
Absolutive 
3  Ergative 
4  Dative-
accusative 
5  Genitive 
6  Instrumental 
7  Adverbial 
8  Suffixaufnahme- 
Dative-
accusative 
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Overall, this gives 163 tags for pronouns: 




Pronoun Personal  
First Person Singular 
Nominative-Absolutive 
Case 
PP1SN me მე 
Pronoun Personal  
Second person 
Singular Zero Case 
PP2SU šen შენ 
Pronoun Personal  
Second person 
Dative-accusative 
PP2SD šen შენ 
Pronoun Personal  
Second person 
Genitive 
PP2SG šen შენ 
Pronoun Personal  
First Person Plural Zero 
Case 
PP1PU čven ჩვენ 
Pronoun Personal  
First Person Plural  Dative-
accusative 
PP1PD čven ჩვენ 
Pronoun Personal  
First Person Plural  Genitive 
PP1PG čven ჩვენ 
Pronoun Personal  
Second person 
Plural Zero 
PP2PU tkven თქვენ 
Pronoun Personal  
Second person 
Dative-accusative 
PP2PD tkven თქვენ 
Pronoun Personal  
Second person 
Genitive 
PP2PG tkven თქვენ 
Pronoun Personal  
Second person 
Singular Vocative 
PP2SV še, šeno შე, შენო 








Singular Zero Case 
PDSU es, eg ეს, ეგ 
Pronoun Demonstrative 






















































































































































PTSU vin, ra ვინ, რა 
Pronoun Interrogative 






































































Pronoun Interrogative Plural 















































































Nominative - absolutive 




Nominative - absolutive 
PV1SN čemi ჩემი 




PV1SE čemma ჩემმა 




PV1SD čems ჩემს 













PV1SA čemad ჩემად 
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Adverbial 




PV1SV čemo ჩემო 





PV1SFE čemisam ჩემისამ 





PV1SFD čemisas ჩემისას 





PV1SFA čemisad ჩემისად 




PV1SFV čemisav ჩემისავ 
Pronoun Possessive  
Singular  
Second Person 
Nominative - absolutive 
PV2SN šeni შენი 




PV2SE šenma შენმა 
Pronoun Possessive  
Singular 
Second Person 
  Dative-accusative 
PV2SD šens შენს 














PV2SA šenad შენად 
Pronoun Possessive  
Singular  












PV2SFD šenisas შენისას 





PV2SFA šenisad შენისად 
Pronoun Possessive-
reflexive Singular  
Third Person 
Zero 
PRXU tvis თვის 
Pronoun Possessive-
Reflexive Singular  
Third Person 
Nominative - absolutive 











  Dative-accusative 






PRXG tavisis თავისის 
Pronoun Possessive-
Reflexive Singular  
Third Person 
Instrumental 






PRXA tavisad თავისად 
Pronoun Possessive Plural  
First Person 
Nominative - absolutive 
PV1PN čveni ჩვენი 
Pronoun Possessive  PV1PE čvenma ჩვენმა 
 
 





Pronoun Possessive  
Plural First Person 
Dative-accusative 
PV1PD čvens ჩვენს 
Pronoun Possessive  
Plural First Person 
Genitive 
PV1PG čvenis ჩვენის 
Pronoun Possessive Plural 
First Person 
Instrumental 
PV1PI čvenit ჩვენით 
Pronoun Possessive Plural  
First Person 
Adverbial 
PV1PA čvenad ჩვენად 
Pronoun Possessive Plural 
First Person 
Vocative  
PV1PV čveno ჩვენო 




PV1FE čvenisam ჩვენისამ 





PV1FD čvenisas ჩვენისას 




PV1FA čvenisad ჩვენისად 
Pronoun Possessive  Plural 
Second Person 
Nominative - absolutive 
PV2PN tkveni თქვენი 
Pronoun Possessive Plural 
Second Person 
 Ergative 
PV2PE tkvenma თქვენმა 
Pronoun Possessive Plural 
Second Person 
  Dative-accusative 
PV2PD tkvens თქვენს 
Pronoun Possessive Plural 
Second Person 
Genitive 
PV2PG tkvenis თქვენის 
Pronoun Possessive Plural 
Second Person 
Instrumental 
PV2PI tkvenit თქვენით 
Pronoun Possessive Plural 
Second Person 
Adverbial 
PV2PA tkvenad თქვენით 
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PV2FE tkvenisam თქვენისამ 





PV2FD tkvenisas თქვენისას 




























































































Pronoun Intensive Zero 
Case 
PFU tvit, tviton თვით, 
თვითონ 
Pronoun   Intensive    
















































Pronoun   Intensive    
singular Nominative - 
absolutive 
PFSN sxva სხვა 
Pronoun   Intensive    
singular Ergative 
PFSE sxvam სხვამ 
Pronoun   Intensive    
singular   Dative-accusative 
PFSD sxvas სხვას 
Pronoun   Intensive    
singular  Genitive 
PFSG sxvis სხვის, 
სხვისი 
Pronoun   Intensive    
singular Instrumental 
PFSI sxvit სხვით 
Pronoun   Intensive    
singular  Adverbial 
PFSA sxvad სხვად 
Pronoun   Intensive    
singular Vocative 
PFSV sxvav სხვავ 
Pronoun   Intensive    
singular Suffixaufnahme- 
Dative-accusative 
PFSFD sxvisas სხვისას 
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Pronoun   Intensive  Plural 
Suffixaufnahme-Adverbial 
PFSFA sxvisad სხვისად 
Pronoun   Intensive     Plural 
Nominative - absolutive 
PFPN sxvebi სხვა 
Pronoun   Intensive    Plural  
Ergative 
PFPE sxvebma სხვამ 
Pronoun   Intensive    Plural    
Dative-accusative 
PFPD sxvebs სხვას 
Pronoun   Intensive    Plural 
Genitive 
PFPG sxvebis სხვის, 
სხვისი 
Pronoun   Intensive  Plural 
Instrumental 
PFPI sxvebit სხვით 
Pronoun   Intensive   Plural   
Adverbial 
PFPA sxvebad სხვად 
Pronoun   Intensive    Plural 
Vocative 
PFPV sxvebo სხვავ 
Pronoun   Intensive   Plural  
Suffixaufnahme- Dative-
accusative 
PFPFD sxvebisas სხვისას 
Pronoun   Intensive   Plural 
Suffixaufnahme-Adverbial 
PFPFA sxvebisad სხვისად 
Pronoun Indefinite Singular 
Zero 
PISU ert-ert ერთ-ერთ 
Pronoun Indefinite Singular 
Nominative - absolutive 
PISN viğac, zog ვიღაც, 
ზოგი 
Pronoun Indefinite Singular 
















































Pronoun Indefinite Singular 
Suffixaufnahme-Adverbial 
PISFA ramisad რამისად 
 
 



















































Table A3. 9: Tags Pronouns.  














































































































The attribute values for numerals are summed up in the table 4.1 below: 
 
Value i) type ii) Number iii) Case 
1 Cardinal 
Simple 





3 Ordinal  Ergative 
4 Fraction  Dative-
accusative 
5   Genitive 
6   Instrumental 
7   Adverbial 
8   Vocative 
9   Suffixaufnahme: 
Genitive + 
Ergative 




11   Suffixaufnahme: 
Genitive + 
Adverbial 
12   Suffixaufnahme: 
Genitive + 
Vocative 
Table A4. 1: Attribute values for numerals. 
 
In total, it gives 58 tags, as follows: 
 




Numeral Cardinal Singular Zero MCSU sam, or სამ, ორ 
Numeral Cardinal Singular 
Nominative - absolutive 
MCSN sami, ori სამი, ორი 
Numeral Cardinal Singular 
Ergative 
MCSE samma, orma სამმა, ორმა 
Numeral Cardinal Singular 
Dative-accusative 
MCSD sams, ors სამს, ორს 
Numeral Cardinal Singular 
Genitive 
MCSG samis, samis სამის, ორის 
Numeral Cardinal Singular 
Instrumental 
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Numeral Cardinal Singular 
Adverbial 
MCSA samad, orad სამად, 
ორად 
Numeral Cardinal Singular 
Vocative 
MCSV samo, oro სამო, ორო 
Numeral Cardinal Singular, 








Numeral Cardinal Singular, 








Numeral Cardinal Singular, 








Numeral Cardinal Singular, 








Numeral Ordinal Singular Zero MOSU pirvel პირველ 
Numeral Ordinal Singular 









































Numeral Ordinal Singular, 








Numeral Ordinal Singular, 








Numeral Ordinal Singular, 




















































Numeral Diminutive Singular 
Zero Case 
MDSU samiod, oriod სამიოდ, 
ორიოდ 




































Numeral Cardinal Plural 
Nominative-absolutive 
MCPN samni, orebi სამნი, 
ორები 
Numeral Cardinal Plural 
Ergative 
MCPE samta, orta სამთა, 
ორთა 
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There are three tags for adverbs. 
 
Description TAG Examples 
(Latin) 
Examples (Georgian) 
General Adverb RR ak, amağam, cin აქ, ამაღამ, წინ 
Adverbs of Negation RN arsad, arasodes  არსად, არასოდეს 
Interrogative Adverb RI rogor, rodis, sad როგორ, როდის, სად 





There are two tags for conjunctions. 
 






CC da, magram და, მაგრამ 
Subordinating Conjunction CS oğond, rom ოღონდ, რომ 





There are six tags for particles. 
 




General Particle XX netav, diax ნეტავ, დიახ 
Interrogative Particle XI gana, xom განა, ხომ 
Quotative Particle XQ metki, tko მეთქი, თქო 
Negative Particle XN ar, veğar არ, ვეღარ 




Nominal Particle XO -ca, -ve -ცა, -ვე 
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A8. Interjection 
There is one tag for Interjection.  
 




Interjection UU uime, eriha უიმე, ერიჰა 
Table A8. 1: Tags for Interjections. 
 
A9. Postposition 
There is one tag for Postposition.  
 




Postposition  II mier, gamo, 
-ši, -ze 
მიერ, გამო, -ში, -
ზე 































Table A10. 1: Attribute values for verbs. 
 
 









1 S1 Present 
2 S2 Imperfect 






P Future Subjunctive 
7 S1O2 Aorist 
8 S2O1 Aorist Subjunctive 
9 S3O1 I Resultative 
10 S3O1
P II Resultative 


















P   
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Verb S1 





























































2    













Verb  S1p   







Verb  S1p   














Verb  S1p   









Verb  S1p   






Verb  S1p   







Verb  S1p   







Verb  S1p   



















V:2S:P izrdebi, tbebi იზრდები, თბები 
















Verb  S2 














Verb  S2 







Verb  S2 
Singular,  Aorist  
Tense 
V:2S:A gaizarde, gatbi გაიზარდე, გათბი 
Verb  S2 
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Verb  S2 







Verb  S2 







Verb  S2 







4    
Verb S2p Plural, 
Present Tense 
V:2P:P izrdebit, tbebit იზრდებით, 
თბებით 







Verb   S2p    







Verb   S2p    














Verb   S2p   







Verb   S2p    






Verb   S2p    







Verb   S2p   







Verb   S2p    









Verb   S2p   











V:3S:P izrdeba, tbeba იზრდება, თბება 
















Verb   S3 














Verb   S3 







Verb   S3 
Singular,  Aorist  
Tense 
V:3S:A gaizarda, gatba გაიზარდა, გათბა 
Verb   S3 







Verb   S3 







Verb   S3 







Verb   S3 







6    
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Verb    S3p     







Verb    S3p     














Verb    S3p    







Verb    S3p     






Verb    S3p    







Verb    S3p    







Verb    S3p     







Verb    S3p    







7    
Verb  S1O2 
Singular, 
Present Tense 
V:1S2S:P gzrdi, gatbob გზრდი, გათბობ 


















Verb  S1O2 














Verb  S1O2 







Verb  S1O2 





Verb  S1O2 







Verb  S1O2 







Verb  S1O2 







Verb  S1O2 







8    
Verb   S2O1 
Singular, 
Present Tense 
V:2S1S:P mzrdi, matbob მზრდი, მათბობ 
















Verb   S2O1 
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Verb   S2O1 







Verb   S2O1 





Verb   S2O1 







Verb   S2O1 







Verb   S2O1 







Verb   S2O1 







9    






















Verb    S3O1 














Verb    S3O1 







Verb    S3O1 








Verb    S3O1 







Verb  S3O1 







Verb    S3O1 















10    
Verb S3O1p, S 







Verb S3O1p  S 







Verb S3O1p  S 
Singular / O 







Verb S3O1p   S 
Singular / O 






Verb S3O1p  S 








Verb S3O1p   S 
Singular / O 







Verb S3O1p  S 
Singular / O 
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Verb S3O1p  S 
Singular / O 







Verb S3O1p   S 
Singular / O 







Verb S3O1p   S 
Singular / O 







Verb S3O1p   S 
Singular / O 







11    
Verb    S3O2 
Singular, 
Present Tense 
V:3S2S:P gzrdis, gatbobs გზრდის, გათბობს 
















Verb     S3O2 














Verb     S3O2 







Verb     S3O2 






Verb     S3O2 









Verb   S3O2 







Verb     S3O2 






Verb  S3O2 






12    
Verb  S3O2P, S 
Singular / O 
Plural, Present 
Tense 
V:3S2P:P gzrdit, gatbobt გზრდით, 
გათბობთ 
Verb S3O2P, S 







Verb S3O2P,  S 
Singular / O 







Verb  S3O2P, S 
Singular / O 






Verb  S3O2P, S 








Verb S3O2P,  S 
Singular / O 







Verb S3O2P,  S 
Singular / O 






Verb  S3O2P, S 
Singular / O 
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Verb S3O2P,  S 
Singular / O 







Verb S3O2P,   S 
Singular / O 







Verb S3O2P,  S 
Singular / O 







13    



















































Verb    S2PO1, S 
Plural, O 


























































































Verb     S2PO1P, 






Verb    S2PO1,  
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15    
Verb    S3PO1, S 







Verb     S3PO1, S 







Verb     S3PO1, S 









Verb     S3PO1, S 







Verb     S3PO1, S 








Verb     S3PO1, S 








Verb     S3PO1, S 
Plural / O 






Verb     S3PO1, S 










Verb   S3PO1, S 








Verb     S3PO1, S 








Verb  S3PO1, S 
























































Verb  S3PO1P, 
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17    
Verb S1PO2,  S 
Plural / O 
Singular, 
Present Tense 
V:1P2S:P gezrdebit გეზრდებით 
Verb S1PO2,  S 
Plural / O 
Singular, 
Imperfect Tense 
V:1P2S:I gezrdebodit გეზრდებოდით 
Verb S1PO2,  S 





V:1P2S:B gezrdebodet გეზრდებოდეთ 
Verb S1PO2,  S 
Plural / O 
Singular, Future 
Tense 
V:1P2S:F gagezrdebit გაგეზრდებით 
Verb S1PO2,  S 




V:1P2S:C gagezrdebodit გაგეზრდებოდით 
Verb S1PO2,  S 




V:1P2S:D gagezrdbodet გაგეზრდებოდეთ 
Verb  S1PO2,  S 
Plural / O 
Singular, Aorist  
Tense 
V:1P2S:A gagezardet გაგეზარდეთ 
Verb S1PO2,  S 




V:1P2S:E gagezardot გაგეზარდოთ 
Verb   S1PO2,  S 
Plural / O 
Singular, I 





Verb   S1PO2,  S 




V:1P2S:G gagezardet გაგეზარდეთ 
Verb  S1PO2,  S 




V:1P2S:S gagezardot გაგეზარდოთ 
18    
Verb S3PO2,  S 
Plural / O 
Singular, 
Present Tense 
V:3P2S:P gezrdebian გეზრდებიან 
Verb    S3PO2, S 
Plural / O 
Singular, 
Imperfect Tense 
V:3P2S:I gezrdebodnen გეზრდებოდნენ 
Verb    S3PO2,  S 





V:3P2S:B gezrdebodnen გეზრდებოდნენ 
Verb    S3PO2, S 
Plural / O 
Singular, Future 
Tense 
V:3P2S:F gagezrdebian გაგეზრდებიან 
Verb    S3PO2, S 




V:3P2S:C gaezrdebodit გაეზრდებოდით 
Verb    S3PO2, S 




V:3P2S:D gaezrdbodet გაეზრდებოდეთ 
Verb     S3PO2, S 
Plural / O 
Singular, Aorist  
Tense 
V:3P2S:A gaezardet გაეზარდეთ 
Verb    S3PO2, S 




V:3P2S:E gaezardot გაეზარდოთ 
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Verb   S3PO2, S 







Verb   S3PO2, S 







Verb     S3PO2, S 
Plural / O 






19    
Verb S2O1P,  S 
singular / O 
Plural, Present 
Tense 
V:2S1P:P gvzrdi გვზრდი 
Verb     S2O1P ,  
S singular / O 
Plural , 
Imperfect Tense 
V:2S1P:I gvzrdidi გვზრდიდი 
Verb     S2O1P ,   
S singular / O 
Plural , Present 
Subjunctive 
Tense 
V:2S1P:B gvzrdide გვზრდიდე 
Verb     S2O1P ,  
S singular / O 
Plural , Future 
Tense 
V:2S1P:F gagvzrdi გაგვზრდი 
Verb     S2O1P ,  




V:2S1P:C gagvzrdidi გაგვზრდიდი 
Verb     S2O1P ,  
S singular / O 
Plural , Future 
Subjunctive  
Tense 
V:2S1P:D gagvzridide გაგვზრდიდე 
Verb      S2O1P ,  
S singular / O 
Plural , Aorist  
Tense 
V:2S1P:A gagvzarde გაგვზარდე 
Verb     S2O1P ,  
S singular / O 
Plural , Aorist 



















Verb    S2O1P ,  S 
singular / O 
Plural , I 
Resultative  
Tense 
V:2S1P:R gagizrdivart გაგიზრდივართ 
Verb    S2O1P ,  S 
singular / O 
Plural , II 
Resultative  
Tense 
V:2S1P:G gagezarde გაგეზარდეთ 
Verb      S2O1P ,  
S singular / O 
Plural ,    III 
Subjunctive 
Tense 
V:2S1P:S gagezardo გაგეზარდოთ 
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A11. Copula 
There is one tag for the [-a] affixal copula in Georgian. 
 




Copula AUX -a -ა 
Table A11. 1: Tags for Copula 
 
A12. Residual 
There are six tags for residuals.  
 




Foreign Word FF news, job - 
Formula (e.g. Mathematical) FO 2 × 2 - 
Letter of the Alphabet FZ b, g, d ბ, გ, დ 
Abbreviation and Acronym: 
in Georgian 
FG šss, ašš შსს, აშშ 
Abbreviation and Acronym: 
English (other) 
FE LOL - 
Other unclassifiable non-
Georgian element / 
transliteration variant of a 
foreign word 
FU cool ქუულ 




There are four tags for punctuation. 
 
Description TAG Examples  
Sentence final YF . ? ! ?! … 
Sentence medial YM , : ; - * / \ <> 
~ «  
Quotations YQ " „ “ ” 
Brackets YB () [] {} 




Appendix B  
Corpus based wordlist of vowel syncopation in Georgian 
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ადგილსამყოფელი 96 677 
არასრულწლოვანი 254 239 
არჩევანი 709 6644 
ბაზარი 9886 55 
გამგებელი 7795 143 
გამოსავალი 457 82 
ევროკომისარი 145 53 
თავშესაფარი 2059 158 
თანამშრომელი 2381 59 
თირკმელი 1448 61 
ინჟინერი 142 62 
კვარტალი 1419 508 
კომისარი 674 60 
ლიმონი 184 1690 
მარანი 726 92 
მართალი 179 60 
მეგობარი 6797 56 
მეწყერი 64 287 
მკვლევარი 102 430 
მონასტერი 5174 55 
მრჩეველი 572 176 
ნათელი 486 68 
ნაღველი 905 69 
ნახევარი 1386 58 
ოფიცერი 795 52 
სამართალი 41346 118 
სარგებელი 1200 115 
სარტყელი 168 96 
სასმელი 354 203 
საფუძველი 1128 73 
საცხოვრებელი 167 75 
საძირკველი 164 70 
საჭმელი 2335 68 
ტანსაცმელი 2681 81 
ტაძარი 11453 84 
246 
 
უკანასკნელი 55 1831 
ფეხსაცმელი 1840 983 
ქარიშხალი 500 75 
ქვეყანა 130488 294 
ქსელი 967 7683 
ყველაფერი 185 307 
ყოველი 256 100 
შემოსავალი 4224 54 
წარმომადგენელი 6329 393 
წელი 502657 1340 
წითელი 62 54 
წყალი 29193 125 
ჯვარი 6117 294 
ჰამქარი 101 60 
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